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it can serve as a tool that can be used against
us, insofar as the loss of privacy when too
much of our personal information is exposed
and the loss of basic social skills when we
devote an inordinate amount of time and
attention to what' s on our phones and tablets
at the expense of what's right in front of us.

But social media can also be an invaluable
resource if we choose to use it in that way.
This is a tool that can only hurt us if we let
it and which can help us greatly if we recog
nize the potential of effective and relevant
mass communication. One way or another , the
power is in our hands .

By learning how to effectively use this tool
to quickly reach a great number of people, we
have the kind of power that would have been
unimaginable only a decade ago. Of course,
this is far from a revelation - we 've seen
social media used successfully in everything
from the Arab Spring to all kinds of lobbying
efforts. But all too often , the connections we
make are short-lived and disappear after what
ever crisis that united us is resolved .This is all
very useful to those in charge who don 't want
the basic structure of society to change and
who live in fear of people realizing the power
that they could have with this technology.

Think of the mindless appeal of something
like television , the true opiate of the masses.
We are deluged with banality because it 's safe
and it quells dangerous thoughts of change.
We remain firmly mired in our place where
we pose no threat. But think about what such
a tool could be if it got people to think and
to see results. This is precisely why govern
ments in every country keep tight control over
such outlets. They have tremendous potential
power and most people don' t even realize it.
Of course, that power can also be used in a
negative way as well. just as tightly controlled
social . media could be very dangerous to
individuals .

To say we live in interesting times would be
a vast understatement. To try and keep up with
the technological advancements that are made
year after year is a job in itself . But to also
try and keep up with the multitude of develop
ments involving hackers , freedom of speech ,
spying, leaking , hacktivism, legislation , legal
battles... it all can get lost in the sheer amount
of content we 're being exposed to. So while
the times are indeed interesting , they are also
overwhelming , and the frustration caused by
too much data can pull us into the very same
inertia we would be experiencing if there was
absolutely nothing of interest going on.

Fortunately, there are options and ways
that we can use all of this to our advantage.
In order to do that, we have to remember a
few things. First, we can' t possibly take it all
on or understand every conceivable nuance .
For instance, you may choose to focus on the
net neutrality issue and not devote as much
time to the topic of NSA spying. Second , it's
important for us to work together as much
as possible so that we can benefit from the
subject matter that others focus upon as well
as flesh out those findings we' re develop ing
ourselves. Writing or speaking from one's
own perspective is essential, but there is also
strength in number s. In groups, there are vari
eties of opinions and even disagreements ,
which, contrary to the belief of many, only
serve to strengthen and help define the basic
premise of the cause we are united on. Finally,
as easy and accessible as technology has made
things, actual skill remains an achievement
that can 't be bought or even given away. We
have more of an opportunity to develop these
skills , but that step cannot be skipped. Under
stand this and you have a much better chance
of standing out against all of the noise.

Let' s take a quick look at some of what has
come out of this already.

Social media has been known to drag
people down into pits of trivia and irrelevance ,
wasting vast amounts of valuable time . Worse,
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A few decades ago, hackers learned how
computers worked by breaking into ones that
didn' t belong to them via dialups and packet
switched networks. There was no other way,
as the access simply didn' t exist. Today, access
to computers is no longer the issue it once was
and the landscape has changed completely
as a result. And there are no landscapes that
can' t be as dramatically altered due to these
advancements . The plethora of new documen
taries is but one example of this . Publi shing ,
photography, music, art of all sorts all can
benefit and become far more accessible. But ,
as with social media, this is only significant if
we choose to use it to its full potential.

We know what the YouTube environment
has done to the world of video. It seems as if
anyone believes they can now be a filmmaker.
But , of course, not everyone is a filmmaker .
Just as not everyone on Flickr is a photogra
pher, not everyon e who has a blog is a writer ,
etc . The list goes on and on. The ease of access
to all of these tools is huge , but the issues of
skill and experience are just as relevant and
vital as they' ve ever been. With all of the
noise that' s now out there , it's a daunting and
frustrating task to even be heard. But at least
those who have the skill and passion have a
chance to get their perspective out there . We
can think of no reason why these opportuni
ties shouldn' t be pursued whenever possible .
The stories and outlooks unique to the hacking
community are too priceless to be trusted to
anyone who doesn't truly appreciate them. We
have the means to be doing so much more as a
community; we have but merely to prioritize .

We are at a pivotal point in history where
we have an abundance of access to tech
nology. Many of us are having trouble coming
to terms with that. There is simply so much to
do, an unlimited amount of potent ial, so many
choices . In a way, it can be easier to be forced
down a narrow path than to figure out how
to traverse a huge boulevard . That is why we
cannot be afraid to make mistakes and false
starts as we refine our talents . The learning
process has changed on virtually every level
and the old rules just don 't apply anymore.
Rather than wait for someone to issue new
rules, we need to plunge into our own era of
experimentation and innovation and shape it
for our own purposes of expression.

We look forward to the explosion of
creativity ahead.

It' s all about who's in control and what
they do with that control while they have it.
In the case of social media, tech-savvy people
like hackers are clearly running the show for
now, but that could easily change if we stop
paying attention. Despite the negative attri
butes, the positive potential is simply too
great to dismiss this unpreced ented means of
communication.

We've all seen what has happened in
general with technology in recent years and
decades. Faster, smaller, and cheaper. The
access we have now is beyond anything we
could have ever dreamed about not too long
ago. But what do we do with all of the speed
and storage and capability that surrounds us?
Do we just do our jobs more efficiently, pile
on even more work, and stay inside the box
that' s defined for us? Or do we dream?

As an example, let 's look at how the
dramatic changes in technology have affected
just one part of our culture: visual storytelling.

The hacker world is filled with stories .
It always has been . But we've traditionally
had to wait for someone with the experience,
skills, and access to the necessary tools to tell
these stories for us - and to hope they didn 't
screw it up too badly since they were invari
ably outsiders. We could fill these pages with
lists of all of the times this didn 't go well.

What we are seeing today is a veritable
explosion of documentaries from within the
community. In 2014 alone, we saw theatrical
releases of a revealing document ary on hack
tivism (The Hacker Wars) , the compelling
story of the late Aaron Swartz (The Internet 's
Own Boy) , and a firsthand and highly relevant
account of the Edward Snowden tale (Citizen
four). These are just three of the more promi
nent films that came out in a single year; there
are more from within and outside the States.
We anticipate an even greater increase in the
months and years ahead. .

For a tiny fract ion of what it used to cost
(without even taking inflation into account) ,
it's now possible to get video technology that
looks and sounds as good or better than what
only major production houses could afford in
the recent past. It would have been phenom
enally more difficult to produce such high
quality works a few years ago , utterly impos
sible before then . The faster, smaller, and
cheaper world has opened some incredibly
important doors.
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Password
Cracking

in the
Modern Age

by Yuval tisf Nativ and Tom Zahov

A long time ago we understood that storing
passwords leads to many issues with security.
The idea behind the password or passphrase is
to provide a layer of security for the user. Basi
cally, the computer or system can work perfectly
without needing a password. You can get to the
login screen, see a list of available users, and
just click on one of them and the machine will
load the settings required for the specific user.

The issue is that sometimes, part of those
settings are a bit more sensitive to the user. Or
maybe you, as an admin , want to know which
user is which and not have them logging on as
another user.We can say today that most systems
are interested in the segregation between users
- sometimes due to sensitive content, sometime
due to different privileges and features on the
system and sometime it's just to load the content
for that user. For example , you can probably
post your SoundCloud credentials online. Most
SoundCloud users are not content creators,
but rather consumers and your playlist is most
likely available to the public and you don 't care
about it. The only reason you had those creden
tials in the first place was to get your playlists
when you load the application.

Password Protection on Different Systems
As always in the real world , the solution is

not a single solution for everyone and every
thing. Take, for example , two systems which
are completely different by nature . The first will
be your home desktop/laptop (we' ll call it your
PC) and a shopping site like eBay. In your home
PC, you will store a few user credential s, most
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likely no more than ten users. The protection
you expect your system to provide is to make it
difficult on a user to perform actions or access
data from another account. eBay, however,
is different by nature. Let's first make some
thing clear: eBay is not a shopping site. eBay
is a security company. eBay is a system whose
sole purpose is to allow sellers and customers
to exchange goods with security - commercial
security and informat ion security.

On eBay, your needs concerning passwords
are completely different than what you would
expect on your home system. You expect the
system to use your credentials to identify you,
keep others out of your account, and never to
disclose your password . They seem like the
same thing at first, but your home laptop is
something which offers services only to you
and maybe a few other members of your family.
eBay, however, is offering services to millions
of users.

In the Beginning
Let's take your home computer as an

example to start understanding issues and how
we commonly practice password storing today.
Let's imagine you are the administrator on your
own network at work . You have John, who
you have just appointed as the new helpdesk
manager. John is a great guy and, in order to
help him do his job , you give him administra
tive access to your main domain controller.
Remember , John needs those privileges not
because he's a great guy, but because his job
will require having significant changes to your
network as part of his daily routine. If John
has such a high access, what keeps John from
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in a significant change to the output.
• They are one way functions . You can easily

compute a nonce to the hash sum of it, but
it is infeasible to compute a nonce given the
sum.

reading the file containing all of the users' pass
words and logging in as one of them? One of the
main problems is that in almost every system
you want a principal called non-repudi ation.
Non-repudiat ion is a state where if you, the
administrator , can see an action in the log of the

system made by User A, User A cannot deny How Does This Work Then?!
having taken that action. Well, fine you should ask. When you first

One of the technologies used to solve this enter your password for your user account,
problem is hashing. A hash is a mathematical the operating system takes your password and
function which takes a random length of bits hashes it. Depending on your OS, it can be
and maps them out into a constant length of bits. with LM, NTLMv l , NTLMv2, MD5, or other
To better understand this, let' s quickly go over types. After the password is hashed , the sum of
the XOR function and a bit of your high school it (e.g. the output of the hash function) is then
math classes . The XOR function is a logical stored into a file. Next time you want to login,
operand which takes two bits and outputs the the machine gets your password , but it does
difference . For example: I and 0 going into not know the previous password (it knows the
XOR will give I since there is a difference. 0 sum). The machine uses your input as the nonce
and 0 going into XOR will output 0 since there for the same hash function and then checks if
is no difference. The important thing to notice the sum is identical to the hash stored in the file.
about XOR is that if you have two parts of the This allows the machine to store the pass
equation, you are able to easily map the missing words in a file on disk and, if an attacker gets a
part . If, however, you only have the output , it is hold ofthese sums, the attacker cannot use them
mathematicall y impossible to know the inputs. to know the original password for those users.
If I say that the output of XOR is 0 , the inputs There are a few cryptographic attacks which
could have been 0 and 0 or I and 1 and you can allow an attacker to leverage those sums
have no way of knowing which, unless you and be able to then login to that system. The
have more information (statistical sample or first is if a weak hashing algorithm was used
other types of data). and is susceptible to collision attacks. A colli-

Now your high school math classes will be sion attack is when given a sum of a hashing
handy since they will help you theoretically algorithm, you can compute a nonce that will
grasp the way hash functions work and there- result in the same sum. Let' s go over this again:
fore understand the features later on. Remember we said that a hashing algorithm will compute a
that test you had and there was this question fixed-length sum for any given input. That was
where you got that weird outcome of "-3.452x" not accurate. Each hashing algorithm hashes its
and you knew it was wrong but you had no idea own nonce size limitations. Let 's take MD5 for
why? Later on, when the teacher returned your example. MD5 will give us a 128 bit sum every
exam, you noticed that you flipped a "-" or just time, typically represented as a sequence of 32
mixed up in copying a number and instead of hexadecimal digits. Now the input is pract ically
2 you wrote 7? That's another feature of hash limited to the amount of computer memory you
functions. They work in a mode we call block have while mathematically being infinite; there
ciphers. When you give the hash function fore we have infinite set of inputs which will
an input to compute , it has a routine it has to result in the same output. There are two ques
follow, but this routine is not one . It's comprised tions left: a) how common are these collisions?
of blocks where the output from the previous b) is there a way to compute them or is there just
block is then fed into the next block as input. random guessing?
This will cause any minute change to the input For this example , we'll use the work of Peter
to "drag" the "error" (more correctly - change) Selinger of the Department of Mathematics and
all across the computation progress and provide Statistics from Dalhousie University. We'll add
asignificantly changed output. a story behind the data:

So these are the features of hash functions John has a remote connect ion to his secu-
we spoke of up until now: rity camera at home. The security camera stores

• They take any size of input and output a the password as an MD5 hash. John is using a
known (constant) size output. secure connection so that a man in the middle
Each change to the original input will result will not be able to understand the data. John
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chose an extremely long password:
d 13 1dd0 2c5e6eec 4693d9a0698af f95
- c 2 f c a b 58 7124 67e a b 400 45 83e b 8 f b 7
- f 8 95 Sa d 3 4 0 60 9f 4b 3 0 2 8 3e 4 88 8 3 2 S
- 71 41Sa 08512 Se 8 f 7c dc 99f d 91db d f 2
- 8 03 73 c Sb d 8 82 3e 3 1S 63 4 8 f Sb a e 6d a
- c d 4 3 6c 9 1 9c 6d d S 3 e 2 b 4 8 7d a 0 3 f d
- 0 2 3 9 6 3 0 6d 2 4 8 c d a Oe 9 9 f 3 3 4 2 0 f S
- 77e e 8c e 5 4b 6708 0a 80d l e c 69821b c b
- 6a 883 93 96f 9652b 6f f 72a 70

Darth is a hacker who was able to clone the
hard drive of the camera while visiting John .
Now Darth tries to read the image of the drive
and finds that the password is hashed . Darth
finds the following hash:
7 90S402 S2SSfb l a 2 6e 4b c 422a e f 5 4e b 4

Now Darth wants to find the password . He
knows that John used a very long password
and now turns to a collision attack . During this ,
Darth find this value:
d 13 1dd0 2c 5e6eec 4 693d 9a 06 98a ff 9S
- c 2 f c a b 5 071 2 4 67e a b 4 0 04 5 8 3e b 8 f b
- 7 f 8 9 S 5 a d 3 4 0 6 0 9 f 4 b 3 0 2 8 3 e 4 8 8 8
- 32 5 f 1 415a 08S12Se 8 f 7c dc 99f d 91db
- d 72 8 0373c Sb d 8823e 3 15 63 48f 5b a e 6
- da c d 43 6c 91 9c 6dd S3e 2 3 487da 03f d O
- 23 9 63 0 6d 2 4 8c d a Oe 9 9f 33 42 0 f 5 77e
- e 8c e S4b 6708 02 8 0dl e c 69821b cb 6a 8
- 83 9396f 965a b 6f f 72a 70

which is different than the original but has
the same sum under MDS. Darth can now login
to John 's camera, since the camera does not
know the original password , but only the MDS
sum of the password and in this case:
MD5(j ohn ' s _ password )
• == MD5 (da r t h_col1is i on )

Practices
Hashes today are used in many places in

many forms; they are used in local machines
to store passwords , they are used in websites to
protect sensitive information in case an attacker
can ex-filtrate the data from the database, they
are used in verification of certificates and in file
integrity checks. Now let 's look at a more prac
tical view of hash cracking.

There are several attitudes towards cracking
hashes:

Open source cracking
Mathematical attacks
Brute forcing
We won' t go over each of them in great

detail. The first is quite simple: many sites today
offer the service of cracking hashes (we won't
go into how they work) and you can just Google
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a sum . For example; you can Google this hash
and see what the plain text of it is yourself:
e lO a dc3 949 ba5 9abbe 5 6e05 7f 20f883 e

Mathemati cal attacks depend on the hashing
cipher used and , in any case, they are usually
not valid when talking about modem ciphers.
Sure, MDS has a known collision generat ion
algorithm (referred to above), but they will not
lead us to a plain text from the hash and there
are no known attacks for SHA2S6 or SHASl2
for now, so we ' ll just skip them.

Brute Forcing
Assuming the hashing algorithm is a

strong hashing algorithm, we cannot reverse
it nor can we find a coll ision easily. We would
prefer getting the plain text anyway. Our way
of doing that would be by taking plain text
values, computing the hash sum for them , and
then comparing it with the original sum. It
might sound like hunting with a club, but only
because it is.There are ways to make this search
smarter and smarter since computing hash
sums consumes a lot of resources from most
processors.

A word list is just an ASCII file containing
words that we think might be used as the pass
word. Sometimes we can even "improve" the
file by pre-computing the sum and saving it
right next to the word so we can just search
the file for a given hash. This file will be called
a rainbow table. They are very big files and
searching through them is not easy, but most
of the time it 's easier than computing the hash
all over again and it's more cost-effective when
testing several hashes and not just one.

This might not sound like a big improve
ment , but imagine you just hacked a database
and stole 20,000 credentials which are MDS
hashed . Most of the time, you are not inter
ested in just one password but rather as many
as possible. Instead of trying to crack each and
everyone of the hashes in this list, you can use
the list of 10,000 most used passwords to try
and crack them. A lot of them will probably fit
and , again, you are rarely interested in recov
ering all of the hashes. You can get the top
10,000 most commonly used passwords and
even the statistics.

On Kali, type these commands:
wge t - 0 crypted-storage . ls t
• h ttp : / /pa s tebi n .com/down load.
. p hp ? i =YULUg rnd
wge t - 0 10 k . z ip http ://xato . net
• /fil es / 1 0k%20most %20common . zip
unzip 1 0k . zip
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A Comparison Between GPU and CPU
Let's take a simple graphics card. For this

example, again , we'll use the AMD Radeon
7950. There are a total of 1792 stream proces
sors on the 7950 . Without optimizing the
computation to the GPU architecture, you can
still get a reasonable 160 x IOA6 SHAI compu
tations per second on this GPU . Now let's
compare this to a CPU:

We'll assume the new Intel i7 fourth
generation is here to make things easier. So
when referring to the technical spreadsheet,
we notice the two cores and four threads. To
simpl ify things, we'll take it as a real eight
core processor. A single SHAI computation
will consume about 500 clock cycles . If we are
to create an optimized hashing function to use
the 128 bit registers to try and require less and
less computation, we might reach even a point
where we can use 300 clock cycles to compute
a single SHAI. Assuming we can run in parallel
(this is not such a reasonable assumption since
there is a limited number of registers we can use
and we assume no other application will require
any CPU time), we can get to eight compu ta
tions with each using 300 clock cycles, which
will leave us with 2,400 clock cycles resulting
in 2,450 SHAI hashes per second .

AMD Radeon HD 7950 GPU. The i7 has two
cores with four threads at a speed of 3.00 GHz.
The Radeon 7950 has an engine clock of 875
MHz but 1792 stream processors!

GPU s are particularly good for hash cracking
since they are really good in parallelism, espe
cially if you are referring to identical opera
tions , which is what hashing is. Remember that
block feature we talked about in the beginning?
Here you see it coming to life .

HashCat
Those of you who are familiar with this

topic are probably a bit mad right now since I
have titled this section after the name of a tool
for cracking hashes . I would like to say that by
my standard, HashCat is not just a tool but it
is the tool for hash cracking. The main reason
this tool is unique for me is the way this tool is
configured and works for GPUs (yes, there are
other tools working with GPUs and I'm going
to talk about HashCat only) .

I would like to refer back to an algorithm
called LM. LM was an algorithm used to store
passwords on the older versions of Microsoft's
Windows . In the newer products by Microsoft ,
we generally do not see LM used anymore. The
reason is because this algorithm was fine at the
time that it was designed, but these days with
our is and i7 processors , this algorithm is prone
to attack and a 64 bit output is suddenly a very
small range and we can easily find values .

The biggest limitation we have on hash
cracking is our processors. Storing and sorting
through large rainbow tables is possible, but Using HashCat for Your Hash Cracking
requires very large disks and very fast and large Let's start with downloading and compiling
memory, so we mostly compute the hashes on HashCat. Yes, there is a version on Kali, but
the fly. Though our i7s are strong , they are still HashCat is frequently updated and improved
not fast enough to allow us feasible cracking of and you want the newest version of it.
strong passwords on MD5 or SHA256 . Today, # AMD Cards :
when we're talking about hash cracking , most wget ht tp ://hashcat . net/files/ oc l
of us are talking about hash cracking using - Ha s hca t - 1 . 21 . 7z

# NVidia Cards :
graphical processing units rather than central wget http ://hashcat . net/files /
processing units . There are many differences - cudaHa s hc at- l. 21. 7z
between the two to make a GPU more suitable 7z e *Hashcat - 1 . 21 . 7z
for hash cracking, but the main reason is the cd *Hashcat-1. 21
amount of cores. Let's take the brand new Intel And now you're ready to start cracking
i7 fourth generation 4550U processor and the hashes. Try, for example , the following hashes:
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Now we'll use John the Rippe r to crack
those hashes:
j ohn --wordlist="10 k most common
-. t xt " crypted- storage . l s t

You might say, "What are the probabilities
that so many people will have the same pass
word if it' s not on the top 10k list?" Well, this
attack is based on the birthday problem in prob
ability theory . This theory tests the chances for
a set of randomly chosen people of a pair of
them having the same birthday. Unlike common
belief, the probability that two people out of a
set of 23 having their birthday on the same day
is close to 50 percent. With a birthday attack ,
a hacker randomly generates output of a given
cryptographic function until two inputs map to
the same password.



5dd48674f79 1a9c5 89c4b63ac2 49dc4b
1 78 18 5 8ef82 5ac20 7 4b 35 4 4453 f f b 49a
0 4376302 0c15dd4f3 498701 6b61 7 8195
3e2 3 46 e 3 8a 27 a c33 c c a 4d 90 688 0b 7f80
dc7761 4b 773787 4a a1 bd d2 a38 4dc 7a3 4
7 83 423 8 4e 152 97 10 5 5d 3 987a d 7aa6 4db
69f56f8 11 7ae196ca6geead3 3 65 352 5 7
c 01aec2 cc8 7 970 6dOa1 1a 29ab8 833 65 7
d2 2a8263372bd6c79d6e 2 f93f 0 06960 5
5c171 e d 62a 2a63 1c61 62 f a5 1a19cd41f

Use HashCat 's default dictionaries.

Static Salting
Another solution we have crea ted to

handle these hashes is called salting. In the
process, a system concatenates the original
value before passing it to the hash function.
For this example , if we have a database of
hashed credentials with MD5, we can find
many rainbow tables and easily compute many
of the password s relatively easily. A system
can protect the users further on by salting the
values of the passwords. In this example, John
entered the password " 123456" which will be
found easily by any rainbow table . Our system
will concatenate each password with the
following format :
MD5( '12 3 ' && user . passwo r d &&
- ' a b c 4rf d g f4' )

This will result in each password being
harder to crack . The attacker needs to get a
hold of the salting format before cracking the
passwords and , even then , any existing rainbow
tables will probably not fit the salting format

and an attacker will have to calculate the hash
sums again.

Dynamic Salting
Dynamic salting is the more recent evolution.

While computing power improved, we started
seeing programs like Combina (https: II
- g i t h u b. c o m / y t i s f / c o mb i n a
-- 0 . 4. 2) , which are very efficient and allow
users to easily create rainbow tables whenever
the need to arises . The next evolution in the
field is dynamic salting, which means that each
value is salted with its own unique string. When
you salt each value with its own data, it means
that a computed hash by the attacker cannot
be used twice since the salting data for the
others have changed and he needs to compute
his wordlist for each and every value. This is
powerful, especially if you keep the salting
information separate from where the passwords
are stored, meaning that an attacker will have to
gain access to both of the sections prior to being
able to attack them.

Summary
Remember that the world changes. Hash

functions decay over time, not because they
were designed wrong, but rather because the
world changes and people have more computing
power at home, plus new devices are invented
for the sole purpose of cracking hashes (e.g.
Bitcoin and Butterfly Labs).

What Do Ordinary
People Think a

Hacker Is?

by Kim Crawley

Once a few years ago, I purchased an
issue of 2600 at my local Chapters bookstore.
Later that day, I was in a car with my friend
and his boss, both of whom work in the finan-
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cial services industry. Neither my friend nor
his boss had much know ledge of computing
culture.

"I really like this new issue of 2600 I ju st
bought," I said . My friend's boss was curious.

"Let me see that ," she said . I handed it to
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hacker," because in their language, the wor
"hacker" alone means someone an IT depart
ment needs to watch out for. I write study
material for people who write the exam! I've
got to cover what's on it . I do what I can.

My late father was a popular novelist. He
raised me to have immense appreciation for
the power of words.

Think of how the media, marketers, politi
cians , and cult leaders manipulate the power
of language for their own ends . George Orwell
inspired the term "doublespeak." We see
his fiction replicated in reality . "Used cars"
become "pre-owned vehicles." The "Depart
ment of Homeland Security" makes Ameri
cans less secure in their "homeland." "Dolls"
can 't be sold to little boys, but "action figures"
can be. "This isn 't a comic book , it's a graphic
novel!" Here in Canada, Prime Minister
Stephen Harper's "Fair Elections Act" makes
elections unfair. Once a month, I need to use
"feminine hygiene products," but I'd rather
call them "menstral blood pluggers," dammit!

I'm an avid gamer, so don't even get me
started on "Digital Rights Management."

In the CISSP and CEH study material I
write, and in my magazine articles, I insis t
on calling a hacker with malic ious intent an
attacker, or a cracker, or a blackhat.

I'm doing everything I can to maintain
and promote Steven Levy's use of the word
"hacker."

If! can influence more people in IT and tech
journalism , I can make life easier for those of
us who like to mod video games, or tinker with
open source scripting, or who do cool stuff
with Raspberry Pi and Arduino boards.

I strongly believe that if we continue to let
"non-hackers" think all hacking is blackhat,
then the Silicon Valley billionaires win. They
benefit immensely from the work hackers have
done in the 1950s, 60s, 70s, and 80s. Now they
get to reap their profits from overworked and
underpaid computer programmers. With that
money , they get to kill hacker innovation by
spending big bucks on patent trolling. It makes
my blood boil.

I'm pretty much exactly as old as 2600
Magazine. I was born just a few months before
Mark Zuckerberg. There's hope for the future.
As I said , I do what I can.

er, because she was in another passenger
seat. (Never hand someone a magazine while
they 're driving, kids!)

"The Hacker Quarterly?" she exclaimed.
"How is it legal for a bookstore to sell some
thing like this?"

"This magazine has lots of great articles
about interesting things that can be done with
technology. What's so illegal about that?" I
replied.

I'm an information security researcher.
That's what CIO Magazine says I am, so
I've decided to accept that. Most of my work
involves writing thoroughly researched arti
cles about IT security. The rest of my work
involves writing and editing study material for
the InfoSec Institute's CISSP and CEH (Certi
fied Ethical Hacker) training programs.

Thousands of people in IT security read
my work . But I'm also read by people in other
areas of IT, and I assume the odd layperson
stumbles upon my work as well.

One of my favorite books of all time is
Steven Levy's Hackers. Steve Wozniak,
Richard Stallman, Richard Greenblatt, Marv in
Minsky, Linus Torvalds , Lee Felsenstein, and
Bjarne Stroustrup are some of my heroes.
I wish I could have been at MIT during the
PDP era, or even a member of the Homebrew
Computer Club. But as a Canadian born in
1984, I missed that opportunity.

Ask an ordinary person what a hacker is,
and they'll either think of that Angelina Jolie
movie, Lisbeth Salander from Stieg Larsson's
novels , or some sociopath who penetrates a
big corporation's computer network with the
purpose of wreaking havoc. Anonymous and
other hackivists have been in the news in the
past several years, as well . So you and I know
the words "whitehat" and "blackhat," but Joe
Blow thinks all hackers are blackhats .

Heck, it gets worse than that. I've found
people in other areas of IT with the same
misconception . Even the IT security articles
that other people write that I edit use the word
"hacker" interchangably with "cracker" or
"blackhat."

The International Council of E-Commerce
Consultants (EC-Council for short) adminis
trates the CEH certification. On their website,
the phrase "Hackers are here. Where are you?'
can be prominently seen. The CEH covers the
basic knowledge that's needed to be a penetra
tion tester. They emphasize the phrase "ethical
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by Donald Blake are doing and if they do try to stray, then we

can stop them .
Everyone hates computer passwords. I can We need to know our user intimately and

hardly remem ber last night , let alone a stupid x watch their beha vior. Users don 't normally
length password . Depending on how paranoid access every piece of information on a
and delusional the organization is, a password computer network . They ju st use the network
can be very long and require some really crazy for their specific purpose. We need to keep
requirements. If I remember correctly, when track of the user 's history and constantly
I was in the Navy I had a password that was compare it to what they are currently doing.
16 characters long and required a minimum We also need to keep track of their habits ,
number of upper case letters , lower case letters , such as how fast they enter commands into the
numbers, and special characters . I believe system . This way, we can detect any changes
I used some sort of vulgar language relating in their behavior and, for an intruder to be able
to how much I hated the system for making to use the user 's account, they would have to
me have to create such a long password and I match that behav ior.
wrote it down in Note pad. No user is an island, and the more things we

At work I have access to five different can compare the user to the better . Let's orga
systems, each requiring a password . Some of nize users into group s and watch the groups '
them requ ire two step security to get access to behavior. Each user in a particular group will
the system. If I was paid a dollar for every time have a similar behavior as all of the other users
I had to enter my user name and password , I'd in the group. The users access the same files ,
be able to retire ! Using passwords to secure a do the same type of things, and do them in a
comput er network is actuall y silly. It's basi- similar way. We'll keep track of the group's
cally like having a club and all you need to history so we can make sure the users within
access this club is the password to it. Computer the group are always doing the same or similar
networks are expensive to build and maintain things, too . A user 's behavior will match their
and, more impor tantly, the information that group behavior and an intruder will now have
they contain can be critical to the organization . to match the users ' and the group's behavior.
If the network is ever comp romised or abused , No system is compl etely secure. Compro
then the organization' s world could change mising computer networks is big business these
drastically or come to an end . With all the grief days. Organizations depend on their networks
that passwords cause users, and knowin g that to keep them and their users alive . It 's far too
an intruder can be really intelligent and have risky, silly, and archaic to use passwords as the
access to a lot of resources , no system can be main line of defens e for a computer network .
100 percent safe. There need to be better way A better solution is to use the user 's behavior.
to secure a comp uter network other than by If the users are monitored in real time, tracked
using a password as the main line of defense. in the right way, and grouped together effec -

Let's theorize. How do you have a computer tively, then an intruder would have to know the
system without using passwords and only a user and the group the user belongs to just as
user name? Is it possible? Assuming we aren 't intimately as the network does to gain access.
corruptible and we could sit right next to that Using user behavior will also stop a user
user and watch everything the user did, then from accessing things they aren' t suppose to !
yes , we could tell if the user is using the system Companies use human behavior to sell people
as intended . Let 's try and repli cate the abil ity stuff all the time. Let' s be smart and use human
to sit right next to the user. behavior to protect us!

We need a system that can watch users in Thanks for readin g.
real time. Thi s way we can watch what they Shout out to Violet, Norah, Kayla .
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Hello, and greetings from the Central support even 3G, let alone 4G technologies.
Office! Since I wrote last, I have been around However, they do work just fine for voice ,
the world clockwise once again. It was good low-speed GPRS data , and SMS messaging.
to catch up with friend s and fellow hackers in And this is the retail price, and even include s
Europe and China, and to visit the amazing value added tax! The wholesale price is about
technology markets in Beijing. Technology half of this, and it's for a fully assemb led phone .
changes very rapidly in China and despite being So, you can infer that the component parts are
only six months from my previous visit, I was even less expensive than this . Want to support
really surprised to see how much has changed . the latest networks and fastest data speeds? The

One of the most exciting recent develop- price is about five times as much , but we're still
ments in telecommunications is the aston- talking about $30 for the components . Making
ishing price drop in mobile phone chipset s, things even more interesting, you don't neces-
particularly for basic GSM technology. This is sarily need all of the component parts involved
combined with massive improvements in both in building a phone when you consider GSM
battery technol ogy (which has gotten much scenarios that aren 't phone calls .
greater) , charging technology (which can reli- "Wait a minute ," you may ask. "GSM
ably operate off of inexpensive solar cells), and scenarios that use mobile phone components
power consumption (which has dropped). In but don 't involve making phone calls, you say?
Beij ing, you can now buy a brand new, quad What might those be?" Well, actually, that's
band, unlocked GSM world phone for less than where things have gotten really interesting.
eight dollars .These phones can remain powered Given the contluence of low cost, low power
on, able to make and receive calls , with a requ irements , and creative charging solu
standby time of up to two weeks in between tions, some new and really excit ing scenarios
charges. Talk time is also truly astonishing . I have been unlocked . Sensors are quietly but
remember when I barely got an hour of talk time steadily being deployed to help automate every-
on my enormou s Motor ola brick analog cellular thing from water and electric meter readi ng to
phone, but basic GSM phones now boast talk weather monitoring.
time of up to eight hours of cont inuous usage - Sure, sensors have existed in various
if your voice can hold up for that long! forms and in various places for many years ,

Just stop for a minute and think about that. and there have even been previous efforts at
For under $15 , you can buy a phone that works "smart meters." However , there have been a
anywhere in the world for voice, text, and data, number of key issues . First of all, most sensors
and a solar charger to go with it , and even if you had very limited computing power because
don 't charge the phone for two weeks, it' ll still the availability of low-cost microcontrollers
be able to make and receive text messages and with low power consumption was limited . So,
can even log onto the Internet. It's completely the technology was there to gather data, but
mind-blowing when you think about it. I think interpreting it had to be done in a centralized
the only reason that most peop le in Western location somewhere; you couldn 't fit enough
coumrie s haven 't noticed is because handsets computing power on a sensor to do much mean
like these aren 't widely available in wealthier ingful interpretation. Today, with the avai l
places. When your mobile phone carrier 's ability of Arduino and similar rnicrocontroll ers ,
lineup is populated with the latest srnartphones , it's possible to build sensors with substantial
it's hard to notice the availability of no-name onboard computing resources , without needing
Chinese brand s at astonishingly low prices. a whole lot of energy to do it. This means that

Now, let me be clear: these inexpensive sensors don 't necessar ily have to upload as
phones aren 't smart phones, and they don 't much data to centralized locations for real-t ime
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sensors will detect this and notify the farmer
before his feed becomes spoiled .

Both of the above smart devices rely on a
local mesh network, typically Wi-Fi, which
then uplinks data to a centralized location via
mobile Internet. However, there has been a
lot of recent research (with some develop
ment) on sensors that communicate directly
via mobile Internet. Given the water crisis in
California, one of the most interesting pieces
of research I have seen involves irrigation
systems that are sensor-controlled . Most irriga
tion systems today operate on timers , and the
amount of water used isn't an exact match for
what is actually needed. So, most farmers over
water or under-water their crops (typically the
former), which isn't good for either the crops
or the water supply. However, given the vast
distances, mesh networks don't make a lot of
sense. These devices, along with other smart
devices such as pH monitoring, can literally be
"planted" along with crops . The power source?
Often solar. In the case of irrigation, the amount
of water sprayed can be precisely correct for
the exact soil moisture level, leading to both
higher crop yields and lower water usage. How
can we continue to feed a rapidly expand ing
human population? Technologies like these will
go a long way toward doing so , and they're all
enabled by telecommunications.

And with that, it's time for me to finish
eating this turkey sandwich. Hope you had a
happy Thanksgiving, and best wishes for the
new year! The world only gets more exciting
every day.

processing anymore because software can be
more capable of making real-time decisions.
Even if you didn't need to continuously gather
data or centralize processing, the capability
didn't exist to process data over a wireless
WAN at high speed . Nowadays, GSM coverage
is available almost everywhere, and 4G allows
data transfer at speeds similar to Wi-Fi . This,
combined with the plummeting cost of sensor
technology, has unlocked some really incred
ible new scenarios . Some of the most inter
esting innovations are in utilities and - oddly
enough - agriculture.

Many utilities around the country are
starting to deploy smart meters , to which the
tinfoil hat crowd has responded with predict
able fury (they 're mainly concerned about RF
emiss ions) . The Salt River Project in Phoenix
has .already deployed them in most areas, and
the Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power is beginning to deploy these as well.
While the key reason (and most important
application) for implementing the technology
is eliminating the need for meter readers, smart
meter technology also allows more data to be
collected about energy usage and more creative
billing to take place. You might recall that long
distance charges used to vary by time of day and
day of week . Calls were billed based on a day
rate (the highest price), evening rate (around 20
percent less), and nights or weekends (around
50 percent less). This was done to provide an
incentive to shift usage to off-peak times, so the
phone company didn 't have to build a lot of peak
capacity that was otherwise underutilized. Your
electric utility could offer similar incentives to
use power during off-peak times . For example,
Sunday evening is the period of lowest power
usage in most cities . So, you might choose to do
your laundry on Sunday evening if the rate were
half as much as doing it on Monday morning .

Agriculture is also seeing a lot of really inter
esting new scenarios in wireless sensors , which
are helping to reduce waste and improve effi
ciency. For example, farmers waste hundreds
of millions of dollars a year replacing spoiled
livestock feed. Farmers buy feed and put it in
storage . The feed gets wet for one reason or
another, and then it spoils. Typically, farmers
will find out that this happened when they go
to use the feed and find that it has spoiled.
So, a company called Kongskilde has devel
oped several types of moisture, temperature,
and humidity sensors that can be stored with
the feed . So, if a leak in the roof develops, the
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Format De-Shifting

by Peter C. Gravelle
peter.c.gravelle+2600@gmail.com

Have you ever clicked on a link expecting a
PDF, even seeing " .pdf ' in the location bar, but
instead of your friendly PDF viewer, you see a
vaguely familiar interface , but with the "Print"
and "Download" buttons removed? Then it's
likely that PDF.js! is involved. But worry not,
we can get you that file anyway.

Background
My wife is an apprentice plumber and, as an

apprentice, has to take courses to learn her trade.
This particular course was on the New York City
Construc tion Code Plumbing Code", Construc
tion codes are made available by local jurisdic
tions for many reasons, including inspections,
educating tradespeople, and a genera l commit
ment to transparency in government. Previous
versions of the code were available in the PDF
format. However, for the 2014 edition , the New
York City Department of Buildings decided to
use a new piece of HTML5 tech: PDF.j s.

PDF.js is a PDF viewer written in HTML5
by the Mozilla Foundation. This means that any
device that supports modem web standards and
runs JavaScript can view PDF files. This is a
big boon for a lot of reasons. The biggest one
is mobile browsers with limited plugin support
can view PDF files without mangling their
formatting much. Another benefit comes to
desktop browsers: many PDF viewing plugins
are very slow to load and are very resource
intensive (Adobe Acrobat, for one) . Finally,
PDF.js allows the content provider to (ineffec
tually, it turns out) block saving and printing the
PDF in question.

Construction folks, as a class, are fairly
technologically conservat ive, and do not appre
ciate change . In this particular case, my wife's
instructor wanted to turn to sections of the code
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in class, but could not, as they didn' t have an
offline copy. Network access can be iffy on
construction sites, so it's good to be able to keep
a local copy in that case as well . The instructor
issued a challenge to anyone in the class who
could get PDF copies for him. My wife took
up the challenge , but did not want to simply
"print to PDF," as this would kill the anchor
links. She reached out to me, and we began our
investigation .

What Tipped Me Off
A few clues made it seem like this was

possible. The first thing was the URL itself,
which included a reference to a filename
ending in PDF3as well as several references to
"pdf' viewer/ ." Second, when I inspected the
HTML code itself, I found each paragraph in
DIV tags with very precise "data-canvas-width"
attributes - out to over ten decimal places. No
human would ever write that! So I took a look
at the various <script> inclusions and eventu
ally found a reference to PDF.js and the Mozilla
Foundation. A little quality time with a search
engine and the framework's documentation , and
I stumbled my way into three possible methods
of downloading the original PDF file.

Method 1: Ask Where It Got the File
My first method was the most direct. The

documentation for PDF.js made it clear that
most of the magic that happened took place
in the "PDFView" object. So I opened up the
JavaScript console in Chrome (or Firefox's Web
Console) and looked at the various children of
the "PDFView" object. A quick glance gave me
"PDFView.url." Copy that URL out and put it
into a new tab, and down comes the file!

Method 2: Watch It Get the File
Since the PDF viewer runs in JavaScript on

your browser, the PDF is being sent directly to
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you. Wouldn't it be handy if you could catch
it in flight? Well, these browser consoles also
have a lovely tab called "Network ." Select this
tab and run the Network tool , and you can watch
the files in flight. In the case of Chrome, you
need to reload the page. In Firefox, you click
the button to start the process. In Chrome, the
PDF is immediately visible and you can click it
to download it. With Firefox , I had to click on
the "xhr" tab to grab the PDF link.

Method 3: Just Ask It for the File Directly
This third method is an excellent demonstra

tion of the value of looking at all options first.
Another child of "PDFView" is the funct ion
"downloadt)." Guess what happens when you
run "PDFView.downloadO" in your browser
console? Yep, the PDF file is immediately
added to your download manager and into your
downloads folder.

Conclusion
PDF.js is an excellent tool for a lot of things,

including making PDFs more palatable on
mobile devices . But sometimes you want the
original format. And things like the construc
tion code of your city is yours by right to read
in whatever format you want. If you put all the

smarts in the browser, then the browser has ulti
mate control!
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Just like sharks smelling blood in the water,
the fraudsters will always be around when
there is money to be had. This will continue
to be a problem as long as consumers are click
happy and don't stop-think-connect (does that
look familiar?) . People click , either at home 
or much worse at work - on a link they think is
legitimate. Suddenly, and too late, they realize
this was a fraudulent site. As a result of their
misfeasance, the person is told to pay a certain
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amount. They can only hope they are given the
correct key to unencrypt their drive(s) and are
once again able to access their information .

As we get more accustomed to one form of
this, it always seems to generate slight varia
tions to be released into the native environ
ment. More ransomware has been in the news
lately as this has occurred yet again.

The esteemed researchers at ESET have
found the newest variation of ransomware that
is beginning to run rampant. It was coded for
the Android as and has been titled Simplocker.
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Resolving the Issue
The quick and relatively painless resolution

to this stressful situation would be for the user
to quickly uninstall the malware . The issue
here is that the malware loads too quickly to
do this.

The user can simply pay them and hope
they are given the correct key to de-encrypt.
If not , they are out of luck and $300. As a rule
of thumb , it is strongly advised not to do this.
This may be the quickest method , in theory, to
regain access to your data. However , quick is
not always good. If the user ends up paying,
they will be on the list for others to try to infect,
as they will know the user has a disposition to
pay to make the problem go away . They may
also not send you the correct key "by mistake"
and demand another payment or two in order
to send the "correct" info to decrypt.

ESET has a tool available to decrypt that
would be helpful. Also, the user could use the
last backup and recreate the files worked on in
the interim.

to have a more robust encry ption, however this
is adequate. It was also coded to gather infor
mation on the device itself, includ ing but not
limited to the model , operating system, and
manufac turer. Th is information is returned to
the C&C server. The curiosity with this is that
malware ofthis type generally does not do this.
The coders are generally more concerned with
the money or ransom and how to get that into
their account.

Ongoing Issue
With this malware , there is easy money

involved. All they have to do is send out their
hundreds of thousands of automated emails to
get someone to click . People do click on these.
Although this number is not significant, it is
money they don 't have to do anything to earn.
The users and business devices will continue
to be targeted. The process will change ever
so slightly as one attack is recogni zed and its
definition placed in the anti-virus dictionary. It
may be modified enough so it is not recognized
as malware for the latest version. To decrease
the user's headache and pressure in the chest
after they see the ransomware message , the
user needs to review what they want to click
prior to doing it. If not , there will be yet more
pain coming down the pipeline .

Business Model
Too often , we limit our thoughts of ransom

ware and other assorted malware as simply a
few knuckleheads trying to get a few dolla rs
and move along. Th is may occur in a limited
portion of the instances. However, there has
been a change in thought and operations . To
have a clearer view of the motivation , one
needs to remo ve the thought of the criminal
aspect and look instead at the business aspect.
To the fraud sters , this is not right or wrong,
mora l versus immoral. Th is is a business with
a mission statement that boils down to their
goal of bringing in more revenue .

Origi nally this started as Russian malware.
The "uh-oh" message was in Russian and
the ransom had to be paid in Russian rubles
or Ukrainian hryvnias. The deviants, as the
good business people they are , did not want to
limit their target market. This, after all, would
be a poor bus iness decision. Think of it as if
you were a retailer, for example. Would you
limit your business model to only Arkansas,
or would you expand to other states and coun
tries? The natural and clear rationale was to
expand . As long as there is a marke t for the
product (although this is unlawful) and the
delivery channel is present , this is a natural
progression . The management of these people
followed this same model and expanded their
market. It has moved to English speaking
countries. The notification has been changed to
English and the ransom is now in U.S. dollars.

How it Works (To Your Detriment)
Once this precious piece of malware is

loaded , it gains admin privileges. It then
shows the infamous ransom message on the
screen. Thi s states, among other things, that
your device is locked due to your illegal activi
ties with the phone . To unlock your precious
device, you have to pay a certai n amount,
which so far has been up to $300. It may even
attach a photo of the user to the message , as
taken by the phone 's camera, ala RAT (remote
administration tool) . Once the user sees the
picture of them selves holding the phone, they
usually feel their stomach fall nine inches .

Another feature differenti ating this
malware and making it more fun to work with
is that it encrypts compressed files on the SD
card. It also uses AES for the encryption. It is
notable in that the attack itself is com plex, yet
the encryption is not. It would appear prudent
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with four registers instead of a single, tradi
tional register. Stores that still have traditional
registers are then completely unattended by
a cashier, though Home Depot has a compen
sating control: cameras. Cameras are only
reviewed as part of specific suspicious events,
however.

Higher-value items in the store have an
RFID chip that should be deactivated during
checkout. A zone on the counter of each tradi
tional register is designated for RFID deacti
vation - and the deactivation zone works even
when the register is unattended. Moreover, the
deactivation field is not unidirectional. Thieves
who pocket high-value , RFID-tagged items can
apparently bump into the side of the register
counter to deactivate a pocketed item , then
continue to walk out the door without even
slowing down.

Shanayna described a store near hers which
went completely self-checkout, disposing of
traditional cashier stations altogether. As part
of the experiment, they saddled a single person
to monitor eight or more self-checkout stations
at once in addition to watching people exit the
store.

The self-checkout solution compensates for
flaws in the RFID field for traditional registers
because the RFID deactivation field only acti
vates when an item is passed over the barcode
scanner. In the case of the overwhelmed self
checkout monitor, thieves can scan a $2 screw
driver at the same time they pass an expensive
drill over the scanner without being noticed.
They let the scanner read the screwdriver UPC,
but cover the UPC for the drill. While the $2
screwdriver is logged for payment, the register
activates the RFID field and the drill 's RFID is
deactivated.

For either the traditional register or self
checkout , the thieves walk out the door, then
right back in to Returns and claim they lost
their receipt. Home Depot gives store credit
for the pocketed item and drill. You can guess
what happens next, but if you get caught, they'll
absolutely have the whole thing on camera. It
seems Home Depot is betting that the losses
from stolen items won' t cost as much as the
employees' wages that could have prevented
the theft in the first place.

by DKN

Yesterday, Apple announced its Apple Pay
platform . I turned to my friend, a head cashier
at Home Depot, to ask about their credit card
breach and support for NFC (Near Field
Communication). I'll call this person Shanayna.

Regarding the payment card breach , for
"lots of weeks" before its discovery, Shanayna
described to me how she would need to close a
register for several days because a payment card
reader failed to work . As soon as Home Depot
got a card reader to work again, another card
reader would fail. The failures, to her recol
lection , happened in incremental succession
down the register line. Reader failures would
start at Returns, then proceed through the
second Returns device, then customer service,
then Register I , and so on. Since the failures
and their fixes were spread over several days,
nobody in the store noticed any patterns or
correlations.

Regarding NFC, Shanayna described how,
for a short time, her store had payment card
readers that supported NFC. While the cashiers
knew about the device support , it never worked .
"It was never hooked up," she said. Some
months after the NFC payment card readers
were installed , Home Depot came back to
replace them again with NFC-free readers. The
NFC-free card reader s are supposedly the ones
her store had during the window of the payment
card breach.

When she went to work today, "tons" of
people came into the store to ask if they would be
able to pay with their new iPhone. Home Depot
had not prepared for this event, so in addition
to having no NFC readers in the store, many
of the cashiers didn't even know what Apple
Pay, NFC, or tap-to-pay were. Remember, I'm
asking this of a head cashier with several years'
experience at the same location - a person you
might expect to know if their registers support
NFC payment or not.

Her story didn't stop there , though. She also
described how the anti-theft devices can be
hacked for petty theft.

Home Depot has been expand ing its use
of self-checkout. When there 's a shortage of
cashiers, the preference is to open self-checkout
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Leeching Music From YouTube For Fun, Learning, and Profit
including mp3 audio. With this , I could download
the videos with youtube-dl , then encode them
with ffmpeg . It was a pretty nice setup.

Still, I soon found that it was not enough.
While this method was a lot more efficient than
dealing with the crap-infested websites I previ
ously had to endure, it seemed like it was less
efficient than it could be . Doing one thing in one
program, then doing a second thing in another , all
to achieve one result - it seemed like the process
could be simplified somehow .

During all of this , I was teaching myself
Python 2.7 as a hobby . I hadn 't coded in forever,
and I felt like Python was the best way to whet
my appetite and ease my way back into program
ming. At some point , it clicked - who 's to say that
I can't write a Python script that glues these two
programs together cleanly and produce the same
result with minimal effort ? I would have coded
my own standalone app in C or another language
- that would have been the cooler, more respectful
option - but I wasn't (and still am not) that expe
rienced yet , so what's the next best thing? Take
various already-existing resources and glue them
together to make them work the way you want !
Hackers do this all the time, so I figured it was the
natural solution to my conundrum.

Thus, I began writing a script to download
mp3 from YouTube. Eventually, I had a full
fledged script that , when executed, simply asked
me to enter URL after URL of YouTube videos
until I pressed ENTER, and then the script did
all the work for me. I eventually even added in
the option to bum the downloaded compilation
directly to CD-R , which is really cool when I
need a mix-CD for long trips in the car.

I will now walk you through how to achieve
this yourself.

Note : This script utilizes system calls to the
bash shell on a Linux machine, which is what I
was mainly using when I wrote this script. As
such, this exact script will only work on Linux.
However, it is simple enough where you can
easily modify it to any other OS you are using ,
Windows included.

Here is the first block of code. This is not
required (other than the import statement, which
definitely is required), but it makes maintaining
the file structure and youtube-dl/ffmpeg binaries
a little easier.

#*** *** **** LIBRARY
I MPORTS **** * **** *
#os f or system

by Synystr

Disclaimer: Downloading copyrighted music
is illegal, blah , blah , blah. You guys already know
this. Let's begin , shall we?

YouTube has become one of the biggest
resources to find music on the Internet these
days. Which is odd, since it started as a video
sharing community. This becomes more apparent
as time goes on in this age of social media, as
people continue to post music videos they like on
Facebook and other communities to share with
friends and family. Recording artists and labels
have even begun to do this themselves in the form
of lyric videos and preview clips , harnessing the
power of sharing through the Internet to get their
product out there and noticed.

I listen to a lot of chiptunes and ambient music ,
two less-than-mainstream genres of music . You
could argue that they are getting more popular
due to the advent of social media and sharing,
but for a while, it was hard to find anything of
the sort. YouTube has made that easier. Whether
it is live performances, one- or two-hour mixes,
remixes , covers , etc., you can find pretty much
anything now, and YouTube is a great starting
point in looking for it.

It didn't take long for people to figure out how
to strip the music from these videos and save them
as mp3 files so they could bum them to CD and
listen to them any time they wanted to. Various
websites have popped up that allow you to simply
copy and paste a URL to a YouTube video, click
a button, and download it as an mp3 , allowing for
an easy method in gaining new music .

I used these sites for a while, but I soon found
myself tiring of the various pop-up ads, flashing
"CLICK HERE! " buttons, bandwidth limitations,
etc . Some of them didn't even work properly.
Most sites I found were just trying to make a
quick buck off of everyday computer users who
just wanted their music. Thankfully, I found a
solution in youtube-dl, a public-domain applica
tion in which you could download music from
YouTube, SoundCloud, and other sites , using the
same method of URL-pasting, only without all of
the annoying ads.

Youtube-dl was a life-saver for me, and when
I found out about the batch-download option , it
was even better. However, I still had the task of
encoding the files to mp3 manually, as youtube-dl
just downloads the file as its native mp4 format.
Enter ffmpeg - an open-source program that can
convert video files from one format to another,
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calls , time f or delays s o user c an rea d outp u t

i mpo r t o s , t im e

#********** I NSTALLATION AND UPDATES ** * * *** ***
#Thi s sc r i pt u t il i z e s f f mpe g , youtub e -dl a nd cdrd ao

p rint ("Checking f o r youtube -dl and FFMpe g . . . H)
time .slee p (3)

os . sys tem ("cd / u s r/ l o c a l / b i n H)
if not o s . pat h .ex i s t s ( ' / u s r / iocal / b in /you tube -dl ' ) :

p r int (" you t ub e - d l i s no t installed . Ins talling now . H)

t ime . s l e e p( 3)
os . s ystem("sudo wget https ://yt -dl .org/downloads/ 2014 .0S .12/

~youtube-dl - 0 /u s r/ loca l/b i n/you t ube- d I H)
o s .s ys t e m ("sudo chmod a +x / u s r/ l o c a l/b i n/ yo u t ub e - d I H)
o s .system (" s udo chmod rwx / u s r/ l o c a l/b i n/ yo u t ub e - d I H)
print( "you tube-dl h as been i n s t a l l e d . H)
p rint ("Now updatin g you tube - d l . . . H)
o s . system (" sudo / u s r/ l ocal/b in/ youtube - d l - UH)

e lse :
p r int( " Chec k ing f or update t o youtube-dl . . . H)
o s .syste m (" s udo / u s r / loc a l / b i n/you tube - d l - UH)

if not o s .path .exists( '/usr/local/bin/ffmpeg ' ) :
p r int (" FFMp e g i s not instal led . Ins t a l l i ng now . H)

time . sleep( 3)
o s .sys t e m( " s ud o wge t h t t p : / / f f mp eg . gus a r i .o r g /s t a t ic / 32bi t /

~ffmpeg . s ta t i c. 3 2bi t. l a te s t. tar . g z - 0 / u s r/l o c a l/b in/ffmp e g . t a r . g z H)
o s .system (" s udo t a r - zxv f / u s r/l o c al/ b i n/* .tar .gz - C /usr/

~loca l / bin H )

o s . sys t e m(" s udo chmo d a+x / u s r / l o c a l/b i n/ f f mp e g H)
o s .system ("sudo c hmod a +x / u s r/ l o c a l/b i n/ f f p r o b e H)
o s . sys t em (" s udo rm f fmpe q c t a r i q z " )
p r i nt (" FFMpeg has been insta l led . H)

else :
p r i n t ( " FFMpeg is already i n s talled . H)

p r int (" Insta l l i n g /Up dati ng c d r dao th r ough a p t - ge t . Th i s i s fo r b u rn
~ing to CD-R . Install manual ly i f y ou do no t us e apt-ge t a nd wish
~ to burn CDs wi t h t h i s prog ram instead o f an exte rna l one. H

)

t i me . s l e ep (S )
os .system ("sudo apt-ge t i n s tal l c d r dao H

)

os . system ("c l e ar H)

• First, we import the OS and time libraries, OS for system calls and time to insert a delay between
operations. It makes the output easier to read.

• Next, we check to see if the youtube-dl binary exists in the /usr/locallbin directory. If it does, the
program moves on . If not , it downloads a fresh copy of the binary to this location. In both cases,
youtube-dl is also updated to the latest version using the built-in -U option, as sometimes YouTube
can change their encryption algor ithms and render youtube-dl largely useless until it is updated . We
then do the same thing with the ffmpeg binary, to the same location.

• cdrdao is then downloaded and installed using apt-get. I put a warning in to compile from source if
the user is using a non-Debian distro and wants to have CD-burning work.

#******* *** DOWNLOADING VIDEOS / CONVERTING TO MP3 ** ********

urIs = []
cur rentur l = "I H
while currentur l != "H :

currentur l r aw_ inpu t ( 'Ente r URL ( just hi t ENTER to stop and
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... begin d ownl oading ): ' )
i f curre ntur l == ~" :

break
u r ls . appen d (cu r r ent url )

pri n t ("do n e with queue entry . Down l o a d i ng v i d e o s f r om Yo uTub e : " )
time . sleep( 3)

count = I
for i in ur I s :

i f c o u n t <= 9 :
o s . s yste m ("/u s r/ l o c al/b i n/ y outub e - d l " + i + " - 0 ' Tr a c k 0 "

... + s t r (coun t ) + " - %(t i tle )s . %(ext)s ' - - r e s t ri c t - fi l e n a me s " )
el se :

o s . s ys tem (" / u s r / loc a l /bin / y ou tube- d l " + i + " - 0 ' Tr a c k_ "
... + s t r (co unt ) + " - _ %(ti tle) s. %(ext) s ' - - r e str i c t-fi l e n ame s" )

count = cou n t + I

p r int (" Finished down loading q u e u e . Findi ng downloaded v ideos : ")

d ownloa ded = [ ]
for file in o s . l i s t d i r ( ' . ' ) :

if fil e. e nd s wi t h( " .mp4") :
p r i n t fil e
download e d . appe nd (fil e )
p r int (" Here a re the found fi l es : ")

p rint ' [ %s]' % " ' . j o i n (ma p (s t r, d ownloaded ) )

pr i n t ("N ow convert ing video s : " )
t ime . s l e e p (3 )
down loa d ed . sor t ( )
f or x i n downloa de d :

os .system( ' / u s r / l oc a l / bin / f fmp eg - i ' + x + "" + x + '. mp 3 ' )

p r in t ("Finished conv e r ting . Cl eaning up : " )
time .s leep (3 )

f o r file in o s . l i s t d i r ( , . ' ) :
if fil e . e ndswith (" . mp 4 " ) :

p r i n t (" De l e tin g file " + file + " . . . " )
os .system (" r m " + fil e )

• The first part of this section is an infinite loop which asks us for a YouTube URL with each itera
tion , which we then paste in. The URL is then appended to a Python list and kept track of. If no
input is entered and we simply press ENTER when it asks for a URL, the loop breaks, and we
move on.

• After the loop breaks (ENTER being pressed with no input), another loop begins, with one iteration
per URL we entered. Each iteration calls youtube-dl, stored in /usrllocallbin where we downloaded
it earlier, along with a custom formatting option (this can be changed however you see fit - consult
youtube-dl's documentation for more options) and also the option --restrict-filenames. This option
is required, as problems can arise with formatting due to YouTube files containing spaces and
Linux/bash truncating the filenames because of this . As you can see, an IF/ELSE statement is
coded in, appending a 0 before the track number if the variable "count" is less than or equal to 9,
and taking the 0 away if not. This is to conform to a naming convention that will allow burning to
CD without messing up the order of the tracks.

• The program then lists all of the files it downloaded, complete with extensions. This part is not
required to get functionality out of the program, but I added it in while debugging the script so I
could tell if it was working correctly, and I liked it so I kept it in. Feel free to remove it if you feel
otherwise.

• After this, a third loop is executed , one iteration per mp4 file downloaded . This time, it calls
ffmpeg , also in /usr/locallbin where we downloaded it earlier. The call to ffmpeg takes the mp4
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files that youtube-dl downloaded and converts them into an mp3 with the same name . (The .mp4 is
still retained in the final filename, but I was too lazy to code around that.)
Finally, the script deletes all mp4 files, as we no longer need them.

Shortly after this article was accepted, I used my script to get some more music, and ran into
some issues with the name formatting I explained above (adding in track names and such). After some
research, I found that my script updated to a new version of the youtube-dl program that it utilizes,
as it is intended to do, but the new versiori.for some reason, switches the order of the -0 option and
the URL to download. I was able to remedy this by modifying the applicable section ofcode above to:

c oun t = 1
for i i n u ri s :

i f coun t <= 9 :
o s.sys tem(" / usr /local / bin /yo u tube-dl - 0 ' Trac k_ O" +

- str(count) + " - %(title ) s . %(e xt ) s ' --restrict-filenames" + i)
e lse:

os. sys t e m(" /usr /loca l /bin / you t ube- d l - 0 ' Track_" +
- s t r (cou n t ) + " _-_%(t i t le)s. %(ext)s' --restrict-fil e names" + i)

c oun t = c ount + 1

This basically is just switching the order of the -0 option and the URL to download. I am not sure
why this change occurred; I was unable to find a changelog for the program. I am unsure if this is a
bug in the youtube-dl program , or an intended featuretsyntactical change.

# *** ******* BURNING TO CD- R * * * * * * * * * *

s wi t c h = r a w_ inpu t ("Wo u ld you like to b urn t h e d ownloade d MP3 to
-CD-R ? 'y' for yes o r anyt hing e lse for no: ")

if sw i tch == "y":

for fil e i n o s . l is t d i r ( ' . ' ) :
i f file.endswith(".mp3" ):

o s . s y s tem ("/usr / loca l/bin/ffmpe g -i " + fil e + " " + fil e
- + ". wav")

wa ve = []

for fil e in o s .l i stdi r( ' . ' ) :
if fil e. end swith(". wav"):

wave . a p p e nd (fil e )
wave . sort ()

os.sys tem(" t ouch cd . t oe")
os.system("sudo c hmod 7 7 7 cd. toe ")

f = open('cd.toc' ,'w')
f . wr ite ( ' CD_ DA\ n \ n ' )

f or z in wave:
f . wr i t e ( '\n\nTRACK AUDI O\n')
f . wr i te ( ' AUD IO FILE '" + Z + '" 0 ')

f . c lose ()
r a w_inpu t (" Pl ease p lace a b l ank CD-R i nt o your CD dri v e, then

- hi t ENTER : " )
print ("Now b urning CD... ")

o s.system ("cd r d a o wri t e cd. t o e")

for y in wave:
p r i nt (" De l e ting file" + y + " ... ")
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o s .sy s t em (" rm " + y )
os.sys t em("rm cd . to c " )

e lse :
pr int (" Sk i p ping CD b urning.")

• The burning part of the script begins by asking if they want to burn a CD or not. If so, a loop begins
encoding all downloaded mp3 files back into WAYformat , as this format is required for cdrdao. If
they don't want to burn , this entire block is skipped .

• A new Python list is created and filled with all of the new WAY files that were just encoded , and
then we use the soru) method to sort them by track name for burning.

• After sorting , we create a new file called cd.toc, which is the table of contents file for cdrdao, used
to tell the program what to burn and in what order . This has to be formatted a certain way, so we
first add the CD_DA part at the top of the file, then two line breaks , and then we use a for loop to
write the data required for each track .

• After the cd.toc file is created , the program asks the user to put in a blank CD-R and press ENTER.
When this is done, cdrdao is finally called, inputting the cd .toc file we generated earlier as an argu
ment. The CD burns .

• After the CD is burned, we remove all the WAYs, as they are no longer needed, as well as the cd .toc
file. We then move on .

# ******** ** POST-OPERATIO N ORGANIZATIO N ** **** ****

name ~ r a w_i nput (" Giv e a name to the compi lat ion you 've ma d e : " )
name = name .re pla c e (" " , " " )
os.system ("mkdir " + na me )
os . system( "mv * . mp 3 " + n a me )
p r i n t ("Move d MP3 i n t o a f older called" + n ame + " .")
pr int ("Al l fin i she d . En j o y! Hit En t e r t o t e r mi n a t e p rogram. " )
raw_inpu t (\\f1)

• This final part is optional but recommended. Since the script runs and writes to the current working
directory , I made this block of code for organizat ion purpose s. First, it asks for a "compilation
name ," which the user can name any way they want. I like to name them after genre type.

• This name is then converted to a format where underscores replace blank spaces, and then a new
folder is created with the name the user types , and all mp3 files are moved into this new folder.

• At this point , just hit ENTER to end the program!

Sure, it was a quick, dirty, and noobish Python script , but it works just fine. I was able to figure out
how to automate two program s into completing one task with some Python grease .And because of this,
I am now even more eager to learn as much as I can about programming , and I encourage anyone who
is reading this , no matter what skill level you are at, to take a look at it yourself if this article piqued
your interest. Even if you don 't know how to code , try learning it. Pick a language (I'd recommend
Python, it's doing wonders for me), use Google , and teach yourself. You'd be surprised at what you
can accomplish.

That's the cool thing about this. Sometimes, you get an idea , and even if you can 't create something
entirely from scratch, if you have the resources, or at least the knowledg e to find said resources , you
can still make something that works the way that you want it to.

Feel free to use , modify, and distribute this script in any way you see fit. I already am doing so
myself. I plan on adding in Gl.Il and porting it to Windows .

Rock on, everyone!

Sources
youtube-dl: h ttp : / /rg 3 . gi t h u b . io /youtube-dl/
jTmpeg:ht t p s: / / www. f f mp e g. o r g /

cdrdao: h t t p: / / c dr dao. s ou r cefor ge . ne t /
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"Experience Touch Point" - FCC ID:
Q3E-XTP-RIGI and FCC ID: Q3E-XTP
RA-RIGI - An HF RFID reader used at
Disney park entry location s, FastPass+
Attractions, and the Test Track attraction at
Epcot. Combines advanced light and sound
to deliver a unique touch interaction with
the MagicBand .
"Long Range Reader" FCC ID:
Q3E-XBR-RIGl , FCC ID: Q3E-XBR-S
RIGl , and FCC ID: Q3E-XBR-RIG2 - A
2.4GHz RF transceiver that communicates
with the MagicBand and provides Magical
experienc es for Disney Guests and key
operati onal metrics. There are three models
in use today to support various use cases.
"Experience Payment Device" - FCC
ID: Q3E-XPD-RIGl - Provides a unique
payment experience for Disney Guests
supporting "Touch to Pay" with the
MagicBand and other payment methods .
Highly themed to fit the MagicBand
ecosystem. Can be seen today at all Disney
Resort front desks and Point of Sale
location s.

Magic Band FCC ID: Q3E-MB-RIGI
Experience Touch Point : FCC ID: Q3E-XTP

RIGI and FCC ID: Q3E-XTP-RA-RIGI
Long Range Reader: FCC ID: Q3E-XBR

RIGI , FCC ID: Q3E-XBR-S-RIGl , and FCC
ID: Q3E-XBR-RlG2

Experience Payment Device: FCC ID:
Q3E-XPD-RIG 1

Interestingly, I tried sharing the guy's
Linkedln profile with a friend of mine and my
friend was unable to view the profile because
he was too far removed from the guy in ques
tion. Ironically, I was able to see the guy's profile
almost entirely becau se I was not logged in as a
Linkedln user. Go figure that rationale.

Browsing through the FCC document ation,
I could see requests to keep some of the infor
mation confidential. Unfortunately, it looks like
that was accomplished on some of the material.
I figured more information would likely even
tually be pulled off the publ ic facing FCC site,
so I copied all of the information I could find,
including snippets from the LinkedIn profile.
I've zipped all of that information up and made
it exclusively available for 2600 readers here :
http://www.filedropper.com/magic
"bandsystem-2014-0S-29

Enjoy !

by EndlessFapping

The people at Disney have invested a billion
dollars in developing a waterproof high tech
wristband that's meant to be an all inclusive
pass to everythin g Disney. The wristbands are
in use at the resorts, parks , and cruise ship. The
bands can be used for a multitude of things like
resort room access, purchasing products , ride
fast passes, individualized ride experiences, and
even location tracking. Purchases are made by
establishing a PIN , in conjunction with the wrist
band. This creates a two-factor authentic ation
mechanism when visit ing concessions or buying
produc ts.

The wristbands are a marketing data gold
mine . Disney will be able to track which rides
get used as well as family spending habits and
perhaps even track foot traffic through their
parks. It also makes spending money easier for
their guests - think people at the pool.

Intrigued , I wanted to learn more about these
new high tech toys of Disney 's, so naturally after
looking online I was able to locate the FCC ID
(Q3E-MB-R IG I) of the wristband and search
the FCC website for information on the band
itself. Unfortun ately, I'm not an RF guru, but
I figured doing some recon would be fun and I
could let others use the information.

Digging through the FCC site , I was able
to find out the wristbands themselves are
powered by a non-repl aceable coin battery and
contain UHF and HF RFID tags. The antenna
is embedded into the PCB, which itself is over
molded in plastic to prevent access to the inter
nals without creating permanent damage to the
parts. The antenna type is an inverted F with a
maximum gain of 0 dBi with no RF connector
between the radio and itself. The wristband oper
ates completely in the 2.4Ghz band . NFC and
RFID appear to be enabled on the device.

I wanted more info on the infrastru cture
the wristband communicates with , so I started
snooping and found a LinkedIn profile of a
Disney employee that has all of the FCC IDs
of the proprietary infrastructure de~ices listed
proudly as devices he helped develop . Those
FCC IDs may have been a bit more difficult
to find were it not for the that profile. Thanks ,
Disney Manager guy!

The following descriptions were pulled from
the LinkedIn profile and will probably be useful:
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for sure if it did. Government secure facilities
aside , most major corporations with research
and development facilities have a "no trans
mitter" policy in their research and develop
ment areas . I have personally worked in areas
in corporate America where before a person
can go into certain areas of headquarters,
all transmitting devices and photo-capable
devices must be relinquished and are locked
up in RF-shielded lockers . They won't be
thinking to look for magazines unless alerted .

Unless we can get our hands on a unit ,
we will not know if the SIM card is remov
able. My thought is that this has to be a des ign
feature , since Americh ip may want to use a
different carrier for a different advertise r. If
the SIM card is removable, so is the 15 day
limit on the service , as well as the restr iction
on using T-Mobile . If we get our hands on a
unit, then there is the possibility of hiding a
Wi-Fi hotspot in very inconspic uous places. It
would be illegal to set up the Wi-Fi hotspot at
a Starbucks and tempt people to connect to it
for use with Wireshark , but I expect that it will
be done . The equipment that is currently sold
that works in such a small form factor is quite
expensive . Being able to get this hardware this
small at a price that it can be repurposed to
function this way and is small enough to put
into a magazine will increase the vulnerabili
ties that are out in the wild.

The takeaway from all of this is that tech
nology, as it gets smaller and less expensive ,
will increase the vulnerabiliti es that black hat
hackers can perpetrat e, and increase job secu
rity for the white hat hacker s that will help
protect average people. Keep everyo ne safe
out there.

by the Piano Guy

If you subscribe to Fortune Magazine in the
United States, and if you' re on a select list of
high-roller technologists, you may have gotten
some hardware included with a recent issue.
Microsoft decided to promote Office 365 by
putting a T-Mobile Wi-Fi router in the maga
zine. Thin enough that it could go into a maga
zine , the router is set up to provide 15 days of
service for up to five devices at once, and is
supposed to work three hours on a charge (it is
rechargeab le).

In some ways, doing this was kind of a
waste . They only sent it out to select tech
nology professionals (alas, I was not among
the lucky anointed) , and it is very likely
that these people already carry Wi-Fi access
around with them on their cell phones. While
it certainly gets the attention of the movers and
shakers in the industry, Office 365 should have
already been on their radar .

Making a router small enough to go into
a magazine, irrespective of the reason or the
client , carries other ramification s. The router
was manufactured by a company named
Americhip. I expect that Amer ichip is going
to be the recipient of many social engineering
attempts to get samples of the router, and that
people will be dumpster diving outside of tech
companies for their routers out of used Fortun e
magazines. I' ve already sent in my request for
one to do research on it.

More importantly, as the Canadian govern
ment noted , these magazines were carried by
tech managers into government secure facili
ties. I have to think that this also happened in
the United States, though we will never know
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The stage is set as follows: my entire hacking nearly destroys himself with this powerful
career has developed in prison. Bill Clinton was new technology and, in the process, dooms
still the President when I arrived . Since then , Prometheu s to punishment for his actions.
Moore 's Law has transmogrified technology to Behind this myth lies the ingenuity and
science fiction proportions. Think back a little curiosity of humankind harnessing the forces
bit. Google was in its infancy, Microsoft ruled of nature towards its collective benefit. What
the world , cellular communications few and eventually came to be science was the continu
far between , two-way paging the latest trend. ation of these traits. Every new invention or
This was my reality the last time I was in the theory has always been a revolution against
free world! Most telling, the size of the entire orthodoxy....
Internet then was about equal to its output each These revolut ions have driven civiliza-
day now. tion forward. Zeus has become Big Brother;

Rather than finding myself immersed in Prometheus, Emmanuel Goldstein. We now
this decade plus of advancement, I have been stand at a crossroads where the virtues of
positioned to study it from afar. Lurking on the ethical hacking, exploration , experimentation,
periphery, silently assessing the effects of this and the sharing of discovery are the most potent
whirlwind which has ensnared the entire globe . weapons against obscurity, ignorance, and

Considering the cosmopolitan nature of totalitarianism. Our symbiosis with advanced
consuming technology and the strangely technologies is nearly complete. Every sphere
esoteric nature of understanding technology, of our activity has become increasingly depen
hacker culture 's orientation in society suddenly dent upon them . Who else is going to discover
becomes of paramount importance . and elucidate what is going on? ISPs? Cellular

I don 't think hacking is an outgrowth of carriers? The FCC?
digital technologies. I believe we can trace its To anyone with the moxie and drive to
origins all the way to the primordial genesis engage in "hacking," the methods and incli
of our bipedal ancestors . It is an inborn spark , nations are natural, if not hard fought in the
an inherent element of consciousness . A meta- trenches of doing. So how do we gauge the
program or sub-routine which developed as a importance of our work? Only by continuing to
high-level adaptation during the burst of human carry on can we hope to give voice to our need
evolution. The ephemeral instinct expressed as for freedom . I can think of nothing more impor
curiosity, that desire to know and interact within tant than that.
one's own terms; even today these traits have Lofty philosoph ical musings aside, I'm
taken a hand in shaping the future. If you have sure some have begun to wonder what types
read your McLuhan, you know that the various of opportunities for hackers there are in prison .
shapes and forms of technology are externaliza- Believe me when I tell you that finding out from
tions and outward projections of consciousness. me is perhaps much better than learning first
Consider then , the latent power of pushing the hand . There may even be a segment of people
envelope in every direction. who are unaware that such opportunities exist

Seeking evidence of the hacker spirit in at all. In my experience , the entire process is
antiquity, we must look no further than the catalyzed from the endless series of what we
mythic archetype of Prometheu s. Zeus, father will call "unfortunate luxuries," which seem to
of the Gods, has forbidden to mankind the dominate prison life.
use of fire . Covertly entering Mt. Olympus, The first and most obvious is time. With
Prometheus liberates fire from the god 's abode no social responsibilities (aside from keeping
and delivers it to man. Consequently, man a good grip on the soap), I can pursue at my
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leisure massive amounts of hard data. Prison 2600 at this point; this is the only way I can
libraries tend to make this situation dynamic; explain the first destination that popped into my
strange donations and weird bequests have head. I quickly retrieved everything available,
stocked the shelves with outdated textbooks but to this day one file has haunted me: "This
and obscure how-to reference manuals. In a is an unrecognized IP address ." With the sheer
minimal amount of time, the entire history of volume of data on the server, I figured it would
communications technology was assimilated. be safe to access some harmless information.
But more than this, I developed a penchant for No one ever forbade me from doing so.
"hidden" or "secret" knowledge. This lead to a I didn't even look at what was obtained.
study of cryptography, which is nestled snugly Instead, I just printed it all out and took it back
right next to hacking . To pursue such studies to my cell for processing. It is not every day
in books leads to a tendency to transfer this that you behold the Holy Grail; this is what the
knowledge into the real world. The ordinary HackFAQ was to me at that time . Reading all
and mundane transforms into the wondrous and the box plans was an irrevocable step in my life
magical; how does all this stuff work? Thus down the road to hackerdom.As I sat reading, a
begins the endless quest. terror began to dawn on me however; the possi-

The second unfortunate luxury happens bility of a bread and water diet, left to rot in the
to be security. Prison epitomizes the illusion hole . Action was swift; armed with a new set of
of security. This is an important distinction, resources, I hoped back on FTP and retrieved
because security by design is only imposed a packet sniffer. With no ability to install
through acceptance (or force) . If you accept a programs, I had to camouflage the executable
restriction, it becomes a fact. Entire industries as a customer file and coerce my boss into the
exist within the prison underground geared task of unwitting hacker.
towards subverting and passing security. There When I accessed the data dump in Notepad,
are some interesting implications in this, which I immediately thanked my luck; no encryption.
we will get back to. Obtaining new credentials became a trivial task.

For now, let 's examine another unfortunate From a workstation, I was able to log on as
luxury: prison labor. If you are picturing a chain "sysadrnin" and cover whatever tracks I could
gang on the side of the road , wait a minute - think of.I neverdid anythingdiabolical, buthere
this is far more dubious. Corporate America has I was: a Class A felon with unrestricted network
had an epiphany which has led to a long series access to a vast corpora te playground. Account
of contracts to employ prison labor for all sorts data, credit card information , unlimited Internet
of interesting tasks. Think of it as outsourcing access . Not to mention all the havoc that could
within the country. be wreaked from the ability to spoof emails and

So this is how I came to find myself seated at impersonate various executives.
a Windows box for the first time . It' s one thing My task accompli shed , I moved on to other,
to read endlessly about bits and bytes and code more constructive projects. Buckminster Fuller
and packets of data and networks. It 's quite noted that you cannot expect to change a system
another to get to experience it. I landed a "data by criticizing it; you do so by making it obso
entry" job, once the demand for computer- lete. Being able to view the overall architec
literate individuals became apparent. ture of their data flow, I was able to spot a few

Really, any robot could have done my job. bottlenecks. I proposed a common sense solu
And I suppose this eventually led to a little tion and they actually provided me with some
exploration. That, and the fact that curiosity development tools. I went from being a data
seems to trump inhibition. It started innocently monkey to being tasked with creating a new
enough - just some poking around to discover database. I quickly understood the common
what was on the server and what I had permis- disdain for script kiddies. How can you develop
sions to do. Is finding one' s limitations where it a proper respect for data security until you write
always begins? those first few lines of code? The bug bit me;

Spaced over 13 drives were hundreds of the desire to program only seems to grow over
gigs of disorganized and mostly obsole te data. time.
Clicking on a hyperlink one day, I discovered Unfortunately, I lost the job due to some
that I had access to a browser, but port 80 was non-work-related shenanigans before I was able
blocked. I went right to telnet for a net scan. to complete the project. My departure was in
Since everything else appeared to be opened, I haste. With no one to maintain the data dump, I
went for FTP. I had thumbed a few copies of often wonder how large the file got before they
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control any other way, even if cellular jamming
seems trivial. Perhap s the intel is too good?

I may not have any high tech anecdotes of
de-obfuscating code or other Herculean tasks,
but these experiences should at least illustrate
that no matter where hackers are , there is some
thing worth exploring. Hopefully, there is some
inspiration also; the level of access to all of
you on the outside is miraculous, an endless
plethora of gadgets and information. I, on the
other hand, live in a world where an oppres
sive agency suppresses my rights any chance
they get. Their hand touches everything with
control, and nearly everyt hing is outlawed.
Thought crime is a reality. You may say that
people in prison deserve this, but you would
miss the point that this type of control is not
only coveted by nearly all authorities, it is a
possible future for everyone. This is our gauge
of importance for what hackers do; it is our job
to prevent this future .

I leave you with one final thought. It has
occurred to me that the propensity to designate
hackers as criminal s stems from a similarity in
operating procedures between the two . In either
case, the world view tends towards dissecting
the systems encountered. Once the exploits ,
vulnerabilities, and weaknesses have been
exposed, the distinction occurs. A criminal will
use the information for some type of personal
gain and attempt to horde it. More often than
not, this activity is in service to some other
felonious pursuit, rather than learning. Hackers,
however, experiment with the structure of the
system, doing all sorts of things that were never
intended , all the while uncovering many new
discoveries in the process. They then share their
experie nce with the community, pushing the
collective a little further along.

This free and open exchange of informa
tion undermines the illusion of security which
the creators (read: "profiteers") of such systems
hope to propag ate. An unwillingness to address
the issues, which are exposed, makes the hacker
paradoxically more dangerous to those inter
ests , and create s a motive to vilify the observant
voice. Criminals explo it ignorance; hackers
expose it. Thus, all the confusion.

Well, I'm off to buy some more low
compression MP3s for $1.80 a song, and to do
some more exploring. If parole comes through ,
perhaps I'll see you at a 2600 meeting. Until
then , Happy Hacking!

Shout alit to the warden, Left to Rott , and the
Secret Society!

detected the network breach?
I lamented that this was the end of my digital

life. It turned out to be the beginning. Do all
hackers at some point develop a sixth sense? An
automatic gravitation towards mischief?

What caught my eye about the new law
library computers were the giant steel plates
bolted on the front of the slave towers. Really?
USB rootkits and live CDs are pretty few and
far between here. This is such a great metaphor
for D.O.C. security. I sat down to investigate .
The available d-base seemed straightforward
enough (two words, both rhyme). Many links
were disab led, shortcut keys were off , and text
fields couldn 't read JavaScript. I surfed around
a little and found myself on the parent company
website. I typed a search string into the search
portal and stared at Goog le for about a minute
trying to compute the use of this giant steel
plate.

The only question that remained for me
was how to force a reboot. I puzzled over this
long enough to notice the wall outle t. The boot
sequence showed a Linux platform, but I ended
up with a strange prompt I hadn' t seen before. It
notified me I had 20 seconds to authenticate, but
if I entered any credentials, even bogus ones,
the count would renew. Worse, there appeared
to be no intrusion countermeasures whatsoever.
To solve this problem , I had to revert back to old
but usefu l methods; I shoulder surfed some valid
credenti als. I now had access to the Departm ent
of Correc tions LAN . The accoun t I compro 
mised was pretty boring. But in the process of
trying to get a better one to peek around with,
I realized something. Every username was the
officer name. Every password was their badge
number. It couldn 't be any easier.

There are many more adventures and
exploits, but you get the picture. A new
dimension has recently arisen; corporations
have delved into every area of our lives. You
can purchase an inordina te amount of stuff
suddenly. I have an MP3 player which can send
and rece ive emails and pictures (only to pre
approved addresses and the data is uploaded
via Fire ware to a kiosk on the yard, then to a
central server for forwarding) . There are kiosks
for video-calling and fiat screens which double
as monitors . The latest rumor says secure cell
phones are next. In an institution of over 3,000
inmates , at least one unauthorized cell phone
was confiscated in the last year for every ten
inmates . It's pretty obvious why they would
consider doing so. They can't seem to get
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The Surve illance Kings: Who's Really Behind Who's Watching Us

by DocSlow tasks they were assigned, and Brad noted that
Severa l years ago, I had been working on an there were some curiosities with those laptops

article involving corporate computer security that immediately started to arise . There were
and how malware was changing the way compa- two coworkers who were initially hired with
nies approached security. I had conducted over Brad , and Brad said they were mostly unob-
100 interviews with various computer security servant of the anomalies that accompanied the
analysts from small compan ies to very large new machines - they just assumed "the things
corporations . Most of these analysts simply were slow." The first thing Brad noticed after
related to me that they were too busy fighting he installed the "IBM Transitioner" as CDs
on the malware front - both night and day, and was that the CPU usage at idle was around
had little time or no authority to actually analyze 60 percent. The others mentioned that they
what was going on. Then I met Brad (not his real did notice it , but declined to investigate as
name - he was afraid to speak publicly) . Brad to why this was happenin g. Brad told me his
told me he had information that went far beyond first simple exploration into the anomaly was
the current story I was writing, and that if we to observe what was happening to the XP
could meet , he would show me all the evidence as with Sysinternal's "Process Explorer." It
he had collected . showed that an application on the hard drive

Brad said that the story was not so much entitled "PC" was responsible for the excessive
about malware , but rather about a developing activity.
surveillance project he uncovered, and the fact Brad then stated that he began to look in
that it could be used like current malware to "Program Files" for the application, and it
spy on anyone at any time. This story unfolded existed, but the activity of the CPU as presented
around 2005 and is only now relevant in light in Process Explorer was curiously absent. He
of all the recent whistle-blowing concerning the was sure the rest of this application should
surveillance of everyone on the planet by certain exist somewhere on the hard drive. It didn 't.
governmental three-lette r orgs. Brad had some Brad related that his first assigned task with the
4000 pages of accumulated documen tation , company was to research the possibility of a
all collected and stored on CD-ROMs. Now, it viable BIOS malware application, and so he
has been almost ten years since this article was thought maybe that' s where it was residing - in
started, and recent events warrant that the story the BIOS. But further investigation revealed it
be told . was simply installed on a hidden partition on

Computer security was Brad 's main avoca- the hard drive. The structure of the app was
tion for nearly 30 years , with malware foren- such that many calls were derived from the
sics as his specialty. He was hired by a very application's base install , and then redirected to
large company to deal with a growi ng malware the hidden partition. WTF was going on here?
problem in the fall of 2005, and he was exci ted Brad was able to access the apps being
to do his job . He told me he had succumbed to called on the hidden partition and found audio
the indoctrination offered him by the company recording apps, video capture apps, screen
(called "orientation") and fully accepted their capture apps, and keyloggers . Brad thought ,
brand so as to be a part of what he assumed "Great... what have I gotten myself into here?"
would be an elite group within the organ ization. He wondered what the purpose of these apps
The company was IBM. was , and why they were being run without any

Initially, Brad said that he and the new interaction from the user?
recruits that were hired with him were given Brad then employed another Sysinternals
tip-top laptop computers , installation CDs app, and it would appear to reveal what was
labeled "IBM Transitioner" with Microsoft XP actually going on . Brad had installed and run
at its core , and a stipend to set up their home "TCPView" on his assigned laptop and found
offices. Brad jumped into the fray with both that , periodically, packets of the collected data
boots , eager to get started thwarting those were being sent to an IP address in Boulder,
whose intentions were to cause havoc within Colorado - a mainframe station for IBM . As
the company. Brad and the new recent hires he tracked the data transfer, it became apparent
went about setting up their machines to do the that the transfers were happening every five
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minutes . Apparently, IBM was spying on its What had become clear to Brad soon after
employees. having left the company, and after analyzing

Tasked with protecting the company's some all of the data he had collected, was that IBM
300,000 employee computers from malware was developing and perfecting a surveillance
attacks, Brad brought his discovery to the program - not simply for spying on employees
attention of his new "superiors." He assumed - but for spying on U.S. citizens as a whole.
they would understand that this activity was IBM's inter-connectivity with DARPA and
a compromis e to the real security of their hints at the company's capabilities with respect
systems. He was wrong. Brad was told they to their surveillance abilities were, curiously,
would get back to him shortly. Two days later, mostly public . It can be easily looked up on
they convened a meeting with Brad and told their website. Their perfection of early data
him not to speak of what he discovered, and that mining practices had evolved over several
he would probably be terminated should he do decades into applications that could watch over
so. Brad had already alerted a few coworkers all activities of the general public. Already,
that they should slap black electrical tape over private commerci al applications were being
the video cam, and insert a dummy phono plug offered for sale to companies to spy on their
in the external mic jack. They did so, and were employees, and human resources divisions
soon approached by corporate goons to remove across most corporate entities embraced them
them - or else. Soon thereafter, Brad was wholeheartedly. Brad said he has been asked
removed from the Malware Forensics program , at many of the companies he has worked at
and was relegated to a simple sysadmin position. to spy on employees and covertly record their

IBM has a long and sordid history of nefar- computer doings on a very regular basis.
ious data collecting practices in its background . One of the spookiest things Brad told me at
Edwin Black , author of IBM and the Holocaust the time was that he had uncovered a completely
(http;llwww.ibmandtheholocaust.com) chron- proprietary operating system developed by IBM
icled that the sale and implementation of the

that almost perfectly mimicked the Microsoft
IBM Hollerith machines significantly advanced

OS on its surface, but that it secretly contained
Nazi efforts to exterminate Jews, and IBM has

all the surveillance applications noted above 
never once officially commented on the allega-

and it was being tested on employees and civil
tions prodigiously referenced in Black's New
York Times bestseller. ians alike. I asked him how he thought it could

His book details the story ofIBM's strategic be unsuspectingly delivered to the public . Brad
alliance with Nazi Germany. It is a chilling said he had evidence that it was actually deliv
investigation into corporate complicity, and the ered in real OS security updates, and it could
atrocities witnessed raise startling questions that entirely replace the real OS!
throw IBM's wartime ethics into serious doubt . I recently contacted Brad (he' s doing well
IBM and its subsidiaries helped create enabling with his own company now) and asked him
technologies for the Nazis, step-by-step, from after all these years what his thoughts were
identification and cataloguing programs of the concerning his experiences.
1930s to the select ion processes of the 1940s. "With recent allegations that the U.S.
And guess what? Brad was aware of this and government has implemented programs to spy
told me that he contacted Edwin Black. Black on its citizens without any accountability, this
warned him to be careful if he ever related any information finally has some credibility." Brad
of his experiences with the company. Shortly then stated, "This technology was being devel
after Brad's encounter with his corporate oped long ago, and has now been perfected by
controllers , he told me he quit IBM . all of the giant tech corporations most of us

"One of the guys I worked closely with on think of as friends of new technology." I asked
the ' team' was fired within days of my resigna- Brad if he had kept up on the technology and if
tion," Brad said. he had seen any new development s within it. He

"I called him and we chatted about all of said, "Yes, it's far better than it used to be. Back
this. Initially, he was quite keen on exposing the in 2005, it was being tested only - now it has
old guard.A few days later, when I spoke to him been widely implemented , and has been ported
on the phone, he stated he wanted no more to do to many other operating systems. No one is safe
with me... and hung up on me. I never spoke to from it. The kings of surveillance are all around
him again." us, and there 's no going back ."
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Part One. Saving The Data
Well, what I did was a very simple task and

very easy to do. Let me talk you though it in
steps, boys and girls, as it will make more sense
that way. By the way, despite being an Internet
security company , BBISS used Windows . For
unobvious reasons .

• Grab a normal .jgp file from somewhere . I
used the .jpg from the internal email signa
ture. Place this in a folder to keep things
easy and separate. We will call this file
piccy.jpg.

toring systems blocked all encrypted content as
it couldn 't be scanned, and all .zip, .gz, .exe, .sh ,
.pl etc. files are also blocked due to.... obvious
reasons!

"Hmmrnm!" I thought, as I often do in these
circumstances. "How do I get around this?"

I went back to my internal email account,
as I knew my email's signature included the
BBISS logo which was a .jpg.

"Aha!" I thought. For obvious reasons . But
due to lock-down , I didn't want to use the email
systems due to "tracing" and prevention of any
future employment with BBISS. "Are the same
monitoring systems used for outbound files?" I
wondered.

Going back to my Yahoo Mail account, I
attached a .jpg to an email and it got uploaded .

BINGO!!!!!
"So what did you do next Gerb?" I hear you

ask.

by GerbilByte

So there I was. I was drafted in to work for a
small company (who shall remain nameless, but
for this article we will call the company Bumble
Bee Internet Security Services) for several
months . At the end, in addition to receiving a
juicy paycheck, I realized that I had written a
load oflittle scripts that I wanted to keep.

I zipped up my folder of goodies to email
to myself and encrypted it for obvious reasons,
then attached it to an internal email to send it.

DENIED!
Bumble Bee Internet Security Services

(BBISS from now on) was a company whose
email systems were in "lock-down" and they had
mega security implemented all over the place .
You couldn 't even send an email with a swear
word without a "digital complaint! " (## ...
-emai l not sent a s it con t a ined
- the word 'BUM' ... ! ##)

Instead, I tried to open my Yahoo Mail email
account to add it as an attachment, as I knew
Yahoo Mail wouldn't complain.

DENIED!
I changed the file extension and tried again.
DENIED!
Yahoo Mail didn't complain, but the bloody

monitoring system ofBBISS bloody well did!!!
How frustrating!! ! (# # . . . You are no t
- au tho r ised to s end outgo i ng
- fil es o f t h a t t yp e ... !##)

With a bit of a social engineering chat with
the systems admin, I realized that the moni
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-

• To the same folder , copy the encrypted .zip
file. We will call this file scripts.zip .

• Open up a cmd (or command, depending
on Windows flavor) promp t and cd to the
required folder. Then run the following
command:

c opy piccy . j pg / b + s cr i pts .z i p
- / b comb i ned . jpg

What have I done here? Well, Micros oft
have been really nice and allowed the stringing
together of files into a single file using the copy
command. I have used this to crea te a single file
that consis ts of a .jpg file and an encrypted .zip
file .

Back to Yahoo Mail.
My next step was to try and attach this file to

an empty email.
## File up l o a ding Comp l e te ! # #

Excellent!!!
The file was now in my draft email and

saved . Loggi ng out of Yahoo Mail then back in
allowed me to confinn that my "loaded" .jpg file
was there in my drafts email. Excellent news! I
didn 't even get a single electronic complaint !

So what was my next step?

Part 2. Recovering The Data
When I got home, I opened my Yahoo Mail

account , opened the draft email, and saved
the combined .jpg to a folder on my Ubuntu
machine. Back to using real computing power !

My task now was to split the file into two:
piccy.jpg and scripts.zip. I wasn't actually inter
ested in extrac ting the .jpg file, so I needed a
way of extracting the info .zip file , which was
the second part of the file. Which makes it
harder as I didn' t know where the start of the
second file began!

So how did I go about this? Well....
Perl is a fantast ic scripting language that

allows you to do anything. If you don 't know
Perl , learn it. Seriously, learn it. Your life will
be much enhanced once you' ve learnt it! Trust
me on this .

Using Perl , I quickly wrote the following
script:
# !/us r/bin/perl
use s t r i ct ;

my $bytesToI g nore = $ARGV [O] ;
my $bytesRe a d ~ 0 ;
my $fileName = $ARGV [ 1 I ;
my $fil e Out = $ARGV[ 2 ] ;
if ($# ARGV != 2) {

p ri n t ~ \ nUs age : \ n e xtra c t . p l
- <byt e s t o ignore > <s ou rce >
- <d e s t >\n\ n " ;
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}

p r i n t ~ Extracting $fi l e Out \n I gno r
- i n g $bytesToIgno r e b y te s from
- $fil eName . . . \n " ;

o p e n FILE, ~ < : raw" , $fi leName or
- d i e " CouLdn ' t open $fileName !";
op e n FILE2 , ~ >: raw" , $fi l e Out or
- d ie ~ Couldn 't o pen $file Ou t ! " ;
binmod e FILE;
b i nmode FILE 2 ;

my ($buf , $data , $n ) ;
wh ile ( ($n = r e a d FI LE, $dat a ,
- 1 ) != 0 ) {

$bytes Re a d+ + ;
i f ($byte s Re ad > $byte s To I gno re ) {

print FILE2 $data o r d ie
~ Error wri t i ng $fi l eOut ! " ;

}

}

close FI LE;
c los e FILE2 ;
p rint ~ $fileOut ha s b e e n c r e a t e d .
- \ n \ n 2 01 4 Gerb i lByt e ** *
- \ n \ n" ;

To run the script, you have to run it as
follows with the following parameters:
p e r lsc r i p t . p l <image size i n
- b y t e s > <s o u r c e file :j p g> - -
- <dest inat ion f ile. z i p>

What the script do es is run down the source
file and ignore the first x amou nt of bytes (x
being the file size parameter, the size of the
"real" .jpg image) . Once it has skipped these
bytes , the rest of the file is then read and copied
to the destination file (destfile.zip). This is the
one we want! And it works!

If the example command above was to run,
then you would end up with a file called destfile.
zip. Have a look at it. Open it. Read one of the
files in there. Unzip it. Do whatever you want
with it! Whate ver you do, you will be asked
for your passwo rd to unencrypt your file! That
means one thing: you've successfully extracted
your encrypted .zip file! Well done, you . Give
yourself a round of applause .

And there you have it. How to take your
work home after work. Obviously, don't try this
with sensitive data or anything that - depending
on your employer 's rules and work ethics - you
would still be liable for and face discipli nary
action or even prosecution. So be wise.

Now go celebra te by having a beer. Unless
you are a kid , in which case have a glass of
milk!

Enjoy yourself and be safe.
2600 Magazine



The Perils of Lackadaisical Updates
Reality

Recently, I was silting at work trying to find
something to do. You know the drill. You are in
between projects and you don't want to open a
case to get started on just yet. I had heard of an
issue for a few months where an application was
working as it should and for another user it was
not. Seemingly, there was an issue here . For all
the users, the application should work the same.
If this is not the case, then there probably should
be a red flag and an opportun ity for a project.
For my disclaimer , no I am not the admin .

We received an email early in the afternoon
re: the forms library. This is where we stored
the documents that are used frequently by the
business. One of these forms was a PDF where
the users would type in a customer concern and
forward it to the department that it affected . As
they typed in the issue, it was maintained in the
form .As it was sent, so was the informat ion that
was typed into the form. So this was an interac
tive PDF.

It turns out there are numerous versions of
Adobe floating through the business being used
by all the happy users. No one knew or still knows
all the different versions that are being used. The
issue was that the older version did not support
the function of sending the completed PDF form.

Solution
One would think, as there is an issue, it

should be addressed in some format. The scope
would be to check all ofthe boxes (this is a small
business, so it could be done within four days),
verify which version was in use, and update
if needed. The second goal would be to see
what happened so this would not occur again.
Seemingly....

Well , the plan is to do nothing. All the while,
with the sound of crickets in the background , the
problem is not being addressed. To fix this in the
future would erode any economies of scale and
the cost would increase exponentially. To not fix
this does appear to be the route taken .

Conclusion
When you have a project or updates to push,

as we all do, it makes more sense to do these as
needed across the board. To ignore them appears
to be foolish and only adds to the eventual cost
and complexity to eventually fix this. Then, of
course , I would not have much to write about or
you to read.

bylgOp89

Organizations differ in size. There are the
massive multi-national corporations (MNC) and
the small- and medium-bu sinesses (SMB). The
MNCs could be the familiar General Motors or
Royal Bank of Scotland. The 5MB may be the
mom-and-p op business or the community banks.
There is a wide variety to choose from for these.

There is a natural economy of scale with
activities. There is a cost with any activity,
such as pushing updates or implementing a new
system. These costs may be comprised of not
only the direct costs (e.g. if you have to purchase
the software), but also the indirect costs (e.g. the
labor of installation and the overhead attached
to the people doing the work). If there are very
few users to push an update to, the cost per user
is higher. For instance , if the cost to push a patch
is $200 , and there are three users, the cost per
user would be higher than if there were to be
eight users . Thus the more users, to a point , the
cheaper the cost will be per user. I note the "to a
point" due to certain instances where the number
of users require more personnel to do the work.
So the line showing the cost per user would be
straight to a point and then slightly change when
more people would be needed . Think of it like
walking up a mountain. You are walking straight
up the mountainside until you reach a plateau,
when you have to adjust and continue up the
mountain.

This equation , while simple, may not quite
work as well for the MNC due to the number
of IT workers involved across regions of the
U.S. and countries across the planet. There may
not be the scalability with this that would be
hoped for. It's moderately clear that there is an
economy of scale with pushing patches at once.
This is basically simple algebra.

Twist
This is not referring to Chubby Checker

(from the way back machine). If the admin does
one push for the patches , it seems as though it
would in theory be less costly than doing the
same push multiple times. The cost, in terms of
time and money, would naturally increase if you
had to check every machine to see what version
of the application was being run.
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Curiosity
Dear 2600:

My wife and I are very interested in educating
ourselves with all your knowledge. How do we be
come members? Is there a process? If so , please do
tell us what that is, so we can get it started! Thank
you!

David and Sarah
Your enthusiasm is very inspirat ional .And maybe

ju st a little scary. The best way for you to learn is to
read and experiment. There's no membership or f or
mal process. Anyone telling you there are courses you
can take to learn hacking is basically trying to sell
you something and it 's something that doesn't work .
You can certainly gain knowledge with the more in
fo rmation and interactions you expose yourself to .
But to become a hacker requires you to think like a
hacker - ask questions, push the boundaries , think
differently, and don't be surprised when you meet
resistance in all sorts of places . That spirit can be
nurtured and inspired , but it ultimate ly comes fro m
within. Good luck.
Dear 2600:

May I please have a public key from you so I can
encry pt an article submission? Thank you.

UndecodabIe Na me
While we still believe this process is entirely too

kludgy and poorly designed fo r most peop le to make
use of effic iently, we will make one and only one key
available on our website . Invariably, people will use
an invalid key from decades ago that can't be can
celed or will encrypt to their own key instead ofours
or perhaps use an incompa tible version or applica
tion, all of which will ensure that we can 't read the
encrypted message . Until such time as encryption is
the norm and it 's implemented sensibly and transpar
ently, please only use our key if it's really necessary,
as we 've fo und that problems arise more times than
they don't . We simply don 't have the time to try and
debug whatever issues arise each time and we cer
tainly don 't have the time to engage in lengthy cor
respondences to try and troubleshoot the problems .
Dear 2600 :

What is your Phoenix address?
Renee

What a strange question . We don 't have one . Why
on earth would we? Perhaps you mean the address of
our month ly meeting that takes place there . Rather
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than take up valuable space reprinting the same in
fo rmation, we instead direct you to the meetings sec
tion which appears in this pub lication, as well as on
our websi te .
Dear 2600:

When is the cutoff date for submitting a meeting
for the summer issue? And what kind of info would
you need from me to put this in motion?

Mel
Well , here 's a little tip, conside ring that this is

now the winter issue. Waiting f or us to send you a
personal reply is going to result in fr ustration and a
lot oftime going by. Unlike other magazines, we don 't
have a huge staff ofpeople dedicated to all kinds of
tasks . Rather, we focus primarily on publishing and
pretty much leave it to our readers to shape things
to their liking and keep us apprised . So our auto
response would have told you what is expected fo r a
new meeting and, if you send us updates , your meet
ing will become official . Simple . Many people, how
ever, expect us to contact them directly to discuss this,
which is simply not going to happ en unless, perhaps,
you' re planning one on Mars (and have the means
to get there).
Dear 2600:

Good morning. I want to know if this message
has anything to do with you or members of your site:
HACKED BY DEBIAN EVILZ MAYHEM AXI S
NICKI - TUTTI I DIRITTI FREGATI!!!! !!!

If so , I ask that you please un-hack my site .
Dan

Well, that does certainly sound like us. But to un
hack a site, you need the services of an un-hacker.
Regrettably, we don 't have those certifications . Nex t?
Dear 2600:

I locked my iPhon e 5. Can u guys unlock ?
Willie

We publish a magazine, sell hacker soda, and
occasionally put on a kick-ass conference . We don't
unlock phones for the pub lic, but will happily print
any inf o that could help people achieve such goals.

Nothing personal , but this , incidentally, is indica
tive of a disturbing trend among many of our recent
letter submissions . They 're basically the length and
style of SMS messages, with lousy grammar, poor
spelling , and lack of depth . We pref er real words,
sentences , and paragraphs. Plzl
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get everything we 've ever printed and will ever print
in digital form.
Dear 2600:

Regarding The Hacker Digest in PDF at the 2600
store , I assume that's the same as the quarterly edition
of the magazine . Is the PDF searchable or was it just
scanned so it' s an image?

Chris
The Digest has the same cont ent as the previous

yea r 's issues . Some of them are rearranged so they
flow better as a single publication. The more recent
editi ons are searchable while the really early ones
are scanned as images .
Dear 2600:

Is there a rough estimate on when submissions
for presentat ions and panels can be submitted for the
next HOPE ?

Steve E.
No w this is what we like to see : eage rness fo r the

next event almost as soo n as the previous one ends .
We shou ld know more once the main coordinators
start checking out of their respective asylum s in the
spring .
Dea r 2600:

With all the news on the "new" chip card credit
cards , could someone read ing this please write an ar
ticle on how they work , maybe a dump of the chip,
and how one would attempt to crack it? Also would
be interested in the target chip cards as I' ve played
with them and the reader a little bit. Also , USA Today
claims you can 't make a counterfeit chip card . I find
that hard to believe and I'm sure you should be able
to get a "blank" one that can be read and written to.
Any thoughts?

Bryan
If anyon e would know, it would be some of our

readers in Europe, where those cards have been in
existence for years. We would love to see a thorough
article on this technology and any weaknesses it
might have.

Dear 2600:
Someone helpfully suggested I submit this blog

post as a 2600 article . It' s currently licensed under
Creative Commons, but I wouldn' t mind licensing it
under something else if it helps.

Liraz
A blog post is already public , so that alone dis

qualifies it as an article . You 're fr ee to make an
articl e you write public after it 's published, but we
don 't print material that 's been previou sly published,
wh ether online or on paper.
Dear 2600:

i was wondering if i could speak to you about a
security problem i was having?

Blake
Another one ofthose Tweet-l ike messages that we

hate . We 're not security consultants, but we 've been
known to pont ificate on security issues when they 're
presented to us in more than 140 charac ters . Please
don 't expect a personal reply or give us specific inf o
that would violate anyone 's pr ivacy, as we intend to
address such problems right here in the open .
Dear 2600:

Who was the manufacturer of custom padlocks at
the HOPE with the Big Brother banners?

Thorn
And it's the l40-character messages that some

how expect us to do the most work. So we have to
figure out which of our conf erences had Big Brother
banners (wasn't too hard - The Fifth HOPE from
2004) . Now we ha ve to go through our records and
fig ure out who was involved in custom padlocks . We
spent about an hour trying to track this down befo re
reali zing what a lvas te of time this is . You 've likely
gotten distra cted and stopped readin g before the
second sentence, if you even rememb ered to pick up
this issue at all . For anyone else interested, perhaps
watching the lockpicking talk from that conf erence
(Channel2600 on You'Iube) mig ht reveal a clue . We' ll
happily share any info discove red on this mystery .
Dear 2600:

Do you have any resource s for cyber-security? Deals
Thanks. Dear 2600:

Anto ny If memory serves, I have had eight published ar-
Yes , we 're good, thanks . (Perhaps we should ticles with this one in your magazine. As I under stand

make a rule that answers to vague SMS-like questions it , ten can be used for a lifetime subscription.
cannot be longer than the quest ions themselves .) I will write them anywa y, but I' d like to know if!
Dear 2600: may send $52.00 in lieu of getting two more articles

Why does The Hacker Digest have volume s 1-4 published before achieving the lifetime subscription?
and 25-307 Where are volumes 5-24? I'm new to Article Writer
2600, and I'm trying to find the answer. Were they We don 't recall any such deal, but then, we've had
ever created , or are they just not archived? This is a a lot of them over the yea rs. lf you can find evidence
great periodical, and I'm going to support it! ofour ever having offered that , p lease let us know. As

Alexander far as we 're aware , ten art icles will get you ten yea rs
We started releasing The Hacker Digest each (subscription, not prison - hopefully) .

year after we started digitally publishing . We then got Dear 2600:
to work on the earlier editions and that 's pretty much Greetings from a longtime follower. www.2600.
wha t we're in the middle of now (Volume 5 will have comlmagazine/doma ins.html describes the arrange-
come out since you wrote this). We 've managed to ment by which one who registers and maintains a
speed up the pro cess quite a bit (thanks to a sugge s- "2600" top level domain receives a subscription
tion fr om a read er right here in the letters section) so while the domain remains registered . I think I first
that five digests now come out each year. We sugge st became aware of this offer in the 1990s, saw an op-
our lifetime digest subscrip tion for those who want to portunity yesterday in Slovenia's .SI, and grabbed it.
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Fun with Meetings
Dear 2600:

First off, love the magazine! I just recently got
into it a month ago and I love the articles! I even love
the telephone booth pictures in them - sad to see most
of them get all rugged . Fanboying aside , I would like
to start a meeting in my local area. I would like to
start just one until I am sure it will be successful. I
would like the meeting to be called "Coffee and
Code." We won 't be primarily discussing program
ming, but really anything in our alike minds that we
would like to talk about. I'll report back on how well
the first meeting goes.

Please respond soon .

2600.SI shall be NXDOMAIN no longer!
The wording isn't precise in tenus of the desired

technical arrangements, but I'd like to set this up and
take you up on the offer. Quickly spot-checking 2600
-dot- a dozen or so ccTLDs, I see participation in
this program is not universal across the namespace.
I have not found a working example of what I think
this should look like which I can emulate.

If I were to simply CNAME www.2600.si to
www.2600.com. would that do the trick and quali
fy me for a subscription? What would be optimal?
I guess the web server has a static enough address
(been in the same /24 for around 13 years per Net
craft) that an A record would work? I don 't have any
dedicated infrastructure built behind this, but can do
whatever can be done with somewhat extraordinary
DNS.

I found some samples of this - 2600.SK and
2600.CZ - which seem to have A records, not just
CNAMEs. (WWW.2600.CZis CNAME'd to 2600.
CZ which is an A record .) Shall I arrange 2600.SI like
either of these?

The phrasing "have a machine of some sort in
another country , [...J free lifetime subscription for as
long as you keep the machine up" doesn 't precisely
describe what I have here , but I get the feeling the re
quirements aren 't terribly rigid. I registered a Slove
nian domain, the authoritative name servers for that
zone (at least some of which are in Slovenia, but are
not mine in any sense) know and tell others about the
domain's delegation (SOA) to some other name serv
ers (not in Slovenia and also not mine). I expect most
ofthese "other people's boxes" should remain up and
reachable for the near future, so resolut ion can hap
pen . To me, this seems to capture the essence of the
objective. I think the intent is to claim the name and
not necessarily to have some dedicated physical pres
ence in each currently recognized political section of
Earth, and we can accomplish that for certain.

I've delegated the domain to afraid.org and made
it semi-available for others' use of *2600.si subdo
mains, potentially utilizing afraid.org's snazzy and
open dynamic DNS service.

If I were to plant another such flag in another sec
tion of the EU or elsewhere on the globe (where I find
NXDOMAIN and presumably could register another
2600 .*) , maybe you'd throw in a shirt , back issues ,
or other swag?

Many thanks .

Stephen
A couple of things . As we try to make clear, the

only response you'll get from us (other than these
replies to letters) is the auto-response if you email
meetings@2600.com. That answers nearly every
possible question someone could have when organiz
ing a new meeting. Second , our meetings don't have
names. They're just 2600 meetings. And these aren 't
meetings with agendas and a board of directors.
They're the equivalent ofa cocktail party without the
cocktails where you mill around and talk to different
people without any age or background restrictions.
It's always been about more than just programming .
This is also where we open the doors to the rest of
the world , which is why we should always welcome
outsiders when they wander in. Good luck.
Dear 2600:

Unfortunately, the meeting cannot be held on Fri
day due to high customer traffic near the end of the
week. However, they say Monday through Wednes
day is perfect for it, especiall y for the default hours.
Is it possible to make an exception for this? Please
respond as soon as possible.

Stephen
OK, a couple more things .All meetings take place

on the first Friday of the month , with the only excep
tion being places where this conflicts with religious
observances, in which case the meetings are on the
first Thursday. Next, it is not necessary to ask permis
sion to gather in a public space . (This is one of the
reasons why we don't recommend anything that isn't
completely public .) Places like malls may technically
be private property, but they are in essence public
gathering areas , particularly food courts. If most of
the people in the group are customers of something
in the area and there aren't any disruptions or illegal
activity going on, you generally won't run into any

Sangamon problems . !fyou do, we need to know about it .
You did indeed manage (somehow) to find our old Dear 2600:

outdated page that made this offer many years ago , I finally found the wherewithal and attempted to
so we will extend it to you. (We have since deleted attend the last 2600 meeting in Leeds, U.K. Sadly, the
the page.) This was once a neat way to spread news bar staff told me that they had been asked about it by
of 2600 to other domains back when there weren't so a few people, but they knew nothing of it. I fear this
many of them . It would be a bit much for us to take gathering may be defunct or, worse, full of drunken
an interest in every possible top level domain now, wedding guests (in the room the meeting usually
although there are probably a few (like .mil and .gov) takes place in) .
that could spark some interest. Please just forward On another topic (another letter?) , I was not
your domain to the existing www.2600.compage and aware of any financial difficulties 2600 may have (I
we'll keep the issues coming. ought to pay more attention?) , but would , say, a two
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country was being converted to a digital telephone
system. Watching the digital revolution happen be
neath one 33-acre roof was a remarkab le sight. Many
of my friends tell me I should write a book about it.
Maybe I will someday .

For many years, I had the electronic schematics
for the entire 5ESS system and studied them exten 
sively. Part of my job was to analyze the designs and
help the techs troubleshoot the bad circu it boards.

When your voice signal comes into the central
office, it goes through protection circuits (in case
of lightning) to an 8:I concentrator and then is con
verted to a digital signal in the TN335C circuit pack .
And this is my main point: after it is converted to a
digital signal , it splits into two paths! One is the pri
mary channel and the other is a back-up channel in
case the primary one failed , so you wouldn't get a
dropped call. We were told repeatedly that this was
done for reliability. There was a joke going around
that if the system didn' t need the back-up channel,
the signal would ju st go into the "bit bucket. " But
now I'm starting to wonder about this. Ma Bell and
our government have been in bed together for the last
100 years. Dropped calls mostly happen when going
at least ten miles, so for this to make sense, the back
up channel of your voice must leave the local central
office and travel some distance.Think about it - every
single phone call in this country for the past 30 years
has had a real-time duplicate channel of voices run
ning through the phone system!

I' m sure this is how the FBI does a wiretap ; it 's
very easy to send a software comm and to reroute the
back-up channel of your voice. Maybe the phone
companies have found a way to make money by re
routing every back-up channel of everyone 's call s to
the NSA . Send it all to the Utah center in real-time,
use voice recogniti on software, and you've got Big
Brother! Maybe this has been secretly ordered by
the President because of the emergency powers they
grant themselves every six months since 9/11 like
Tom Drake has been referring to.

Looking back, it seems obvious now the 5ESS
was designed from the very start in the 70s to provide
this total 100 perce nt eavesdroppi ng capability. An
example of how close Ma Bell and the government
are occurred in the 80s just as the digital revolution
started. I' m not sure how well known this is, but the
3B central controller for routing phone calls for the
5ESS was purchased by the NSA for years ! Not an
entire phone system, ju st the 3B controlling unit. It's
hard to say how many, but it could easily be over a
hundred .The rumor in the factory at the time was that
the NSA was using them for code breaking. At the
time, the 3B controller had hundreds of the fastest
processors in the world and it kind of makes sense.
On the other hand , I now wonder if the NSA modi
fied the 3B controllers to be implanted into strategic
locations wherever the 5ESS was installed , especially
in foreign countrie s. I'm starting to realize a lot of
what we were told was probably disinformation to
keep anyone from knowi ng what was , and is , really
going on .

year subscripti on to your physical magazine help?
Null

Concerning the meeting , if a few people are ask
ing about it , that means there is at least still an inter 
est in the mee tings taking pla ce . Somebody may have
dropped the ball on bein g consistent and communi
cating with people . It's not hard to salvage it . Either
continue to show up and wait for other people and/
or get the word out locally that the meetings are still
happ enin g . You can also come up with a bett er loca
tion and start f resh . This is why it 's good to have an
updated website for your meeting, so peopl e know it 's
still current and so that people can writ e in if there's
a problem .

As for helping us out , subsc riptions of any sort
are always the best way to do that. We appreciate it .
Dear 2600:

"2600 Reader Meeting" is listed as a music group
on SongKick.Com. This allows anyone registered on
the site to list a "concert" by this hot "phreak rock"
group at their local meeting venue . Why bother? Be
cause when you use your Foursquare app while at a
meetin g, you not only get to "check in" to the loca
tion, but you can check off that you' re here for "2600
Reader Meeting" as well. Cool, eh?

Richa rd Ch eshire, Phreak & Ha cker
As long as people aren 't expecting a concert ,

sure , why not?

Some Facts
Dear 2600:

I just down loaded the HOPE talks and can't stop
listening to them. After hearing all the BS from cor
porate media for years, it' s so great to hear the truth
from the people who really know what's going on.
Thank you for putting on the conference and provid
ing this content onl ine. I just wish more people knew
about the important work you guys are doing . Over
the past 20 years, I've told a lot of friends about Off
The Hook and the HOPE conferences, mostly elec
tronic and software engineers and they all love your
show. No one else is putting out this kind of content.

I' ve heard about the illegal eavesdroppin g for
years , but having Snowden and so many other experts
talk about this in one conference really hit home .This
is such an important message that I'm sending out a
link for HOPE X to everyone I know.

It was great to hear Daniel Ellsberg enco urag
ing anyone who can make a difference to become
a whistleblower. I hope it leads to something. After
hearing him say this , I started to think about how I
might be able to help the cause. I don 't have anything
earth shatteri ng, but I am very knowledgeable in the
details of the main digital switch used in this country
for voice calls , the 5ESS system . And there is a detail
about the design of the system that can be used for
surveillance that very few people are aware of.

I started in Ma Bell in the late 70s, just as the
5ESS was being designed , and worked with the
equipmen t for many years. [ got to work with the
very first microprocessors produced by Bell Labs in
1982. By the late 80s, AT&T was producing one bil
lion dollars of 5ESS equipment per year as the whole
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Dea r 2600:
Comcast has a history of crippling firmware in

the Comcast branded modem/router combos given
out to customers. The latest one of these caused port
forwarding issues and disabled bridging mode, which
essentially crippled any "power user." To rectify the
port forwarding issue, one has to contact Comcast to
enable bridging mode so you can utilize your own
router . Comcast allows you to do this in three pos
sible ways : Calling them and being put on hold for
200 years; contacting a tech and having them do it on
site; and finally, you can do it via live chat. Being the
Internet savvy gentleman that I was , I decided to head
over to live chat to see what I could do. Upon reach
ing the live support page, I was prompted to enter
some basic personal information (name and address),
yet no account number or "secure" personal data was
required . I realized I was onto something .

After rebuffing the rep's attempts to sell me home
phone service , we finally got down to discussing en
abling bridging mode. After explaining why I wanted
bridging mode, the friendly tech (surprising for live
chat support) instructed me that I may lose my Inter
net connection once she enabled bridging mode. Sure
enough, my network went down as the tech predicted
and the router /modem proceeded to reboot. Once re
booted , I found that the wireless access point built
into the router/modem was disabled, so I hooked up
my replacement router to the router /modem combo
and, sure enough, that worked . The significance of
this exercise? Well, by knowing someone's basic per
sonal info , you have the ability to shut off the default
wireless setup , thus locking out their Internet connec
tion until someone can get a hold of a Comcast tech,
which is unlikely considering that the only method to
contact a Comcast tech in a timely manner is via live
chat , which can't be reached without Internet. Solu
tion? Comcast needs to require the account number
and should enable bridging mode anyway because
the provided router/modem combo is beyond terrible .

DaRkReD

The3rd Bit

Offerings
Dear 2600:

I heard your late June podcast. Bad luck! Here is
some cash to help out. Cash is king .

S&T
Thanks , but we're not looking for handouts . If

people send us money, we will send them something
in return . If they don't include a return address, we 'll
track their DNA off the envelope and make sure they
get something of value in exchange for their dona
tion . We are quite relentless in this.
Dear 2600:

Perusing your site, I saw some allusion to funds
being in short supply. Follow this email back (if you
receive it at all , which is doubtful) . Y'all being in
New York isn 't particularly helpful but , perhaps , yall
got some folks in SoCal. If so, should one have the
time, or inclination, to visit me at [redacted] (phone
number is worthless, all eight are hacked, along with
five computers ... sender's name is mine), I'd bet dol
lars to doughnuts you could get real flush by having
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The rumors from the truck drivers who delivered
them to the NSA were kind of strange . They were
told to go to a certain intersection at 3 am , get out
of their truck, don't look back, and get into a wait
ing car. They would be driven back to work and the
empty truck would show up at the factory docks a
few weeks later.

Just thought you might be interested in this .
Keep up the good fight and thanks again for all

your hard work.
Anonymous

Had we printed these SuspICIOns a number of
years ago, we believe they would have been widely
dismissed, even amongst our own community. Today
is a very different story. We encourage anyone with
firsthand knowledge to write in with their theories
andfacts.
Dear 2600:

Here 's how to use a U.S. bank mobile address to
get around the U.S. bank 's website's refusal to sup
port Linux. (It accepts only Windows and Mac OS!)

Obtain a U.S. bank mobile logon address .
(For example, https ://mm.usbank.com/webkitiUser
name.aspx?9C83487808C1BDA9=AFA42EAA81C
7E349EC75FC7B454FB5EB)

Enter your usemame, challenge, and password.
Easy . But log out!
(Keep my name out of the papers, please .... A free

issue would be nice.)
A Friend of Freedom In Cottage Grove

We honestly didn't know this was a problem. We'd
be curious to see if anyone is helped with this info .
As for free issues, we can't afford to do that for every
letter writer. For your next discovery,flesh it out into
an article and you could get a subscription!
Dear 2600:

One of my favorite tools as a sysadmin is Cain.
For years , I have been using it to discover user pass
words across a Microsoft domain running Exchange
Server with webmail access . So here 's the step by
step.

Download Cain and Abel from http://www.
oxid.itl.

Set up your sniffer interface.
Start the sniffer.
Go to the network tab and hit the + function to

start a network scan . Once completed, click on the
APR tab in the bottom.

Click in the empty top half of the screen where it
says status, IP Address, etc ., etc.

Again, click on the top + function.
On the left side, select the exchange server. On

the right, select the gateway IP. Click OK .
Now start APR (radioactive icon).
Once you see packets flowing, go to the Pass

words tab in the bottom and click on the http filter
on the left.

You should now see all usernames and passwords
from users using webmail or active sync to retrieve
mail .,

Enjoy and play it safe.



are deactivated.We have to log into our Trulincs com
puter to activate it and sync it to our accounts. Once
activated, they are good for 14 days until they ex
pire. When turned on, they show the Sandisk boot up
logo and then the inmate's name and register number.
Then they show how many days remain . From there
you can select music , radio, settings, and voice. The
voice recorder is deactivated and shows the inmate
name and register number as an audio file that can
not be played . Sadly, the mSDHC is disabled . From
time to time , we do have access to "real " computers,
although without Internet. ATG also offers a repair
service where we can send them out and they come
back to us as long as they are from ATG's address .

I'm pretty sure a simple firmware update on
Sandisk' s site would get everything back to normal ,
meaning I just need the update tool. I'm also curious
as to how the flash is partitioned and what the root
directories look like, as well as if the inmate info is
in the firmware or on the root - I'm guessing both.
Anyways, if anyone 's interested , you' ll get an MP3
player out of it, some random 128k encoded (yeah, I
know) songs, and a fun little project.

Contact me if you have any questions. This is
costing me out of pocket for the player and shipping,
so if you could send a little my way, I have a BOP
lockbox account - found online. If not , it' s cool.

Solomon B. Kersey #87754-020
Federal Corrections Complex - Low

P.O. Box 5000
Yazoo City, MS 39194

a look at this computer. Add to that the other four and
I'd guess y 'all could have funding into the '20s. Ha
waiian vacations, catered lunches notwithstanding. A
government that robs Peter to pay Paul can always
depend on the support of Paul.

Bruce
This is the kind of offer we really should accept

every now and then,just to make life more interesting.
Dear 2600:

Having read the Barret D. Brown saga complain 
ing about payments and such, I want to say this on
my Hacker Perspective submission I sent in recently.
Honestly, as cool as being paid for a writing would
be, I don't give a shit about the money. I've spent the
last two months of my life not working for a business,
but getting by on personal work and part time labor.

Living below my prior fiscal means has taught me
many things in this short time. Number one is how
valuable personal time is, and how much more pro
ductive you can be when not letting an alarm clock
and schedule dictate your day. I read tons of current
events in an effort to protect myself from the U.S.
data regime (government) and share this data with
friends and family, not yet fully keen to the truth of
television 's lies . Slowly, it seems more people are
awakening to the lie .

Ramble coming to an end, if you decide to print
my "Hacker Perspect ive" article , that would be re
ward enough. I want more people to overcome the
trope of Hacker being a bad thing. Maybe more peo
ple on Earth will be motivated to do more and seek
a more viable day-to-day existence, where extorting
others for personal gain is absolutely at the bottom of Ideas
their objective lists (as in to not exploit others at all). Dear 2600:

PicOo I have a request/suggestion. It would be really
We intend to alwaysfu lfill our promises, so ifyour nice if! could just get the quarterl ies as PDF files. No

submission to "The Hacker Perspective" is accepted, messing with DRM readers. And a really nice way
you'll get $500, like it or not. But your sentiments to distribute them would be creating an RSS feed to
are exactly in the right place, as that shouldn 't be the the PDF files, then giving each subscriber their per-
primary motivating factor, just as whatever meager sonal RSS link that has a ?token=hash at the end, so
rewards we can offe r f or regular articles shouldn 't if they stop their subscription , their token can simply
be. Suffi ce to say, we 'll always do the best we can on be disabled .
that front. 2014, in particular, was a real challenge I'd really appreciate it if you guys were able to do
but, unlike certain corporate conglomerates who something like this! Thanks! .
ripped us off, wefeel we came through it all with in- Loyal Kindle Subscriber
tegrity and without turning our problems into some- Blake
One else's. And we would never have been able to do We are constantly working on alternative ways of
that without the support ofour readers . publishing, but they all take time and coordination.
Dear 2600: We 're currently f ocusing on getting all of the digests

I'm currently incarcerated at FCC Yazoo City into PDF fo rmat as well as coordinating a number
Low. We have had MP3 players for just over a year. of other digital f ormats, plus dealing with all of the
When I was out , I used to do my fair share of firm- challenges of continuing to print on paper. We find
ware hacking on a MobiBLU 2GB Cube and some that for every new thing we do, we get multiple sug-
video MP4 watches that used the Sigmatel chipset. I gestions on other new things. This is all good and
could change menus displayed , feature s, etc. with the we encourage more suggestions, and we hope people
correct "factory" firmware editor. We have Sandisk understand that we 're doing our very best to make as
Sansa Clip + 8GB MP3 players with a custom "clear" many ofthem happen as possible. Five years ago, this
backing and clip . They have a custom firmware for was all a dream .
inmate use . If anyone would like to do an article Dear 2600:
on one, I'd gladly send you a working used one if I really want to order some back issues of 2600,
you would take apart the firmware and detail how it as I' ve recently rekindled my childhood obsession
works. The players cost us $69.20 and are sold by with the magazine . I was somewhat surprised to see
ATG Allied Technology Group .When sold to us, they that Bitcoin wasn't offered as a payment method. I
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don 't want to ever be just a rehash of what's already
all! there. We're sharing the link in this case so that
people can still see these unique shots. But to have
futur e materia l immortalized on 0 111' pages and hence
stored in the Library of Congress, various time cap
sules, and at least one potential private deep space
mission , be sure to send it 10 us to publish firs t.
Dear 1600:

I don' t kno w if this is intere stin g for your read
ers . The following articl e says that Germ an Telekom
sells old phone booths . The article includes some nice
photos of the area where they store their old phone
booths.

Gunnar
While indeed interesting, this is even furt her f rom

what we can prim. An article from another publica
tion clearly doesn't belong in our pages, let alone the
pic tures from that article . However, anyone is fr ee to
write up a piece on the subject if they believe it to be
interesting enough fo r our readers . What makes that
scenario even better is the fac t that our writers can
speak from a hacker perspective and thus make it all
the more intriguing to our readers, a good number of
whom wind lip becoming fu ture writers.
Dear 1600:

In my travels arou nd the world, when ever I see
an interesting payphone, I snap a picture with an eye
towards getting it includ ed in 2600 Magazine. Who
sho uld I submit these to? What is the best media?
(CD ROM , DVD ROM , USB stick, Flash , etc.?) I
would love to see one of my photos gracing your fine
magaz ine .

Robert
You can submit it in any ofthe methods mentioned

above, but email to payphon es@2600 .comis the most
pref erred, as you don 't have to physically mail any
thing and it's also the fas test method . Just remember
to attach your pho tos and lise the highest quality set
tings since the standards of a printed photo are gen
erally much higher than what gets shown on a web
site. Also - and this is important - please include as
much information as possible about your submission,
such as location , any details about phone feat ures or
functionality, or anythi ng else that could possib ly be
of interest , We discard so many submissions that are
just labeled "payphone " or something equally non
descript.

A
Some things are best left to the imagination.

Dear 1600:
I'd like to seco nd Wolverine Bates' request for

bound digests of back issues.
Tyler

Again, the more people who write in for this idea ,
the more attention we 'll pay to it. Safar, it isn 't ex
actly a deluge ofrequests. But we remain open to the
idea.

Article Comments
Dear 2600:

Kudo s to D .B. LeConte-Spink for the great ar
ticle "Sabotage the System ," which appe ared in the

Rules ofPublishing 31:2 edition of the magazine. I wish I had wri tten it.
Dear 2600: It put into words what I' ve been thinking for some

I don 't know if your definition of "Payphones time now. Attac king illegal mass surveillance from
of the World " includes imaginary location s but , an eco nomic perspective is simply brilli ant. Drive up
if so , here 's my album of some prop phone booths the cos t of mass data collection and watch the system
the TV show Gotham has set up for filming on West start to crumble. The best way to defend our privacy
30th Street in Manhatta n this morn ing. Http;//imgur. and keep Big Brother honest is to make who lesale
com/alhyuze One's an old Nynex! data collection proh ibitively expensive and too time

R consuming to be feasib le . A grea t way to do this is to
Unfortunately, we can't print anything that is al- proxy our IP addresses and encry pt our data . Not h-

ready online. Actually, that's not unfortunate as we ing will frustrate gove rnment snoopers like an IP
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desper ately want to order some issues from you . How
can I pay using Bitcoin?

Evan
We used Bitcoin for HOPEX registration and it

was quite successful. We are actively working on ap
plying it to other items. As always, a simple idea is
unnecessarily complex to implement and we 're trying
to get past the various barriers that make this diffi
cult, such as inflexible interfa ces that make the whole
operation more clumsy than we're comfortable with .
We're happy to listen to specific suggestions that
don 't involve our having to reconstruct our entire on
line store or other overly labor intensive activities.
Stay tuned .
Dear 2600:

I have seen that in the follo wing location a buyer
can get flash drives full with the conference videos:
store.2600.comlhofldr.html

Since I wouldn't like to wait and I am in no need
of extra flash drives , is there a chance you can up
load these videos on a web repository where we could
download them in (HD) mp4 format after paying?

Eft himis
It took us far longer to get you an answer than it

would have taken fo r you to get the flash drive. Right
now, this is the most effic ient way for us to handle
this. It took this long for technology to get to the point
where we could fit an entire confe rence onto one or
two flas h drives that didn't wind up costing a fo rtune .
And it took us quite a while to get them reencoded
into this fo rmat at the request of those who no longer
wanted 10 deal with DVDs, which also was a huge
amount of work. Bef ore we consider moving into yet
another method of distributing this content , we need
to finish launching this one, not only for HOPEX, but
for all previous events . Plus, an extra 64 gig flash
drive can be pretty handy.
Dear 2600:

Ever thought of turnin g OffThe Hook into a video
podcast? I think it would be pretty dope and I know I
can 't be the only one . Just a thought.



so. I omitted some cited code. which caused another
code section to be mis-cited.

The Pascal subroutine was not by Denthor, but
HELiX. and is bump-mapping. not just texture-map
ping. The two sentences starting from the one with
citation 11. should have said "l im Blinn discovered
bump-mapping . which simulates bumps and pits
on 3D surfaces[5 • pp 27] . A display hack/intro by
HELiX gives the following Pascal bump mapping
code[I I].... and the source is " [ I I] HELiX . (1997).
2d bump mapping. Available FTP: ftp.scene.org.
Directory: /mirrors/hornet/code/effects/bump. File:
bumpsrc .zip" Also. a comment section in HELiX's
code was edited from large code text to smalle r ar
ticle text. but the code is really one piece. includin g
from (originally) "{Those two lines are the heart of
bumping}" and past "cc l.e absfvlx-nx);." If you want
the barely explained (missing) code by Dentho r on
texture-mappin g. here it is:
textu r e X = 0 ;
tex t u r e Y = 64;
t extureEndX = 64 ;
t ext u r e En dY = 0 ;
dx : = (Tex tureEndX-Texture X) /
(ma xx-mi nx ) ;
dy : = (Textu r eE n dY- Te x t u r e Y) /
(maxx- nun x i r
f or l o op l := minx t o maxx do BEGI N
Pu t Pixel (loop l , ypo s , t e xtu re
[textu r e X, t e xtu r eY j , VGA) ;
t e x t u reX text ureX + dx ;
textur e Y ~ t e x t u reY + d y ;
END;

I plan to upload my original paper and a cor
rected article to my homepage (http://www.c wu.
edu/-melikd. which also has more disp lay hack code.
a list by Rod of demo secret parts . links to my tradi
tional and digital art . and demostyle electro nic music .
etc.) in time for 31:4.• and I hope to write more ar
ticles. not on networks or their security (not my aca
demic areas) . I think there are a few other interesting
things to write about.

J imL
This is almost certainly the way to go . Among

our challenges are those ofus who believe they have
nothing to hide and that convenience trumps privacy.
It doesn't have to be a choice. If you really want to
advertise your whereabouts or share minute details
of your life with complete strangers, you can still do
that. But by default, anything between you and the
site you are communicating with would be unobtain
able by others. Those companies who insist they need
to share your personal info with outside entities or
who demand access to unrelated content of yours in
order to serve you better need to be challenged and
overridden. But probably our biggest challenge is
that of unity. We need fo r the best minds in our com
munity to work together and support the many proj
ects that have the same goal . There will always be
disagreements on style and function , but what 's truly
important is that we're moving forward to a place we
all want to get to. And all ofthis becomes little more
than the toys of an elitist group if we 're unable to
make it understandable to the general public. Our
work is indeed cut out for us .
Dear 2600:

I was fasc inated to learn . from IgOp89's spam
article in 3 1:3 that both Europe and Asia are not. in
fact . in the Northern Hemisphere ! Thi s means I've David
had my globe upside down all this time . (Someone darwin@sdf.org
better email the Google Maps folks as well.) Thanks fo r the correction. We 've also updated

Brain the Fist our code section at www.2600 .com/code .
(sent from my Canadian igloo Dear 2600:

near the South Pole) This is in response to "Checkmate or How I By-
Yes, clearly that word should have been "West- passed Your Security System" by DreamsForMortar

ern." We apologizefo r any confus ion, inconvenience, from 3 1:3. What you discovered is certainly a weak-
or laughter this may have caused. ness in the physical barrie r. but likely not in the se-
Dear 2600: curity system itself . In fact. you would probabl y be

2600 has been my favorite magazine (along with better off just smashing that glass door. as it would
some comics magazines . but definitely my favorite less likely alert someone to your unauthorized entry
scient ific/philosophical one) for 1J plus years, since (unless there's also a glass-break sensor in the area).
having visited 2600.com in the mid 1990s. Thank s Allow me to explain : those small "motion sensors"
for publishing my first article . "The Demos cene," in above the inside of each door. which you suggested
3J :3! I must apologize for a mistake and point out using a warm glove on . are called "REX ." short for
something in the editing (and. at the time of this let- "Request to Exit." sensors . When you approach those
ter, your website 's code archive) that could confuse on your way out . they will "detect" you . click slight-
people. I had based my article on my even longer. ly, and typicall y release the maglock, or the electri c
unpubli shed . final academic research paper. but had strike. so that you can walk right out of the corre-
shortened it when noting article sizes and. in doing sponding door . But what they also do. at the same
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that doesn't tie back to a person and data that is fully
encrypted . Imagine if even a fraction of all Internet
users took these steps. The government would be
collecting mountains of useless data and attempts to
trace and decrypt it all would be futile . They would
be forced to do the right thing and only target actual
criminals and not everyone else . The hacker commu
nity should promote privacy tools at every opportu
nity. Tools like Tor , the Wbonix Gateway/OS . VPNs.
Silent Circle. Tails . and a host of others make privacy
and encry ption easier than ever before . I firmly be
lieve that good encryption on a large scale can help
restore the balance of power between corpo rations
and the government on the one hand and the average
citizen on the other.

Encrypt Everyt hing!



Ghost Exodus

More Observations
Dear 2600:

Some time ago , I had the opportunity to speak
with the folks in Verizon 's Legal Compliance Center;
their number is 888-483-2600.

Though you might find that amusing.

I hardly can contest the issues of legality here, since
this government appears to be a rogue personification
of anarchy itself .

AlexW

Steve
We're more amused at the name oftheir office. It 's

good to see them trying something new.
Dear 2600:

I know about an automatic-USB app that opens
up Mac's passwords.... 2600 ROCK ON .... msg me .

Jeffrey
a few seconds ago - Like

Yeah, this is the sort of thing we're talking about.
We don't even know how this wound up in email
format since it's the kind of thing that shows up on
a website for about a second before it's completely
forgotten forever . Instead ofgetting the coherent ob
servations that our readers are known for, we 're in
creasing getting every trivial thought that pops into

Dear 2600: someone 's head that mayor may not be even remotely
relevant to what we 're about. We wind up spending

Re: "Sabotage the System" in 31:2, LeConte- more time and thought going through these things
Spink wrote some very profound things that I found than the people who sent them ever did. We're hardly
to be inspiring, such as "We must sabotage the sys-
tem. But how?" and "Break the efficiency of automa- the only ones affected by this trend, but it's rather

dramatic when compared to what we 're used to.
tion ." To me, the two parts when put together inspire Dear 2600:
a solution. The NSA's illegitimate metadata stealing
operation is efficient because of its algorithmic au- My 13-year-old got us free Wi-Fi and I'm very
tomation. If sabotage by frustrating its algorithmic proud . Here is how he did it. You download TMAC
automation can prove that systems ' operational integ- v.6 Technitium Mac address changer. We don 't have
rity is based solely on conditions of data, then that a Mac. I have Windows 7 and my kid has Windows 8 .
algorithm would be the NSA's Achilles heel. I'm a So you make sure that you delete history and restart
former network security analyst in prison for botnets. your browser (we have Google) as well as reset your
You see, if my understanding is correct, the NSA's IP. Then you just click to your neighbor's Xfinity
vast amount of stolen data is passed through a filter- hotspot (suckers!) and start it up. You are directed to
ing algorithm which sifts through the data, looking an Xfinity sign-in page , click "sign up," then you are
for certain key words and phrases ("trigger words "). directed to a sign up page which has a dropdown with
Then , the suspicious content is tagged and flagged $2 .99 selected . Click the dropdown and select $0.00,
into another database and categorized by a desig- put in a bogus (five digit) zip code , a bogus email,
nated priority list consisting of various levels of of- then the button . You should have one hour free, but
fensive criteria and then passed to a ticket system for when that goes out, you open your TMAC v.7 and
a live analyst to approve or discard the validity of the "change address ." Now your Xfinity thinks you have
suspicious content. For an "omniscient" surveillance never been there before , and you just sign up for an-
machine whose only foundation is dependent on al- other free hour ! I tried this hack with myoid Win-
gorithms, I wonder how it would stand up against an dows Vista and it didn't work for some reason . Xfin-
onslaught of spam bots blasting trigger phrases into ity recognizes that I've already used the free hour .
Google 's search engine. The amount of false posi- This Xfinity free hour is only available until February
lives would be staggering. In a world where good old- 2015, so I thought I should get the word out. Thanks.
fashioned police work is an "arcane inconvenience," sueicloud
I believe that breaking the efficiency of automation So you know, a MAC address has absolutely noth-
is the answer to how you can sabotage the system by ing to do with a Mac (Macintosh) device. MAC stands
exploiting its algorithm to demonstrate its vulnerabil- for Media Access Control and is supposed to be a
ity to false positives . How many people are in prison unique identifier for network interfaces . This method
based on such a limited system? Though implement- seems like a bit of a hassle if you want access that
ing this is obviously illegal and I don't encourage it lasts longer than an hour and beyond February . We
as opposed to the legality of a warrantless spy ma- can only hope and assume thatfree Wi-Fi will become
chine which the majority rightly feels threatened by. easier to access with less hoops to jump through.
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time , is "shunt" the door contact for that particular
door. Each door normally has a small "contact" in
the form of a tiny magnet in the door and a wired
sensor in the frame (for wooden doors) or a built-in
release sensor for maglocks. The entire purpose of
this sensor is to detect whether the door is opened
or closed at any given time . By forcing the push-bar
with a sting , you have caused the maglock power to
shut off , releasing it as per fire code, but without trig
gering the REX sensor and shunting the built-in door
contact first. As a result , the door opened, but the con
tact , not being shunted by the REX , likely generated
a "door forced" alarm in the access control system ,
which probably relayed the signal to the alarm/theft
prevention module and alerted either your local secu
rity company or law enforcement organization. Now,
ifby the time you're reading this letter, nobody came
to have a serious talk with you about what you did,
there is most certainly an issue with either the way
the door contacts are implemented, how the alerts are
monitored , or what level of coverage the video sur
veillance system has around that door. But the point
I wanted to make is: breaking in is easy, but doing it
without tripping the alarm is a whole other story. If
you found a way to do that in your scenario, I would
love to read a Part Two in the next edition !



Over the last few months, I started piecing to
gether a new product idea using a Raspberry Pi,
which (after a lot of duds) has started giving me some
promising results . In a few months , I'll be making a
move to Florida to attend UCF and (hopefully) earn
an engineering degree. My point is anyone who has
an interest in electronics, wearables, fabrication, or
who just wants to understand the world around them
a little more can start from anywhere, any age, any
educational background. My advice? Take it from a
pool guy: Grab up a few DIY magazines, pick a proj
ect that looks fun ! And try it. You might just change
your life .

Dear 2600:
this classic video sums up technology 's rela

tion to man circa 1991: https://www .youtube.com/
watch?v=d5drsL13ai4

Dusty
Sigh. We have no idea what you were trying to

tell us. Perhaps ifwe had responded within the few
minutes that this link worked , we might have gotten
something out of it. But we would have forgotten all
about it by now, which you no doubt have already.
We're starting to suspect that there are a number of
people out there who don 't even know we're a maga-
zine, don 't understand what the letters@2600.com Aloha from Maui
address is actually for , and perhaps aren't aware of John
printed publications and how they work.
Dear 2600: We believe you may have changed afew just with

these words .
Loving the magazine and my subscription, enjoy Dear 2600:

looking forward to reading the articles. However, a I had stopped by at your booth /table /van at the
slight annoyance has arisen with the last three issues . World Maker Faire this past September with my
They have all arrived with the envelopes opened. No younger brother (to pick up some back issues, sub-
attempt to reseal has been made . Is this something scribe, etc .). My parents, not realizing that he was
that is likely to happen to your envelopes on an inter- with me , contacted the faire's security. I just thought
national delivery (to the U.K.) or is it once again the that it was interesting that he was with 2600 while
idiots at my local mail office playing silly buggers? security was trying to find him.
It wouldn 't be the first time I've had to make a com- By the way, I love the way that 2600 is packaged.
plaint. They seem to excel at siphoning out birthday Nice nondescript envelope. Thank you .
cards and DVD shaped packages to keep for them- ibid 11962
selves. Also, I'm not missing anything as a result of We're good at eluding security even without real-
this fiddling with the mail, am I? iring it.

Sorry, the paranoia is a little high today, but it is Dear 2600:
annoying since it keeps happening. Please forward as appropriate - if there is a "con -

K tact us" link ou your website , it escaped me.
We'll go with the "silly buggers " theory for now. I just glanced at my 2014 2600 Hacker Calendar,

All ofour envelopes are sealed when they're sent off. and the November 14th entry states that on this date
It should be possible to tell the difference between in 2007 , the last DC grid in the U.S. was shut down in
an envelope that was never sealed and one that was New York by Con Edison.
sealed and then opened . For one thing, it's unlike- According to the IEEE, Pacific Gas and Electric
ly you'd be able to seal it again in the latter case . shut down their last DC grid in San Francisco as late
Since this seems to be a recurring problem, presum- as late 2012 .
ably with_your local post office, perhaps you should IEEE Spectrum in general is highly recommended
go above their heads and file a complaint . You will reading for anyone with even a passing interest in the
certainly make enemies by doing this, but then you'll workings of electrical and communications networks .
have even more to write about. And as long as you Vennlig hilsen,
send your next letter via email, we'll likely receive Odd Erling N. Eriksen
it. If, however, the opening is taking place higher up There does seem to be some contention here. It
the chain, perhaps your local post office can actually doesn 't help that this is referred to as a "secret grid"
help you figure it out. which makes it a bit harder to verify, but which would
Dear 2600: also explain why it wasn't known about while still in

operation . We will look into this and make any need-
I love the radio show and magazine! ed corrections for 2016 and beyond .
I clean pools for a living and am currently resid- Dear 2600:

ing in an old farmhouse with leaky ceilings , no In- Enclosed are some ads from the May/June
ternet/data coverage , and limited phone services . My 2014 issue of WoodenBoat Magazine. Specifi-
companions are a few roommates , two dogs, several cally, pages 113,117,118 from issue #238 in 2014 .
chickens, peacocks, and cane spiders as big as the 113+117+118+238+2014=2600. Yeah, I know that
palm of your hand. I'm about as low tech as it gets , there 's nothing hacker related on page 117, but other-
but slowly over the years I've been collecting various wise it only added up to 2483!
bits of electrical equipment and reading publications P.S. You guys have some really nice boats!
like 2600, Make, and Robot. I've ordered different Swamp
kits from Adafruit and taught myself how to solder, We're impressed at the numerology skills at work
code , and use various tool s from videos on YouTube here, even if the answer is a bit of a reach. If you
and around the web (I spend a lot of time in cafes) . include page 117, then you also have to include page
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joshua

possible to " teach" a com puter, but to have a com
puter teach itself.

First , I starte d with the ques tion, how do humans
learn? Well , look at a baby. When a baby is born, it
onl y knows how to do certain things. Let' s call these
thin gs "base functions ." The se base functions are bro
ken down into electrical signals , the human equiva
lent of code . We learn new things by performing a set
combination, or algori thm, of these base functions .
Let' s call these "compound functio ns."

I believe, in th is way , we can teach a machine. If
you made every code command into a line of English,
with a set and limited syntax , then they would func
tion as the base functio ns, and the base ontology of
the machine .

You could then use a command line interpreter to
parse base functi ons into code. What happens when
you plug a compound function into this hypothetical
interpreter? It would check your command against
an XM L file that stored all the learne d "compound
functio ns." If it found the function, it would parse the
line into base functions, and then those base funct ions
into code . If the function is not recog nized, however,
then it will enter a program asking you to enter a list
of functions to perform the desired task , essent ially
having you pseudo-pro gram the computer, but with
English . What happens if you plug in a compound
function at this time? You go through the same rec
ognition process detailed before . When you were all
finished descri bing commands, you would enter a
keyword and then you would run the new function,
which would be stored in the previously menti oned
XMLfile .

I said in the beginning that the computer could
also program itself. Thi s is the eas ier part , once you
have the code worked out for the first bit. All you
have to do is have the computer try random combi
nations of the funct ions it knows , and bam ! Soo ner
or later , every now and again, it has a new, useful
function .

I hope someo ne beside me pursues this project. I
thin k it' s not only educational, but fun!

114 (the opposite side of page 113), which brings the
total up to 271 4, which is as meaningless to us as
2483.' The ads are for Hacker-Craft (www.hacker
boat.com) , which dates back to 1908 and one John
L. Hacker.
Dear 2600:

As a specialist in philosophy of computing , I have
developed three statements defin ing the essence of
computer literacy. When someone says that they do
not understand computers , these three statements will
clear that misunderstanding up right away .

Computer Literacy:
I . The computer was , and is not , and is abo ut to

come.
2. The computer comes in programs of assig n

ment and program s of transfer of con trol.
3. The wonder of the computer is among the pro

gram of that computer.
I thought your readers might appreciate these

statements , some thing to fall back upon when pressed
for "what is computer literacy?" It can be said now.

Yes.
John

It must be effective because we can't think of a
single thing to add.
Dear 2600:

If this letter makes it to you , check the postage
meter strip on the envelope. We just might be able to
save people gaz illio ns of dollars! Get Peace in Our
Time ! End Poverty !

In the latest round of U'.S, Postal Service rate
hikes , they boos ted the price of the basic one ounce
envelope stamp to 49 cents. This time around , though ,
they set up a slightly lowe r rate for all those postage
meter imp rints that businesses use , namel y 48 cent s.
So I got to thinking (yes , I know, watch out...) .

The Aut omat ed Postal Kiosks (APKs) in the
USPS lobbies will let you print out "s tamps" in what
eve r value you want. For exa mple , I use them to make
21 cen t strips for use on heavie r enve lopes . (That' s
the price for the seco nd and third ounce. Not sure
how high up the chart it goes nowadays). I also use
them for media mail.

So I just printed up some 48 cent sheets, and am Dear 2600:
using one of them to send this letter to you . Let's see The world of today is an interesting one . In the
if it works. last five to ten years , technol ogy has thrown itselffor-

D ward into a sky of eve r expa nding possib ilities . Al-
It did indeed work, but we believe you may have lowing people to take a small , but very high-powered

unintentionally played by the rules after all . If, in- comp uter in their pockets, socialization no longer
deed, there is supposed to be a slightly lower price requires real life co ntact. Instead , we now bring our
for "postage meter imprints that businesses use" and attention to a web of constant social stimuli fulfilling
you used the equivalent of a postage meter imprint our needs.
from the post office (which is a huge business), then Yet , as I write this, I feel like there is an art that
that is precisely what the system is designed to do. I am desperate to master, yet social convictions defy
The idea seems to be mostly geared towards business- me from attempting. I'm fairly sure I do not need to
es that will send many more letters now that they 're name this art, so instead I shall get straight to the point.
paying less , but the same logic can be applied to indi- Hacking is a formidable act and, to me , an interest-
viduals doing this en masse. We're not sure how many ing subject. The idea of opening an object , bendin g the
people will flock to these automated kiosks to save a rules of the crea tor, and telling that object to defy its
penny, but we 're pleased to help convey this message. rules and follow your way astounds me! When I first
Dear 2600 : found this magazine , I was quite honestly perplexed;

In this letter, I will detail a new way of program- never had I thought of hacking in such a way . The se
ming artificial intelli gence that not only will make it concepts were an opening to a curious mind .
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Needless to say, to actually launch myself onto
this platform is a challenge (one I have not mastered
myself) . In fact , to even open a CMO window on a
school desktop is to immediately be categorized as a
hacke r. It is quite embarrassing to have an entire Year
8 class ask to be taught how to hack . My generation
in particular seem to have been taught the definition
of hacking from short statements sprouted from those
who lament of their social networking account being
"hacked" (when, in fact , their bad sense of password
securit y led them into this hole) or hearin g of the
"heroic" conquests of a certain "ha cktivist" (a term
I despise with a passion) group fighting for the small
people . When simply put , I want nothin g to do with
that! Yet , opinions are useless and I' ve heard many a
time that "teenagers are terrible people!" and I agree !
We are terribl e people ! We should be separated from
this planet and kept there until we realize how stupid
we are!

But alas , I' m not here to shame my generation,
since we' re all in this together. I suppose 1 should
make a point now, despite that most of the readers of
this magazine are thinkin g that I am just being lazy
and blaming all of my issues on those who antago
nize me . I don 't disagree . I am lazy, I am paranoid ,
I am stupid at times , but I feel as if even though no
one cares , I need to relate this tale ! Hackin g is not
the same as you remember it . The articles I see here
are for those who many years ago simply found that
punching in a certain number directed you to a test
line. Instead now, this curios ity is sparked by hear
ing of gaining access to secret documents and bank
accounts. 1 do realize that criminals have always ex
isted , however, I like to think that at least their curi
osity started off with no wrongdoing in mind . (1 may
be wrong, so feel free to kill me for that .) But every
time I make an attempt, I am thrown back by social
con struct ions and daft IT departments afraid of all
those who attempt to break their nicely laid systems
(which reall y are just a bunch of VB scripts and some
firewall programs).

If you ever see this on a page or screen, 1 hope
you stuck through my ramblings and heard a semi 
cohesive message. I know it is di fferent from the
usual , but 1 felt like my arrog ant mind needed to be
appeased and I felt as if I conveyed some sort of mes
sage to the people . Then again , I suspect 1 will grow
up and realize the error of my ways. Until then , I
have another hurdle to accomplish and another social
bound ary to crash into .

Vel Co
The important thing is that you 're attempting to

think all of this through and not blindly buying into
anyone's philosophy or definitions. We're confident
enough in our values and beliefs that we 're certain
anyone who approaches our world with a fai r and
open mind will eventually at least acknowledge the
value ofwhat we stand for even if they don't reach the
same conclusions. We wish you well on your voyage.

Gamergate controversy, but there have been numer
ous allega tions on both sides of hacking attacks,
OOOSin g, etc, Hackers tend to brag about these
things. Have there been any rumors in the community
about someone taking responsibility for the attacks
on either side?

David T.
There are more rumors than we could possibly

fit into this issue. But there's nothing unusual about
that. Who attacked whom. what comments were made
when... it's largely irrelevant to the bigger discussion.
Gamergate is something we believe people should
read up on, as it 's quite telling of much of the issues
and problems that plague the online world . The par
ticulars here concern video game culture, which is
peripherally connected to the hacker scene. We're not
going to get into the specifics as we don't have much
in the way offirsthand knowledge . But we don 't need
that to be able to see that there are serious issues in
that community that need to be dealt With. regard
less ofthe facts of this particular incident. And we do
recognize a lot of the disturbing symptoms as exist
ing in our own culture, perhaps not as bad as it once
was, but still worse than it should ever have to be.
We 've seen numerous instances ofsexism and racism
in the hacker world since our very beginnings. And
we' ve always tried our best to confront them and de
fea t them. Our community has grown tremendously
over the years, not ju st in numbers but in maturity
and thoughtfulness. We like to think this is the result
of confrontation. Too of ten, unless a problem is ex
ploding all around us, our tendency is to avoid even
acknowledging it as an issue. It 's the easy way out,
but it 's also a total cop-out, There is absolutely noth
ing wrong with expressing your anger and fr ustration
at a system that is unfair to you or to anyone else be
cause of race, religion, sex, preference, etc. It makes
no difference if most people don 't agree - how many
times in history have "most people" been completely
ignorant? As hackers, we 're used to conf ronting ob
stacles and challenging the status quo. That 's why
it 's particularly inspirational when we see progress
within our community - and especially sad when we
see elements moving in the wrong direction. These
are problems we all have to take an ongoing interest
in if they 're to be conquered. In truth, we will prob
ably never consider the battle to be completely won,
but we also won 't shy away fro m acknowledging the
positive. As an example, back in 2000 , H2K became
the first major American hacker conference to in
ject activism-leaning content into its program. What
we 've seen since at subsequent HOPE confe rences,
and throughout the community in general, is more
awareness, concern, and, ultimately, more power
from our united interests . It was a natural progres
sion, not fo rced upon anyone, and it 's made a huge
difference in helping to define who we are.

We're proud of the entire community fo r the
growth we 've seen. But we believe there's a lot more
growing that still needs to come. To bring this back to

Controversies Gamergate, there are still huge challenges ahead for
Dear 2600: so many online communities and when something like

1 don't know if you have been following the this comes up. it needs to be seen as an opportunity
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Help Needed
Dear 2600:

I am currently incarcerated and am looking to
hire someone to set up a source code system. I am
looking to be able to send mass text messages. I read
your publication, but I am in no way a hacker or un
derstand much of what I read.

Please refer me to someone who I can hire to set
this up for me. Or where I can find them and what it
is called.

John
We don't give referrals or act as go-betweens. As

a subscriber, you 're entitled to a free Marketplace ad
and you can probably find someone to help you there.
But, seriously, mass text messages? Nobody is ever
happy to get those.

not to auto-complete certain words. It quickly got out
ofhand, but you can see howfar we got at www.2600 .
com/googleblacklist/ . Second, we 're not entirely sure
what your intentions are. You' re going 10 ban the
same words on your website? We don 't recommend
that as there are a lot ofgood words there. Plus, ban
ning words simply leads 10 different words being used
for the same thing. It doesn't really solve the problem,
whatever you define that 10 be . !fyou 're having trou
ble with the intelligence level of website comments
(hardly a rarity), there 's nothing wrong with modera
tion if a fre e-far-all isn 't what you want .

Thanks
Dear 2600:

Thank you for over 30 years of giving hope (in
the original sense) to so many creative, yet often
alienated, people! And thank you for HOPEX!

By the way, these are from Silver Lake Farm in
"The Garden State." Support your local farmer!

Anonymous
This was actually a note that was left fo r us at

HOPEX along with a beautiful plant that we regret
fu lly didn't water and it died within a week. But it's
the thought that counts .

to confront them head on, educate those who remain
unaware , and make a better place fo r us all. Perhaps
the offline world may even learn from this.
Dear 2600:

My boyfriend is a lifelong fan of 2600 and Off
The Wall and is facing a felony network hacking
charge with time in prison after a mere Wi-Fi prank
within a computer club.

Not mentioned in the enclosed press release is the
long list of unscrupulous and illegal actions by the
Department of Justice, including when the prosecu
tor called me personally and tried to convince me to
entrap my own boyfriend by filing a false request for
a protective order and then hoping that he'd violate it.
That's why I'm on the warpath to save him.

Please help .

Speech
Dear 2600:

Please send me the blacklist of Google. I need to
ban it from comments on my website .

Thanks, guys.

Injustices
Dear 2600:

When is a punishment enough? After the experi
ences of the last three years, it's difficult to rationalize
the reasons why I should continue.

r didn' t complain when I was arrested for hack
ing a local ILEe and received my punishment. For a
hacker understands the time old saying " if you can' t
do the time, don't do the crime." Understanding that
prison isn' t an environment built for this 120 pound,
geeky, pasty white kid with Asperger 's, I admit that I
struggled to logically integrate the upcoming punish
ment by burying myself into research to better under
stand what would occur. I was incorrect.

For I' ve endured: inmate peers stealing every
thing I own twice, being beaten down and scammed
for every cent in my account, learning the bloody

Paschal wrath of leukemia and her effects, and my own fam-
First off, we haven 't updated any ofthat in years. i1yturning away from me all because of my hacking

We only put it together to show how Google chooses behaviors. Nonetheless, I still didn't complain . For
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Je ssica
What we've been able to read about this case

seems unbelievable. The site listed in the press re
lease yo u sent us (SaveaNerd.net) has been taken
offline "per recommendation from counsel. " which
is what lawyers genera lly tend to do. However, there
is an active p etition up at change.org (search for
"hacker dojo " which is the name of the organiza
tion at the heart ofthis whole thing). We will reserve
j udgment until we hear more facts f rom more people,
but this is something that should definitely be looked
into by everyone, as it's not at all the chain ofevents
one would expect in a hackerspace environmen t. As
for the actions ofthe prosecutor; ifonly we could say
we were surprised. But one does have to wonder why
there is such an interest in p rosecuting someone for
something so minor.
Dear 2600:

Happened upon an article regarding Pirate Bay's
founder and the "Hollywood manhunt ." I'll let the
staff of 2600 decide if this is of any importance to
your readership. Personally, I have not accessed Pi
rate Bay much at all . I like its premise and its "mis
sion." The situation regarding Pirate Bay's founders
may be something to take under serious consider
ation. One has to wonder who manipulates the MPAA
bringing about this legal action? What should the
2600 community take from this?

Love your pub.
Joethechemist

Thanks fo r the pointer. The story of the MPAA
managing to get an Interpol arrest warrant issued
for the Swedish founder of this organization is truly
sobering . We would like for someone closer to this to
give us some insight into what's really going on. The
power of Hollywood can indeed be fri ghtening, as we
learned a while back . We could fill our pages with
similar stor ies .



back far more than you ever could have taken .
Dear 2600:

I am writing in regard to a violation of my First
Amendment rights. I ask for your assistance in pro
tecting these rights . I am a federal inmate.

On July 24,2014, a book entitled The Basics of
Hacking and Penetration Testing was stopped from
being delivered to me. Not only was the book rejected
and returned , but I was also given an incident report
for "Introduction of a Non-Hazardou s Tool (Attempt
ed)." The justification for rejecting the book and writ
ing me up is that "[tjhe security of the institution's
computer system is at risk when inmates have access
to resources like the book mentioned above."

My intentions for ordering the book are twofold:
First, I plan to open a school that will cater to military
veterans and ex-convicts .The school is going to have
a cyber-security curriculum . In preparation of taking
the school live upon my release , I wish to develop as
much knowledge and curriculum in advance as possi
ble. I selected this book precisely because it was writ
ten by a college professor, and it is currently being
used to teach cyber-security students at Northwestern
University. My second reason for ordering the book
is that I plan on starting my own cyber-security firm.
I believe the book would aid in my goal of rehabilita
tion in that it will equip me to work in the computer
security field when I am released . In short, I need the
book precisely for purposes of rehabilitation .

I submit that the freedom of speech that is pro
tected by the First Amendment is not just freedom
to speak, but also the freedom to read. The Courts
would agree. In King v, Federal Bureau of Prisons
and Charles Gilkey, 415 F.3d 634, 2005, the Court
stated, "Forbid a person to read and you shut him out
of the marketplace of ideas and opinions that it is the
purpose of the free-speech clause to protect ."

Please, help me to take the steps needed to gain
the skills that will enable me to be a productive mem
ber of society and protect the rights of all inmates.
Specifically, I ask that you aid in informing the com
munity of my situation. In addition , any legal help
you may offer would be greatly appreciated.

Justin L. Marino
We get so many letters like this and it's indeed

distressing to see such unfair and ultimately seif-de
fe ating restrictions imposed upon people, especially
those who need something new and inspirational
to f ocus upon. We'll do what we can to help get the
word out by printing such letters whenever possible.
We need to again point out that this is pretty much
our limitation as we are not legal experts . Over the
years, we have received an immense amount of legal
papers ; documents , and correspondence from people
in prison who think we have a lot more power and
time than we do. It 's unfortunate, but this is most al
ways a wasted effort. We encourage those in the legal
community and prisoner rights advocates to regu
larly look at our letters and Marketplace ads in order
to take additional steps when possible. The goal is
to stop these injustices from being the norm and.for
that, we'll need significantly more people to take an
interest .

I look upon my situation and use my abilities as a
hacker to adapt.

However, my skills only could take me to a point.
Not just six weeks after receiving a cancer remis
sion diagnosis, I was violently attacked and raped .
Crushed pelvis, broken ribs, traumatic brain injury,
and other various injuries too painful to even... left
for dead, not found until three hours later. After wak
ing up from a week-long coma, I thought that I had
right on my side. I was incorrect.

It's been almost two years since the attack, and to
day the emotional and physical pain is ever present in
all realities. I'm lost for words: it's been recently ex
plained to me that because of statewide budget cuts,
this individual who attacked and raped me, infected
me with HIV, and whom I see every time I close my
eyes is going to get away with no criminal charges
against him. All to save the taxpayers money. He was
already under a 25-to-life sentence - it's cheaper to do
it administratively than through our courts .

As I consider the rationalization of my fate,
whom or what should I blame? Entropy? No. Hack
ing? Bloody hell , no. Myself? I don't really know.
The individual? Maybe . There isn't one item I can
point out as the one cause of my experiences other
than the law of unintended consequence s. For I miss
the touch of my well-worn keyboard on days like to
day, because the weight of my pain alone is forcing
me to self-harm , like the autistic child I once was be
fore I met hacking . Now I complain. I was incorrect.

When is a punishment enough?
Preston Vandeburgh

Larkgeco
From what you've told us, this is way more than

enough. In fa ct, not even the most despicable crimi
nal should endure these kinds of conditions within
anything resembling a civilized society. It seems that
many of us have become numb to anything that hap
pens behind bars, ju stifying it by telling ourselves
that those who find themselves there deserve what
ever happens to them . We fe el that cold attitude is
where much of the blame lies for the horrible events
outlined above. But in many ways, it 's those people
on the outside who are also victims, as they have lost
something that will be next to impossible to replace.

Nonviolent offenders - if they have to be impris
oned at all - should never be placed in an environment
with violent people. Period. And if something violent
does happen to them, it's the state that should be held
accountable, as they are the ones who set up the un
f ortunate events in thefirst place. In that respect, they
have already done far worse to you than anything you
ever did to them or anyone else. We know these words
won't help yo ur situat ion, nor are we in a pos ition
to commit to doing anything beyond getting the word
out in these pages, but ifthere's any comf ort in know
ing that there are people who will read this and who
will care, then maybe that's a start. If nothing else,
perhaps this can be shown to people who actually
believe there 's no harm in sending someone away to
teach them a lesson or to send a message . If that can
help keep one more person from being subjected to
this kind of barbaric treatment, you will have given
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by Dave D' Rave

One-Time Pad
One-time pad encryption appears to be

completely secure against quantum computers.
Unfortunately, this system suffers from extreme
key distribution problems.

Previously, I described how trends in
quantum computer technology are likely to
result in the total loss of security for main
stream crypto systems such as AES and DES.
In this article , we will look at crypto methods
which are resistant to known algorithms used in
quantum computers.

Crypto Systems Which Resist
Quantum Computers 0 1

1

Exploiting Weakness in the
Quantum Algorithms

Many of the proposed algorithms for
breaking crypto systems use either a quantum
Fourier transform or some kind of amplitude
amplification algorithm. The weakness in both
cases is that these algorithms work a lot better if
there is one and only one right answer.

Consider the case where we are using
Grover' s algorithm to perform a known plain
text attack on a given cryptogram. The general
situation is that the system starts with a state
vector in the solution space. We measure the
error between the trial vector and the target
vector, and produce a new state vector (named
state vector I). Then, repeat using the new state

Quantum Cryptography vector. Typically, each iteration produces a
vector which is closer to the solution, and a reia-Quantum cryptography is a term for various

t h I " hi h t Id h t t tively small number of iterations will provideec no ogles w IC use en ang e p 0 ons 0
the answer. (Yes, I am leaving a lot of stuff out.

send information such that it detects any eaves-
This is not a review article.)

droppers in real time. Such systems are highly
Now consider a crypto system such that the

resistant to attack by quantum computers,
cyphertext can be decoded using any of four

as long as proper operating procedures are different keys. When the quantum computer
followed , Encrypted fiber optic systems which" attempts to find the current error vector, it will
use quantum cryptography are currently being get a superposition of four vectors. Depending
sold commercially. These are semi-practical, in on the details of how the algorithm works, this
that they require a dedicated fiber optic cable will either collapse to one of the four values , or
between the two endpoints, and in that they will collapse to some weighted average value,
cannot be used for encryption of stored data. or will produce some superposition of answers.
It is possible that future variants on the idea of Each iteration ofthe error-and-update cycle will
quantum cryptography will allow information typically move the vector in a random direc
to be sent over a public network, or that a long- tion , and the algorithm will never converge to
term stable method of storing Bell-state qubits a solution.
will be developed. Multiple-valid-key coding systems have a

The other problem with quantum crypto is, similar effect on quantum Fourier transform
well, hackers. For details, just go onto YouTube algorithms. When using such a system to break
and do a search for "Vadim Makarov" or just go DES, the expected code space contains one valid
here: www .vadl .com/ l ab / . As my redneck decryption and (2**56 -I ) invalid decryptions.
friends used to say, "If one monkey can build it, These have been scrambled in digital phase
another monkey can break it." space using some transform . The quantum
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Conclusion
While mainstream algor ithmic coding

systems are vulner able to near-term quantum
computers, it is possible to design coding
systems which are more secure than current
practice. The most promising designs involve
the use of multiple valid keys .

Multiple Use Pad Systems
The one-time pad crypto system consists

of a very long key, which is used only once .
The modern procedure for encryption is for
the sender to exclusive-or the key with the
message . To decrypt the message , the receiver
will exclusive-or the key with the cyphertext.

The one-time pad is well-known as being
unbreakable by any crypto system, as long as
you have a reliable , secure , high-capacity key
distribution system. Wikipedia has a very good
article on the subject. At the same time, using
a one-time pad more than once produces very,
very weak crypto . This is because the exclu
sive-or of two plaintext messages contain s a
lot of redund ancy which is easi ly exploited by
cryptanalysis .

Also, multiple-time pads fall apart instantly
when attacked with a known plaintext.

Oddly, using a multiple-time pad on top of
a moderately strong block cipher such as DES
gives a result which is stronger than the sum of
the parts. This is because the usual attacks on a
multiple-time pad do not work if the message
was pre-encrypted using something like DES
or AES , which have good entropy characte ris
tics. The result is that 56-bit DES plus a 64-bit
multiple-time pad provides better security than
either method by itself. How much better? That
depends .

In the case of a quantum computer, you can
see that increasing the number of bits in the key
will increase the cost of the decryption device,
which is gratifying. More important, you will
observe that, for every possible 56-bit DES key,
there exists a 64-bit "one time pad" which will
make the output equal the plaintext. In other
words , this system has the characteristic that it
support s 2**56 valid decryption keys, each of
which is 120 bits long.

For organizations with a large budget , it is
still possible to attack this system by analysis
of multiple blocks , etc. It' s just that low-cost
additional coding steps can cause exponent ial
additional effort to be required , which makes
quantum compute r resistant crypto systems
secure, for all practical purpose s.

computer is going to perform an inverse trans
form on the superposition of all 2**56 possible
decryptions , and then use Fourier transform
methods to identify the one we want.

This method works on DES, because DES
only support s one correct decryption key. If we
use some alternative algorithm which allows a
large number of equally valid decryption keys,
then the Fourier transform will produce an
output which is some kind of superposition of
the valid keys ' descriptions. If the number of
valid keys is large enough, this output will be
unintellig ible .

Multiple Valid Key Code Systems
Multi-key crypto systems have the charac

teristic that a given cyphertext can be decoded
into the correct plaintext by using anyone of a
number of keys . For example, we could have a
system which uses 512 bit blocks of data, and a
1024-bit key, such that 2**512 of the possible
keys are valid.

For a conventional computer using a brute
force attack, this would be equ ivalent to a key
size of 512, since attempting 2**511 keys
would give a 50 percent chance of guessing the
plaintext. For a Quantum computer, having this
many correct results in the code space would
restrict the number and type of algorithms
which could be used .

Multiple valid key systems can be imple
mented by using RSA-type algorithms such
that, instead of using two large prime numbers ,
you would use n (where n is something like 16)
large prime numbers. If the decrypt ion problem
requires that a given large number be factored,
it would only require that one of the factors be
known.

Another class of multiple valid key systems
involves the use of error-correcting codes, such
that a key which produces a decode which is
close to the plaintext will work, after the error
correction operation has been applied . (Note
that modem block cipher systems, such as AES
and DES, have excellent entropy properties.
There will be no general way to find the other
members of the key set, given one of the valid
keys .)

Another way to produce a multiple valid
key situation is to use two encoding methods in
sequence, discussed below.
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by Prisoner #6
http://ebony.gomen.org

THE 21ST CENTURY HACKER MANIFESTO
become slaves (rather than "val ued operators,"
as in the sales pitches), where traditional rules
of espionage reign supreme and not the "corpo-

I. Hackers are no longer anonymous inde- rate ethic" most of us expect and are used to.
pendent operators or groups: We are now a Sb. Espionage rules dictate that all hackers
known and calculated factor in the machina- are "assets to be controlled by any means neces
tions of the most powerful individuals, groups , sary." Sadly, but quite seriously, this includes
mega-corps , governments, cartels, mafias, etc. torturing, kill ing, threatening, pressuring,
on Earth ... except for the very best - and even etc. of family, friends, and loved ones; public
then , for how long? exposure of our "sha meful secrets" or, if none

2. Being a hacker is no longer synonymous exist, simply creating them; unlawful criminal
with: "phreaker, inventer, tinkerer, genius, secu- prosecution ensuring little possibility of other
rity expert, oddball, eccentric, helper, trickster" "straight" jobs; and worse.
or any other benign adjective . Let's not fool Sc. Once an asset of any global organization,
ourselves . Our new titles are: "terrorist , threat, it is extremely rare to ever be allowed to leave.
intelligence agent, anarchist, snitch, gov/mob Any of us that seem to be "former-blanks" are
recruiter, honey trap, fool, mentally disabled, to be treated with extreme suspicion.
sociopath, psychopath, career criminal, desired 6. World War Three has been going on for
asset, puppet , and similar. some time now and its battlefield is cyberspace .

3. Hacker s are being treated by all global- By labeling yourself a "hacker," you are now
scale organizations as "natural resources." volunteering as a comba tant .
History shows quite clearly how these orga- 7. The "Internet" is not now, nor has it
nizations treat "natural resources" - raping, been for some time, a "simple network of
pillaging, fighting for ownership, using each computers ." With smart phones, iPads, Wi-Fi,
skilled hacker until they are burned out, used NSA-everything, IPv6, Botnets, etc., it would
up, dead, or otherwise disabled. be far more accurate to call it a "four dimen-

4. The new global arms race is no longer sional tesseract hypernet ." It 's a completely
about who controls the most atomic bombs. It chaotic clusterfuck, basically. As per beginners'
is about who controls/owns the most hackers, network theory: a device or program existing on
botnets, and exploits (zero day and otherwise). a network is accessible by anyone with network

5. Being an elite hacker with current knowl- access. What NSA can do, so can the Yama
edge of the actual state of global dynamics (aka guchi-gumi, with the same tools !
"politics, news, propaganda"), the kind never 8. As a simplified model, there are essen
released to the public, may make one feel very tially no more "gove rnments" or "countries"
"kool,' but attempting to inform and/or discuss with any true global power anymore . The
any of your very real privileged informa- world, as we elite hackers know it to be fact , is
tion with, basically, any other non-hacker will comprised and controlled purely by:
not result in praise. Just the opposite. We are A) Multinational corporat ions (including
disbelieved, mocked, and even scorned. Being NSA, CIA, etc.)
a member of the new digerati may be intellectu- B) Organized global "criminal cartels,"
ally gratifying, but ultimately only isolates us including the previously Russian "Brother's
from the majority of other humans. Circle ;" the Japanese Gumi's and Kai' s, the

Sa. This isolation serves the interests of largest and most powerful of which is the
global organizations by offering us a "place Yamaguci-Gumi ; the Chinese Hong and Tong
among peers," "a chance to work with tech only societies (who, along with the respected Japa
dreamed of by most isolated civilian hackers" nese "Yakuza" are actually quite formal and
and non-obtainable otherwise, the possibility completely legal components of their country 's
of having our genius rewarded and recogn ized government; traditional "Mafia families ," such
and "the chance to use our skillz to help change as the respected Sicilian, Colombian, Mexican,
the world." Though some sizable truth exists etc ....
to these claims , the fact is that once employed 8a. What remains as the "public face" of the
by any of these global elites, we immediately United States and other governments is a mere
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public relations shell which exists solely for the
purpose of continuin g to extract and export all
remaining possible valuable resources from the
ignorant hardworking wage-slave public and
placing it permanently into the hands of the
globals.

8b. For the time being and in the near future,
there are plenty of resources being extracted
from the public for all the true global players
to be perfectly happy with the arrangeme nt and,
as such, very little actual conflict or competi
tion exists between them. This is why there are
no obvious large scale violent conflicts (outside
of propagandized isolated incidents) to indicate
this new global "arra ngement," as fairly accu
rately predicted and described by such authors
as William Gibson, Neal Stephenson, Marshall
McLuhan, and others.

9. Be aware that as a "natural resource"
and "desired asset," many, if not most, modem
"hacker spaces" quite suddenly appearing
in major cities everywhere are either openly
(more often secretly) funded and controlled by
DARPA and/or aforementioned organizations
with the primary purpose of count ing, moni
toring, investigating, and eventually recruiting
you.

10. If you are one of us - a young or older ,
yet-unknown hacker - the smartest course is
to stay that way. An author in a previous 2600
article was foolish to say that "hacker nicks"
were a thing of the past. I honestly (though
respectfully) think he was being egotistica l to
publish articles under his real name. Respec t
fully, because his "point" was sort of later
proven by Snowden and others: any well known
hacker is probably also well known to the NSA,
nick or no nick .

lOa. The best policy in these interesting
times is to:

I] Stay alone .
II] Stay unknown.
III] Repeat after me: "Me, a hacker? Ahaha

hahaha! I wish! Nah, I just keep up with tech
stuff to help my parents protect their desktop
and hopefully get a decent job one day. I love
computer tech and all , but I've never been smart
enough to be a hacker! I just don't have the time
to study and keep up with all that stuff. I do
have a life, you know!"

II . Linux is the only "safe" OS left (if one
exists at all!) and then only when heavily modi
fied and encrypted . Really, NetBSD and/or
custom kernels are required even to imagine,
arrogantly, that you may be "private."

12. Public key encryption may (I say with
heavy doubt) be the one last hope we have
and then only with ridiculously huge prime
numbers. At least for the time being, where
publi c tech is concerned ; math still beats tech.

Shouts out to: The Mentor (f or his first one,
thanks and luv for inspiring a generation) ;
Kevin Mitnick's Latest Book "Gho st in the
Wires" (best of his, by fa r!); Patrick McGoo
han 's TV series "The Prisoner" (Oh yeah,
global village ? You 'd better believe it!); The
United Socialist Republi c of Barrett Brown 's
(all of them, even the one I trash I like and best
MySpace group ever!); "Best Truth," a Princ
eton study in intelligence agencies by Berkowitz
& Goodman (speaks f or itself); and Adrian
Lamo (Mucha amo amigo! A most misunder 
stood hacker and excellent case study of "the
path to Hell is pav ed with good intentions.")

P.S. Wasn' t "Emmanuel Goldstein" a
fictional character created by the global intel
ligence agency to capture people who were too
smart? Trust 2600 , do ya? Lolllzzzz....

2015 C~l,eNt:>~~S
The 2015 Hacker Calendar is out!

Each month features a 121x12" glossy photo of a public

telephone from somewhere on the planet, and nearly every

day marks something significant in the hacker world .

Get yours today! $14.99 at store.2600.com
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for access to the ISP's customers. At that
point , user choice becomes a smaller and
smaller driver for innovation.

by Vera Ranier i

The Internet has been an amazing driver of
innovation . New companies have sprung up
seemingly from nowhere to deliver new and The History of the FCC
useful services. Important to that ecosystem and Net Neutrality
is the idea that all traffic on the Internet is Thus, the fear is that without net neutral ity
generally transmitted without unfair discrim - rules in place , ISPs act in ways that threaten
ination based, for example, on the identity of innovatio n culture . Recogni zing this risk ,
the sender or receiver of the information or the Federal Communications Commission
the protocol being used. It is this idea that we (FCC), the agency tasked with overseeing
refer to as "net neutrali ty." telecommunications, has twice tried to enact

As an Internet subscriber, you don 't net neutrality rules . But each time, the rules
expect your ISP should care about what bits were struck down by the courts .
are transm itted across its lines. A bit from Why? The FCC , as an administrative
your favorite social media website generally agency, can only do what Congre ss has given
costs just as much for your ISP to deliver to it authority to do. And if it tries to do some
you as a bit from your favorite pizza parlor thing that goes beyond that , a challenger may
does. As an entrepreneur hoping to become be able to get the rules struck down in court .
the next best social media website or pizza And this is what happened to the FCC .
parlor, you 're glad that your ISP doesn't care: Because of a decisio n made by the FCC
you have just as much access to the consumer in 2002 , the FCC hasn' t classified cable
as the next guy. based ISPs as a "te lecommunication" service

Unfortunately, ISPs have already indi- (something that would mean classification
cated they are more than willing to abandon under Title II of the Telecommun ications
net neutrality by discriminating against Act) . Instead, the FCC determined that such
certain types of traffic. In 2007 , Comcast was ISPs were "information services" and there
caught interfering with their customers ' use of fore outside the scope of Title II.
BitTorrent and other peer-to-peer file sharing But the FCC saw the need for net
systems. More recently , in 2012, Verizon was neutralit y, and attempted to bring that about
fined for charging customers for using their using authority other than Title II. The FCC
mobile devices as a mobile hotspot. first tried to enforce net neutrality under its

Of course, Internet providers have "ancillary authority ." Comcast challenged
long offered different levels of service to that authority, and in 2010 the FCC's rule
consumers for varied pricing. For example, was struck down .The FCC also tried to bring
a small business that makes extensive use of net neutrality by using its authority under
video conferencing has the option of paying "Section 706 ." This time Verizon cha llenged
more for more bandwidth, and that 's fine. that rule and in early 2014 it succeeded . The
Problems arise , however, when ISPs use reasons why the courts struck down the rules
their position as gatekeepers to play favor- are complicated and mired in technica l legal
ites, provide faster or slower connections to details. But the basic point from each case
certain webs ites , and charge website owners is this: because the FCC tried to make rules
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where Congre ss hadn 't given it authority to
do so, the rules were not allowed.

What Now?
Today, the debate centers around whether

the FCC should "reclassify" ISPs under Title
II or continue to try to use Section 706 (even
though using that section has already been
rejected by the courts). Many people believe
that Congress gave the FCC authority to
enact net neutrality under Title II if it deter
mines that ISPs are, in fact , a telecommuni
cation service .

But there are those (lSP s in particular) that
are against Title II reclassification , as they
fear it will impose a whole set of rules that
were developed for telephon e service. Most
of those rules just don't make sense when
we're talking about Internet infrastructure.
For example, there are rules about obscene
phone calls , rate schedules , telephone oper
ator services, etc. , which are unnecessary to
net neutrality.

ISPs and those against reclassification
aren' t telling the whole story. An important
aspect of Title II regulation is that it allows
the FCC to "forbear" from full regulation 
that is, decide not to apply all the rules that
would normally come with Title II. This
forbearance is a formal process, and a future
FCC would have to go through an onerous

process to reverse a decision to forbear.
Because of forbearance , the FCC can choose
to not enforce a given rule if it is not neces
sary to promote good practices , or to protect
consumers and the public interest. Forbear
ance is crucial to net neutrality because it
helps to limit FCC regulation. If the FCC
reclass ifies broadband as a telecommuni
cations service, which it must if it is going
to do its part to protect an open and neutral
Internet , then it should also use its ability
to forbear to ensure as little regulation as
possible to enact net neutralit y.

How You Can Help
The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF)

has created a simple form that you can use
to submit comments to the FCC, available at
www. De a rFCC. a rgoAlready the FCC has
received over three million comments from
Internet users regarding the new rules. Use
this website to add your voice and let the FCC
know what you think about net neutrality and
the importance of keeping the Internet free
and open. Let the FCC know that we want
the Internet to help, rather than hurt, innova
tion, creativity, and freedom. We don 't want
an Internet that is controll ed by gatekeepers
who can use their position to extract more
and more tolls from those who seek to use it.

SUPPORT THE EFF! Your donations make it possible to challenge the evil
legislation and freedom restrictions we constantly face.

Details are at https://supporters.eff.org/donate.
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Are You the Consumer,
or the Product?

by the Piano Guy

Do you pay to use Google ? Do you pay to
use Facebook? If you don't advertise on these
services, the answer is probably no. That then
means that you are the "produ ct ," rather than
the "consumer," even if you think you're just
a consumer.

Why does this have hacker ramifications?
Because to be something worth being consumed
by the people who are buying the product (the
advertisers), you have to give up privacy. This
is probably apparent to most folks that would
read this fine publication , but it isn't apparent
to your friends and relatives, and you may want
to give them this article so you can say that you
are not the only person who is concerned about
these issues (since they may think you're para
noid already). Further, you may not be aware of
the depth to which this goes, which may make
you rethink some of your practices - or at least
tell those you care about.

"But I don 't do anything illegal, why should
I care about my privacy?" might be what you
hear back from some people . You may even
think it yourself, especially since knowing how
to -do things that are illegal doesn't mean that
we actually do illegal things . As an aside, I'd be
curious to know how many of us subscribe to
the motto "just because you can doesn't mean
you should." My hunch is that it is a much
higher percentage than what general society
perceives .

The reason to be concerned about privacy
is because what is legal and reasonable today
may not always be. Google will hold on to
your data forever, and there is no guarantee that
they will be able to keep it from being used for
purposes we would consider evil today, either
by computer-savvy villains or governments .

Allow me to use myself as an example . The
Creator of the Universe gifted me with many
things, but in this go-around heterosexuality
was not among them. I' ve already received
government-sanctioned discrimin ation based
on this; I was denied a top secret clearance in
the 1980s because I was perceived as a black
mail threat. The laws have changed, but they
could change back . And they could get worse.
Things could degrade in society to the point that
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I could have a similar issue of being blackballed
because I write for this fine publication , or you
could be for having read it at one time.

In the United States, our government, for
all of its flaws, could be a lot worse. There
are elements in our current government that
are trying to take it in that direction. If enough
wise and thoughtful people don't get out and
vote (hint hint) , it could go there. Think about
this: George Bush won by 538 votes in Florida.
Think of the wars , the financial ruin, and the
many dead worldwide that ensued because of
this man 's policies. 538 people made the differ
ence , and we're still paying for it.

If you live outside of the United States, but
in a country where you can read this magazine,
your government too , for all its flaws, could be
a lot worse.

Having established why privacy is important
to everyone, let's discuss how Google violates
your privacy on a regular basis.

Recently, a man was arrested because while
Google was searching through his Gmail for
keywords to know which ads to push to him,
they found child porn in his email. Google goes
so far as to have staff look at every picture in
email, and also has a hash of previously found
porn to aid in flagging potential offensive
content. They report it, as they should .'

Now please know that I am glad that they
caught a consumer of child pornography, and
that I never endorse illegal activity. I don 't
even endorse engaging in "victimless crimes"
or "things that should be legal anyway." That's
not the point. How comfortable are you with
having every single thing you send be reviewed
and stored forever?

"But the NSA stores everything anyway,
so what's the difference?" It is the difference
between crossing the street in front of your
home at 2:00 am after looking both ways and
dancing drunk and naked on the freeway during
rush hour. You're much more likely to get "hit"
if Google is used to find you.

"OK, so I'll encrypt my ernails." That will
guarantee that the NSA stores them forever".

"I' m careful, and I know what I'm doing."
Do you love your parents? Your siblings? Your
friends who aren 't as 1337 as you? Do you take
time to teach them how to protect themselves?
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Will they do so? Do they get the costlbenefit
here that you do? Help them do the simple
things, like not using Gmail or Google Docs for
anything thatthey would not want to be perma
nently archived and analyzed, potentially even
after they are dead and gone .

The level of surveillance is increasing all
of the time. Facebook has a similar business
model to Google in that they are both adver
tising companies that use the Internet to provide
information to their customers (the advertisers)
about their product (that would be you) . Face
book is trying to force everyone to use Face
book Messenger. I don 't know if/when they will
remove messaging functionality from the phone
app, and I don't know what they are going to do
on the desktop , but if you read the TOS for the
Messenger app , you 'll most likely not install it.'
But , your relatives and friends will. Smile, as
you will potentially be on candid surveillance.

Ultimately, if we don't get out the vote , and
keep it out , we won't keep our government.
If we don 't keep our government, "tools" like

Google and Facebook will be used against us
in more insidious ways than we can imagine.
With computer-savvy villains on the loose , we
have even more reason to be concerned, even if
we keep our government intact. Beyond voting,
the only thing we can do is use safer services in
more appropr iate ways, to be less of a "product"
for the "consumers."
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GENERATING PHONE NUMBERS
by Samuel A. Bancroft

It's no secret that many people use their phone number as a Wi-Fi (WPNWPA2) network pass
phrase. Two factors contribute to this. Firstly, WPNWPA2 requires a passphrase that is eight to
63 ASCII characters long. A phone number, being ten characters long , is simple to remember and
to type . Secondly, oftentimes ISPs will configure the home's wireless network to use WPNWPA2
using the customer's phone number as the passphrase. Customers infrequently change it.

WPNWPA2's shared-keys can be brute forced, but the time involved is a major obstacle. A
dictionary attack is more practical and a phone number dictionary attack may be the most practical
of all due to its high yields and simplicity.

Many people use wordlist generators such as Crunch, a wordlist generato r that produces large
word/number lists with specific patterns, to create a "phone number" dictionary using the pattern
<AREA CODE>%%%%%%%.' Others create scripts to do something similar to the pattern
above.' This method of creating a phone number list is inefficient and ignorant.

The North American Numbering Plan (NANP ) is a telephone numbering plan created by
AT&T in 1947 and put into operation in 1951. It serves 20 North American countries .' The NANP
dictates the rules for area codes, exchange numbers /prefixes , etc. For example, exchange numbe rs
ranging from 000-199 are not used within the NANP plan . Knowing this, we can see that gener
ating numbers using a scheme such as <AREA CODE>%%%%%%% creates a lot of waste. Just
knowing that the NANP does not use prefixes 000-199 means that the above scheme will create
10,000 numbers per invalid prefix for a total of two million invalid phone numbers .

There is another consideration. Various prefixes within a valid range are not used and this varies
throughout different area codes . To illustrate, area code 906 (Marquette , Michigan) contains 305
valid prefixes while area code 212 (New York, New York) contains 778 valid prefixes. If we use
the Crunch scheme we discussed for area code 906 , we would produce 10 million numbers while
only 3.05 million numbers are valid for this area code . As can be seen , about seven million invalid
numbers would have been created.

Below I have included a Python script that will generate every valid phone number
within a specified area code . It accomplishes this by scraping valid prefixes from
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http ://www. allarea c o d e s . c om and producing valid phone numbers

from it. The numbers are saved in a text file . Take look at the bash scrip t

fO ne . sh by DERV if you are looking for something with more bells and whistles." H elp save the
planet - do not generate millions of invalid numbers.

# !/usr/b in/env python3

import u r l l i b . r e q u e s t
import re

def main( ) :

ac = i n p u t ( 'Enter the area code to compute : ' )
ur 1 = . h t t p: / / www. a l la re a c odes.com/ %s. % ac
b od y = requestPage (url)

# Find the region we a re i n t r e a s t e d in .
findS tart - re .search(r 'Area Code ' + ac + ' Prefixes ' , body)
fin d En d = re . search (r ' Most Searched Numbers ' , body)

t r y :
startSpan = findS t a r t . span () [1]
e ndSpan ~ findEnd .span () [ OJ

e xcept At tributeError:
p rint( ' Error : Area code i s not valid . ')
qu i t ()

getPre fix = re . finda ll( r '\( \d {3}\) \d {3} ' , body [startSpan:endSpan ])
pre fix = c leanList(getPrefix) # Removes ' (3 05)

makeFile(ac , prefix)

d e f reques tPage (url):
req - ur l lib . r e q u e s t . Re quest( u r l)
response = urll ib .reques t . u r l ope n (r eq )
retu rn response .read() .dec ode( ' u t f - 8 ' )

de f c leanList(getPrefix ) :
prefix = [ J
for fix in g e t Pr e fix:

p refix .append(fix [6:])
r e turn prefix

def ma ke Fi l e(ac , p refix) :
t e xtFi l e = open ( ' %s numbers ' % ac , ' w' )

f o r x in prefix :
f or i in range (1 0000) :

text File .wri te( '%s %s%s\n ' % (ac , x, str(i) .zfill(4)))

textFi le.close()
print( 'Done . Area code %s h ad %s prefixes ' % (ac , 1en(prefix)))

if n ame
ma i n ()

main f .

Ihttp ://packe tfactory .wordpress .com/ 20 12/06/ 29/generate -10 - d igit-phone
- n umb e r s-u s i n g- c r u n c h- i n-b a c k t r a c k /
·http ://www . josephlandry .com/201 1 /0 1 /phone -number-dictionary-fil e -for .html
3http ://www.nanpa .com
'http ://pastebin .com/v2jJHYZ2
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numbers on the ring, so theoretically there are
60x60x60 combinations - or 216,000. What are
the chances of me getting a lock with a combi
nation anywhere close to mine with those odds?

But I' ve observed that these locks don 't
require precision. 1 found that the first
numbe r could be off by three and still work
- six different numbers would work . So there
are effectively only ten possibilities for the
first number in the combination. The second
number in the triplet is even more permissive.
1 could be off by five and still open the lock,
so there are only six possibilities here . And the
third number is also permissive, but it actually
doesn't matter. If you get the first two correct
(or at least close to correct) , you can simply
twirl the dial slowly with a little pressure until
it opens . So that means the two locks 1 have
really only possess 60 different combinations.

My chances of getting a compatible combi
nation lock were therefore one out of 60 .1 still
wouldn 't bet on those odds (1don't bet on any
odds, actually), but it's a whole lot more likely
than one out of 216 ,000 .1 would love to know
what the owner of the lock thought when he
couldn't find his lock. "What kind of idiot
would steal a lock not knowing the combina
tion?" But no locks were reported missing at
the gym club (he was perhaps as embarrassed
as me), so I had no chance of finding him and
returning it. Now 1 am the proud owner of
two locks that can be opened with the same
combination.

The normal disclaimer implies. Use this to
get yourself out of trouble, not to get yourself
into trouble .

I'm not a lock picker; the only thing I'd
picked before was my nose. It 's probable that
experts know even more tricks with these locks,
in which case they are pretty useless . Good for
protecting clothes at the gym club , but don't fill
your locker with gold bars and expect them to
be there when you get back.

by David Crowe

Officer, 1 swear 1 didn't mean to hack it, but
it was either that or be thrown out on the street
in skimpy shorts and a thin, sweaty, t-shirt .

1 don't know whether to start this story at
the end or the beginning . If 1 start at the end, 1
have to tell you of my shock when 1 opened my
gym bag and found inside two identical Dudley
combination locks. How could this be? 1 only
owned one because 1 get easily confused and
two identical locks with different combina
tions would mean 1 would be forever getting
flustered. Were they breeding, or was someone
playing a trick on me? Was it magic, or was it
the NSA?

Suddenly, I remembered the beginning
of the story (although 1 didn't realize it at the
time). A couple of days before ,1had returned to
the locke r room after my workout and couldn't
open my lock . For 15 minutes I swore under
my breath , trying the combination 1 had known
by heart for months to no avail. 1 checked
the not-so-secret place 1 had it written down;
it was as 1 remembered , and still it wouldn't
open. 1 cussed the lock that 1 assumed must
have malfunctioned. Just in case the lock was
misbehaving, 1 was adjusting each number up
one, down one , and then, just about when 1 was
ready to give up , the lock opened.

1 was glad I hadn 't called the locksmith to
cut it off. How could I have explained that 1was
locked out by my own lock ? Would the fitness
center believe that I wasn't just trying to break
in to Mr. Big's locker and steal his stuff? What
the heck was wrong with my lock anyway?

But now 1 realized what had happened . 1
had picked up someone else's lock and put it
on my locker, which is how two got in my gym
bag . But how had 1 opened someone else's lock
with my combination?

1 started to think about it , and do some
investigations. This style of Dudley lock has 60
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by Andy Kaiser

Chapter OxB
My client Oober had just disappeared on

me. P@n ic, the missing hacker, was involved
in a hacking competition which held some
connection with the Naked Princess picture,
but she and the picture weren 't talking . Both
were hiding more effectively than an Easter
egg in N64 Goldeneye.

Even still, there were a few logic gates I
could slam through: I needed to talk to Oober.
I knew his name - his own mother had dropped
him off at my office. He might not want to meet
in person again , but maybe I'd do it anyway if!
,couldn't ping him in digital form.

As for P@nic, I'd realized she might be
operating under an alt , also hacking with the
handle "Chixor Zed. " My conversation with
Lynx had told me that Chixor Zed hadn't been
responsive, but I had an in. Hopefully.

It took a while of scanning forum postings
and IRC chat logs to find Chixor Zed. The
timing seemed to fit my theory - Chixor Zed
had appeared out of nowhere - just after the
AnonIT hacking competition was announced,
and long after P@nic had a solid online
presence .

I saw too that P@nic herself was all over
social media. Or she was, until just about a
year ago, after which the handfuls of anony
mously-maintained social media accounts just
stopped posting, stopped updating. That date
didn 't correspond with anything else I knew
about her, Oober, or AnonIT, so I saved that
for later compiling.

Since she 'd gone off-grid and had stopped
social media involvement last year , I had no
clue if any of her accounts were maintained,
but I knew how to find out.

I looked at the list of social media sites that
she 'd been a part of, and got to work .

I began with a deep sigh. Then I signed
up for FriendyFace, SyncedIn, Twitchat, and
far too many more of the social media heavy
hitters that P@nic and everyone in civilized
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society seemed to care about except for me.
Social media made me want to lurk, not like .

Being Dev Manny and the Information
Technology Private Investigator that I was, I
had little to brag about. My lack of effort at
social media was probably why I had close
to zero clients. I resolved to someday throw a
new title on my business card and recommit
myself to sales. Something like "Best Damn
Social Mediator," only with a more family
friendly acronym.

While signing up, I used a temporary emai l
address and fake account info. My highly
developed paranoia smiled and gloated just
minutes later, as my inbox began to explode
with spam spawning from those who thought
it ethical to sell my information to scammers.
I watched in real time the flood of unsolicited
friend requests containing cute/funny/adorable
pictures of cats/dogs/penises.

I ignored it all and planned out the only
other action I wanted to take on each site .
The point of all this was to send P@nic a very
specific message, and it had to be crafted. The
message had to let her know I knew about her
double identity and her involvement in the
AnonIT hacking competition, and that I was
friendly with Oober - and do it all in a way
that wouldn 't be understood by anyone inter
cepting the message .

After trying a few variations , I copied and
pasted to P@nic 's year-old accounts:

"Don't panic. Need to have an uber-talk,
from Anon to Zed ."
Then I waited.

Not long after, my inbox incremented by
one. There was no cute/funny /adorable picture,
just a one-sentence response from the P@nic
account holder:

"I Reti re Chixor right now."
I stared at the message, wondering at the

weird phrasing and capitalization. After seven
blinks, I understood and scrambled to get on to
the IRC channels where I'd last seen Chixor
Zed .
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ChapterOxC

That's how I made contact with the missing
teenage female hacker and Oober's obsession.
I was finally talking with Chixor Zed , also
known as P@nic.

The three story house was all brick and
stone and modem elegance. A canopy of
cheerfully leafed trees covered the neighbor
hood and cradled above the house like a beau
tiful green umbrella. The nearest house to this
one was hundreds of yards away. All houses

P@nic: ? here had wide lush yards with bushes so care
Me: I'm a friend of Oober : Dev Manny, fully shaped they almost looked plastic. Even

Information Technology Private Investigator. with all the trees, not one leaf was out of place.
Oober's worried about you. I've been sent to All in all, this was a perfect place to live ,
find you. a shiny close-knit community just outside of

P@nic : i'm in deep water and he's a little a big city, full of wealth, safety, space, and
fish. staying off grid to keep him safe, to keep beauty. A dream house in a dream location.
family safe. parents are out ofcountry anyway. I hated this part of town.
they know nothing. keep oober out of this, get My own office - with its coffee-stains-
me? where- there-should-never-be-coffee-stains,

Me: Might be hard to do. He's my client. the evolving funky smells, the building elec-
He likes you. tries more temperamental than a rabid dog -

P@nic: yeah, i get that. so if you care about that was more honest than the "perfect" home
in front of me. I didn 't care about comfort. Ihim, help me. i can 't go home, but i need hands

't t thi t t dealt with the truth about reality instead ofonsi e 0 access some mg tmpor an .
Me: Why me and not Oober? trying to hide from it.
P@ ' b h I pulled into the driveway, though myrue: ecause you ave a car.
P@nic: because i care more about oober car didn't want to. Intimidated by pavement

somehow free of cracks and oil stains, my car
than you .

sneakily dropped into neutral and tried to roll
P@nic: because i will pay you a lot of

back down the inclined driveway. I sensed that
bitcoins.

if I shifted into reverse and floored the gas, my
P@nic: and because i said please.

car would find its way out of this place without
P@nic : please .

me even needing to drive it.
Logic, loyalty, and bitcoins. I did like this I set the emergency brake, killed the engine,

girl. waited for the car to cough itself to death, and
She then relayed some very simple instruc- got out. I walked up to an entranceway so

tions, an address, and what to do when I got large, welcoming, and column-filled, I felt like
there . We broke contact and I headed out, I was stepping into a movie set.
hoping my car would beat its current 30 There was a doorbell, so I pushed it. A faint
percent chance of starting . BONG-bong echoed through the house.

I made sure my car doors were locked. I I stood and waited.
didn't like driving to this part of the city. Part When I was reasonably sure that no one was
of my worry was the state of the houses them- home, I followed P@nic's instructions - there
selves, their conformity, the visual display that was the fake rock, just under the leftmost bush.
might as well have screamed how the home- The key fit the front door. There was no alarm
owners lived quiet lives of quieter desperation. system. I was amazed at the trust and lack of

The deeper I drove into this community of security. Like building a wireless network with
despair, the more out of place I felt. I took too WEP encryption ... you just don't do that.
long poking at the GPS and missed my tum . I pushed into the house. The foyer was big.
It took me several tries to convince my car The adjoining rooms were big . The stairs were
to shift into reverse, but eventually the trans- big . The only thing out of place was the small
mission rolled the right dice, ancient gears human looking around the place: I was alone.
slammed into place, and my car lurched in the Where I needed to go wasn't far. I climbed
direction I wanted it to go, punctuated with an to the top of the stairs and turned into a long
angry cloud of black smoke. hallway that sprouted bedrooms and offices

P@nic's house wasn't a mansion, but it was along its length . On the hallway wall was the
close. row of pictures P@nic told me to look for.
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I saw P@nic for the first time . The eyes told me more than they meant to.
She was an only child . The first picture They were cautious, almost feral.

leading the mounted row in front of me was Something in her had been hurt. Injured.
that of a happ y-looking couple on a palm-tree- Broken.
studded beac h. Must be the parents. They wore Lost in analysis , I remembered what P@nic
outdated clothes, and the photo print was taken had asked me to do .
with an early generation digital camera , grainy I flipped the picture around . I gently
and a little off-co lor. That told me something detached the image from the frame . Between
interesting: Th is was a tech savvy family, the thick cardstock backing and the photo was
early technolo gy adopters, dating from before a piece of folded paper. I took it and put it in
megapixels killed film. That mentality might my pocket , but not before first open ing it, veri-
explain P@nic 's head start in hacking. fying what I thought it was , and taking a cell-

The next photo was of a beta version of P@ phone shot of the contents .
nic - what normals called a "baby." Wavy dark I began to repai r my permitted vandalism
hair hung close to bright, eager brown eyes. and put the photo back in the frame . While
Looked like a cute kid. doing so , I checked the back of the photo. It

The next picture was her a few years older, had been professionally printed , and I read the
wearing a pink dress, a wide grin on a face imprint of the printing company and the date
almost hidden by a massive armful of stuffed stamp.
animals. Her brown hair was longer, with pink The picture had been taken one year ago .
bows. Cute. P@nic had quit all social media about a

The next picture was maybe around nine or year ago. She'd later won the AnonIT cornpe
ten. She was intentionally posing like a model tition , and part of the winners' booty was the
on a runway, with a self assurance rarely found Naked Princess photo. The piece of paper I
in any adult outside of Hollywood or politics. held was linked to the AnonIT competition.
Her hair was even longer, double -braided , The data bubble-sorted in my head, and
hanging down almost to her waist. She had certai n events began to line up with others .
serious eyes that tried but failed to hide a P@nic was tied to the Naked Princess
shining joy in whatever it was she 'd been photo. Whatever had happened with it had
doing at the time of the picture . Cute. changed her life enough to turn treasured

The last picture in the row wasn' t cute. It fami ly photos from light to dark, and had
wasn' t of a child. caused her to sever all ties with social media .

It was P@nic in her early teens. Her long She then later inserted hersel f into AnonIT,
hair was gone , cut choppy at her jawline . Her in order to do something with the photo... or
hunched posture indicated frustration , irrita- despite it.
tion , a desire to be anywhere else than where As proof, I'd seen P@nic 's childhood
she was. There was no pink in her outfit, ju st pictures, with multiple pointers to some signif
dark colors and simple clothes, a fashion after- icant event happening a year ago .
thought. The worst was her eyes , which had As proof, I was in the middle of a very
darkened to something sullen and suspicious . strange case , betwee n P@nic , Gober , the
Angry. AnonIT competition , and the Naked Prin-

This last picture was so different from the cess - a picture so horrible it had terrified and
others, it took me time to figure out why it was disgusted all who saw it.
even there . Maybe it was something about kids As proof, I had a piece of paper in my
getting older, and the parents would take what pocket.
pictures they could get. I didn 't have kids. I The paper was a note from P@nic. Her
didn't know how they worked. But I remem- meticulou s and careful handwriting held what
bered enough of my teen years to know they she'd asked me to get: A hand -printed encryp
sucked. May be that' s what this was - P@nic tion code. It was a 384-digit key needed to
criticizing the rest of the world until she found open up her cloud-based storage locker.
her place in it. I knew it was importa nt, so much that P@

At a second glance , I knew I was wrong. I nic had risked expos ure by asking me to get it.
leaned in and looked closer at the picture. The I had no idea yet what it would revea l.
eyes. ... The key word being "yet."
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Listed here are some upcoming events of interest to hackers. Hacker conferences generally cost under
$150 and are open to everyone. Higher prices may apply to the more elaborate events such as outdoor
camps. If you know of a conference or event that should be known to the hacker community,email us
at happenings@2600.com or by snail mail at Hacke r Happenings, PO Box 99, Middle Island, NY
11953 USA. We only list events that have a firm date and location, aren't ridiculously expensive, are
open to everyone, and welcome the hacker community.

Janua ry 16-18
ShmooCon

Washingt on Hilton Hotel
Washing ton DC

www.shmoocon.org

March 20-22
CarolinaCon II

Raleigh, North Caro lina
www.carolinacon.org

April 3-6
Easterhegg 2015

Kinder und Jugendzentrum Miih le
Braunschweig, Germ any

www.easterhegg .eu

April 25-2 6
Maker Faire U.K.

Life Scien ce Centre
Newcastle upon Tyne, Engl and

www.makerfaireuk .com

May 14- 15
THOTCONO x6
Chicago, Illinoi s

thotcon.org

May 16-17
Maker Faire Bay Area
San Mateo Event Center

San Mateo, California
www.makerfaire.com

June 3-5
RVAsec
Richmond, Virginia
rvasec.com

June 12-14
CircleCityCon
Indianapoli s, Indi ana
circlecitycon.com

June 12-14
NolaCon
Crowne Plaza New Orleans
New Orleans , Lou isiana
nolacon .com

August 6-9
DEFCON23
Paris/Bally's
Las Vegas, Nev ada
www.defcon.org

August 13-17
Chaos Communication Camp
near Berlin , Germany
www.ccc.de

September 26-27
World Maker Faire New York
New York Hall of Science
Queens, New York
www.makerfaire.com

Please send us yourfe edback on any events you attend and
let us know if they should/should not be listed here .
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significant others, hackers, and computer wizards.
It can be given to that guy or gal you might meet at a
party, supermarket, or social gathering when you want
himlher to be able to call your "unlisted " local or long
distance telephone number, but want to keep the actual
telephone number confidential and undisclosed. Only you
have the special programming tool to change the stored
number. Limited quantity available. Money order only:
$28.95. Only $24.95 each if you order two or more.
Add $4 S/H per order. Mail order to: PHONE HOME,
Nimrod Division, 331 N. New Ballas, Box 410802,
Crc, Missouri 63141.

Announcements
JOIN TH E MOVEM ENT! Help us expose the Justice
Department's political agenda against hackers! We are
blowing the Ghost Exodus case wide open and exposing
the perpetrators responsible for manufacturing and
slanting his case in favor of the prosecution, ironically, the
same prosecutor residing over the case of Barrett Brown
and Matthew Weigrnan. Find out why Jesse McGraw' s
lawyer refuses to file his appeal, and what one rogue
prosecutor is trying to cover up. Help us to distribute
pamphlet s at hacker conferences and visit our legal fund
to donate to the cause. Free Ghost Exodus! Free Jesse!
Fundraiser: http://tinyurl.com/freegbostexodus Contact:
freejesselegalteam@hush.ai Main Site (still under
construction ): http://freejesselegal.wix.com/freejesse
THIS IS SHIMS HON ALPERT and I am (BE"H,
with G-d's help) on the way to becoming a Minister of
Knesset (parliament) in Israel. I' m also a 2600 subscriber.
Now that I have your attention, here are the details. I am
currently in the process of putting my name on the Bayit
Yehudi (Jewish Home) party list to be voted for in the
primaries. This will determine my ranking and chances
of entering the Knesset in the next general election.
By the time you read this ad, the Bayit Yehudi party
primaries may already be over. I am reaching out to the
2600 community for moral support. You don 't need to do
anything. Just keep me in mind, and if you know anyone
in Israel, tell them about me. That was easy, right? In an
ideal world, people should automatically know who I
am and support me because they are not going out and
attempting to become Ministers of Knesset. You're either
part of the problem or part of the solution. I don 't really
like campaigning. I like getting things done. This ad is
part of my compromise between a silent and "out there"
campaign.

Marketplace
For Sale
CLUB-MATE is now easy to get in the United States!
The caffeinated German beverage is a huge hit at any
hacker gathering . Available in two quantit ies: $36.99 per
12 pack or $53.99 per 18 pack of half liter bottles plus
shipping. Write to contact@club-mate.us or order directly
from store.2600.com. We are now working to supply
stores nationwide - full details at club-mate.us.
HACKER WARE HOUSE is your one stop shop for
hacking equipment. We understand the importance of
tools and gear which is why we strive to carry only the
highest quality gear from the best brands in the industry.
From WiFi Hacking to Hardware Hacking to Lock Picks,
we carry equipment that all hackers need. Check us out at
HackerWarehouse.com.
HACKERSTICKER S.COM sells great hacker,
programmer, and security gear such as shirts, caffeinated
candy, laptop stickers, and lock pick sets. Get a free
sticker with purchase, just add to cart and enter "freestick"
at checkout.
A TOOL TO TALK TO CHIPS. It's the middle of
the night. You compile and program test code for what
must be the IOOOth time. Digging through the datasheets
again, you wonder if the problem is in your code, a
broken microcontroller... who knows? There are a million
possibilities, and you' ve already tried everything twice.
Imagine if you could take the frustration out of learning
about a new chip. Type a few intuitive commands into
the Bus Pirate's simple console interface . The Bus Pirate
translates the commands into the correct signals, sends
them to the chip, and the reply appears on the screen.
No more worry about incorrect code and peripheral
configuration, just pure development fun for only $30
including world wide shipping. Check out this open
source project and more at Dangerou sPrototypes.com.
RLUETOOTH SEARCH FOR ANDROID searches
for nearby discoverab le Bluetooth devices. Runs in
the background while you use other apps, recording
devices ' names, addresses, and signal strength, along
with device type, services, and manufacturer. Handles
Bluetooth Classic and Bluetooth LE (on LE-equipped
Android devices). This is a valuable tool for anyone
developing Bluetooth software, security auditors
looking for potentially vulnerable devices, or anyone
who's just curious about the Bluetooth devices in their
midst. Exports device data to a CSV file for use in
other program s, databases, etc. If you 've used tools
like btscanner, SpoofTooph, Harald Scan, or Bluelog
on other platforms, you need Bluetooth Search on
your Android device. More info and download @ Wanted
http://tinyurl.comlb tscan. WE ARE AN UNDERGROUND EXPERIMENTAL
ET PHONE HOME FOB: Subminiature, tiny (7/10 DUBSTEP RAP BAND along the lines of the Beastie
ounce), programmable/reprogrammable touch-tone Boys and Mindless Self Indulgence, creating music
multi-frequency (DTMF) dialer with key ring/clip which outside the system exclusively for the Internet. We are in
can store up to 15 touch-tone digits and, at the push of the need ofan awesome web designer to redesign our outdated
"HOME" button (when held next to a telephone receiver), wordpress website: www.tvmessiah.com. Check out our
will output the preprogrammed telephone number which latest tracks on youtube (http://www.youtube.com/user/
can be heard at the same time from the unit's internal tvmessiah/videos) and, if you dig us and believe we are
speaker. Ideal for E.T.'s, children, Alzheimer victims, worthy, please reach out to us: number7@tvmessiah.com.
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Some topics I am familiar with include SQL, PHP, Wi-Fi,
and pen testing. I am also interested in any info anyone
will provide about speaking topics at events like Defcon
or HOPE. I' ve been locked up since 2009 so any info,
articles, or speaking topics anyone wants to send, or
anyone just wanting to chat with me, would be greatly
appreciated. I can be reached through Jpay.com using my
DoC #339317 in Washington State or via mail at Chris
Berge, 339317 10-G31, Washington State Penitentiary,
1313 N 13th Ave., Walla Walla, WA 99367. Please note
that book donations must come from a company and have
a receipt. Happy hacking!
I AM TRYING TO GET A STEM-PROJECT GRO UP
in this prison, where men can study advanced topics and
apply the concepts in a hobbyist-type makerspace. The
University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh's math and science
departments have shown an interest in volunteering to do
instruction. Books, zines, and equipment are needed to fill
it out. I also really need the community to tell the prison's
administration that it is a good thing to allow inmates
to engage in STEM studies and experimentation, what
resources and support are out there, and that such a group
should be started. Warden: judy.smith@wisconsin.gov,
Edu. Director: david.hines@Wisconsin.gov. I can accept
new (or like new) publications from any organization,
with a receipt, at: Jason Glascock #342498, OSCI,
1730 W. Snell Rd., Oshkosh, WI 5490I. Letters, printouts,
and zines can be sent to: PO Box 3310, Oshkosh, WI
54903. I am open to any correspondence, and will try
to respond to everything. My interests center on applied
tech in anything from agriculture to robotics to data.
Used publications (or things in electronic format) should
be sent to: "Ms. Chaney - Library" at the street address
above. If you have equipment, please contact Mr. Hines,
the Edu. Director, and send me a record.
OPERATIOI\" PRISON PIRATE needs your help! OPP
Media started as a hobby in 2012 to provide uncensored
information and entertainment to various prisons in
the U.S., but we've hit the limit of what we can do by
ourselves. We really need donations. It costs us about
$50 per broadcast, all out of pocket. Recently, our main
transmitted was damaged, and we can't afford to replace
it. We are also looking for engineers, producers, voiceover
talent, or anyone who can help us in any way. We'd like to
expand to cover even more prisons, but we need some help.
E-mail usatOPPmedia@hushrnail.com. and send bitcoins
to IJ34tp Xw84qM39LEZRtnUiVVpmuU60xQJE.

Deadline for Spring issue: 2/21/15.

ONLY SUBSCRIBERS CAN ADVERTISE IN 2600!
Don' t even think about trying to take out an ad unless you
subscribe! All ads are free and there is no amount of money
we will accept for a non-subscriber ad. We hope that's
clear. Of course, we reserve the right to pass judgment
on your ad and not print it if it' s amazingly stupid or has
nothing at all to do with the hacker world. We make no
guarantee as to the honesty, righteousness, sanity, etc. of
the people advertising here. Contact them at your peril.
All submissions are for ONE ISSUE ONLY! If you want
to run your ad more than once you must resubmit it each
time. Don't expect us to run more than one ad for you in
a single issue either. Include your address label/envelope
or a photocopy so we know you' re a subscriber. If you're
an electronic subscriber, please send us a copy of your
subscription receipt. Send your ad to 2600 Marketplace,
PO Box 99, Middle Island, NY 11953. You can also email
your ads to subs@2600.com.

Personal
BEING CL OSE TO RELE ASE IN 2016, I am looking
to brush up on what's been going on in the hacker world.
I would be interested in discussing topics, getting articles
mailed in, or book recommendations (or donations).
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GET YOUR HAM RADIO LICENSEl KB6NU's
"No-Nonsense" Study Guides make it easy to get your
Technician Class or General Class amateur radio license.
They clearly and succinctly explain the concepts,
while at the same time give you the answers to all of
the questions on the test. And the best part is that they
are free from www.kb6nu.com/tech-manual. E-mail
cwgeek@kb6nu.com for more information.
SEC URE UNIX SHELLS & HO STI NG SINCE
1999. JEAH.NET is one of the oldest and most trusted
for fast, stable shell accounts. We provide hundreds of
vhost domains for IRC and email, the latest popular *nix
programs, access to classic shell programs and compilers.
JEAH.NET proudly hosts eggdrop, BNC, IRCD, and web
sites w/SQL. 2600 readers' setup fees are always waived.
BTW: FYNE.COM (our sister co.) offers free DNS
hosting and WHOIS privacy for $3.50 with all domains
registered or transferred in!
DIGITAL FORENSICS FOR THE DEF ENSE! Sensei
Enterprises believes in the Constitutional right to a
zealous defense, and backs up that belief by providing the
highest quality digital forensics and electronic evidence
support for criminal defense attorneys. Our veteran
experts are cool under fire in a courtroom - and their
forensic skills are impeccable. We recover data from
many sources, including computers, external media, and
smartphones. We handle a wide range of cases, including
hacking, child pornography possession/distribution,
solicitation of minors, theft of proprietary data, data
breaches, interception of electronic communications,
identity theft, rape, murder, embezzlement, wire fraud,
racketeering, espionage, cyber harassment, cyber abuse,
terrorism, and more. Sensei's digital forensic examiners
all hold prestigious forensic certifications. Our principals
are co-authors of The Electronic Evidence Handbook
(American Bar Association 2006) and hundreds of
articles on digital forensics and electronic evidence.
They lecture throughout North America and have been
interviewed by ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN, Reuters, many
newspapers, and even Oprah Winfrey' s a magazine. For
more information, call us at 703-359-0700 or email us at
sensei@senseient.com.
INTELLIGENT HACKERS UNIX SHELL: Reverse.
Net is owned and operated by intelligent hackers. We
believe every user has the right to online security and
privacy. In today's hostile anti-hacker atmosphere,
intelligent hackers require the need for a secure place to
work, compile, and explore without big-brother looking
over their shoulder. Hosted in Chicago with Filtered
DoS Protection. Multiple Dual Core FreeBSD servers.
Affordable pricing from $5/month, with a money back
guarantee. Lifetime 26% discount for 2600 readers.
Coupon Code: Save2600. http://www.reverse.netl
NOPAYCLASSIFIE DS.COM - Free advertising 
50 countries! Free business directory, classified ads (6
free photos) with link to your website to help you expand
your business and improve search engine placement.
Search over 35 million classified ads (mostly USA) to
help you find what you want. Thank you for being part of
our online audience!



Did you miss HOPE X?
Or were you there and now you miss it because
it's over? Either way, we're here to help.

We h ave HOPE X leftover shirts with th e snazzy HO P E X badge design

in the front and the colorful artwork on the back, all on a charcoal

gr ay colored shirt . $20 each while supplies last - store .2600 .com/shir ts.

html. Did you someho w manage to mi ss on e of the 100 talks that were

prese nted? DVD s of ALL of the three speake r track s are av ailable for

only $5 each , $399 for all 102 DVD s. We can't pos sibly print all ofthe talk

ti tles here, but you can see them at sto re.2600.com/ho pex20l4.h tml and

select the ones you want. And for the first t ime ever, we ' offer ing all of

the talk s on-fla sh drives (either two 32gb or one 64gb drive) . Much higher

quality than what's online, no DRM, easy to copy, sharing encou raged.

Only $99 for the ent ire set at store.2600.com/ho fldr.html

-_. We've retired the "blue" blue
box shirts and have gone back
to our roots with the traditional

white on black style. Not
only is it more readable, but
it washes better and will last
forever (we still see people

with the ones we made over ten
years ago). It also has brand
new headlines on the back

relevant to the hacker world.

------------------- 2600 Magazin e

This just in: We now have a

HOPE Number Nine 64gb flash

drive containing ALL of the talks

from that conference for only $69!

Look for details on our store.

2600 .col1\
store . $20



"There will come a time when it isn't T hey 're spying on me through my phone ' anymore.
Eventually, it will be 'My phone is spying Oil me. :" - Philip K. Dick , circa 1970s
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All meetings tak e place on the firs t
Fr iday of th e month

(a * indic at es a meeting that 's held on
the first Thursday of the mon th) .

Unless otherwis e noted, 2600
meetin gs begin at 5 pm local time.

To start a meeti ng in your clty, send
em ail to meetin gs@2600.com .

New York: Citigrou p Center.
in the lobby, 153 E 53rd St,

~~~IiI°i!"°n& J
ij"hester : rlock R ester, 115
" ain St, Do~r #7, Su "00 .7 m

N CaroillD
ario tte : i]Bread, 93~ , Clay

(nea r ' CharI e).6:3 'pm
~oro ibou 09

Northline Ave (Friendl y Center ).
Ra leigh: Cup A Joe. 3100
Hillsborough 51.7 pm

Nor th Dakota
Fargo: West Acres Mall food court.

Oh io
Ci ncinna ti: Hive 13. 2929
Spring Grove Ave. 1 pm
Cleveland (w arre nsvttte Height s):
Panera Bread, 4103 Richmond Rd. 7 pm
Columbus : Front of the food court
founta in in Easton Mall. 7 pm
Dayton : Mar ions Piazza ver.
2.0, 899 i Kingsridge Dr., behind
the Dayton Mall off SR-74 i.
Youn gstown (Niles): Panara Bread,
5675 Youngstown Warren Rd.

O klah oma
O klah oma Clt)·: Cafe Bella. southeast
comer of SW 89th St and Penn.

O regon
Por tland: Theo's, 121
NW 5th Ave. 7 pm

Penns ylvani a
Allentown: Panera Bread,
3 iOOWTilgbman SI. 6 pm
Harrisbu rg: Penera Bread, 4263
Union Depos it Rd. 6 pm
Philadelphia: 30th St Station,
food court outside Taco Bell.
Pittsburgh : Tazz D 'Oro, 1125
North Highland Ave at round
table by front window.
Sta te College: in the HUB above the
Sushi place on the Penn State campus .

Puert o Rico
San J uan: Plaza Las
Americas on first floor.
Tr uj ilio Alto: The Office
Irish Pub. 7:30 pm

South Dakot a
Sioux Falls: Empire Mall,
by Burger King.

Tenn essee
Knoxvtlle : West Town
Mall food court. 6 pm
Memphis: Republ ic Coffee,
2924 Walnut Grove Rd. 6 pm
Nash\'ii1e: J&1's Market &
Cafe, 1912 Broadway. 6 pm

Tesss
Austi n: Spide r House Cafe , 2908 Fruth
St, front room across from the bar. 7 pm
Dallas: Wild Turkey, 2470
Walnut Hill Ln. 7 pm
Houston : Ninfa 's Express seating
area, Galleria IV.6 pm
Plano : Fourteen Eighteen
Coffeehouse, i 4 i 8 Ave K. 6 pm

Verm ont
Bur lingto n: The Burlington Town
Center Mall food cou rt under the stairs .

Virginia
Arli ngto n: (see District of Coiumbia)
Blacksburg,: Squires Student Center at
Virginia Tech, 118 N. Main St. 7 pm
Cha r lottesville : Panera
Bread at the Barrack s Road
Shopping Center. 6:30 pm
Richmond : Hack.RVA 1600
Roseneath Rd. 6 pm

Wash inglon
Seattle : Washington State Convention
Center. 2nd level, south side. 6 pm
Spokane : The Service Station,
9315 N Neva da (North Spokane).

. Wisconsin
Mad ison: Fair Trade Coffee
House, 4 18 State St.

G RE ECE Delaware
At bens: Outsid e the bookstore ~ewark: Barnes and Nobles

......._~""ti 0 «Ofl1fO Ostia II.
Pa \ ion an tourn an . pm strict of rbia
~ IREL NO Ar
ubltn : At ll~ nes beside Sal

t Dublin ' .
C on For i Laudtrd ale: U ergrou (is

___weJ lpo . Coffe 20 ederal H pm

to the library. 1 pm G ainesville: In the back of the
ISRA EL University of Florida 's Reitz

*Beit Sh emesh: In the big Fashion Man Union food court. 6 pm
(across from train station), second floor, J acksonvill e: O' Brothers Irish
food court. Phone: 1-800· 800-515. 7 pm Pub, 1521 Margaret 51.6:30 pm
"'Safed: Courtyard of Ashkenazi An . Melbourne: Sun Shoppe Cafe,

ITALY 540 E New Haven Ave. 5:30 pm
~liIan : Piazza Loreto in Sebri ng : Lakeshore Mall food
front of McDon alds. court.next to paypho nes. 6 pm

J APAN Tft usvtlle . Ember Hookah Bar,
Kagoshl ma: Amu Plaza next 317 S Washington Ave (US - I).
to the centra l railway station in Georgia
the basement food court (Food Atl ant a: Lenox Mall food court. 7 pm
Cube) near Doutor Coffee . Hawaii
Tokyo: Mixing Bar near Hilo: Prince Kuhio Plaza food
Shinjuku Statio n, 2 blocks court, I II East Puainako St.
east of east exit. 6:30 pm Idaho

MEXI CO Boise: BSU Student Union Building,
C hetuma l: Food court at La Plaza de upstairs from the main entrance.
Americas, right front near Italian food. Payphones: (208) 342.9700.
Mexico City : "Zocalo" Subway Pocat ello: Flipside Lounge,
Station (Line 2 of the "METRO" 117 S Main 81.6 pm
subway, the blue onc). At the lii inois
"~epartamento del Dism to Federal" Chicago: Golden Apple, 297 1
exit, near the payphon~s ~nd the N. Lincoln Ave. 6 pm
candy shop, at the begmmng of the Peori a: Srarbucks 1200 West Main SI.
"Zocalo-Pino Suarez" runnel. In'diana

NET HERLA.","DS Evansvil le; Barnes & Noble cafe
Utrec ht : In front of the Burger King at 624 S Green River Rd.
at Utrecht Centr;tl Stat ion. 7 pm Ind ianapolis: Tomlinson Tap Room

NORWAY in City Market, 222 E Market St.
Oslo: Sentral Train Station Iowa

?t ~e "m~et~il point" area Am es: Memoria l Union Building food
m t e mam . 7 pm COUIt at the Iowa State University.
Tromsoe: The upper floor at Blaa Daven ort: Co-Lab, 1033 E 53rd St.
Rock Cafe , Stran: ia: UI4. 6 pm p Kan sas

Li ma: Barbilonia (ex .Apu Bar), ::~~:si~~~~:~~e~~:~ra~~: Mall .
en Alcanfores 455 , Mireflores, wt chtta: Riverside Perk,
at the end ofTarata SI. 8 pm 1144 Bitti A
Trujillo: Starbucks, Mall I mg ~~uisiana

Aventura PI~I~~;P INES New Orieans : Z'otz Coffee House

Que zon Ctty: Chocola.tc Ki.ss~und uptown, 8210 Oa~I~~~: prn

~~~~~~~~;~~l~~~~~\;~1ty Portl and: Maine Mall by the bench
SWED EN at the food court door. 6 pm

Stockholm: Starbucks at Maryland
Stockholm Central Station. Baltim ore : Barnes & Noble

SWIT ZE R LAND cafe at the Inner Harbor.
Lausann e: In front of the MacDo Massachu sett s
beside the train station 7 pm Bosto n: Stratton Student Center

WALES (Building W20) at MIT in the
Ewlee: SI. David 's Hote l. 2nd floor lounge area. 7 pm

UNIT ED STATES Worceste r: TESLA space
Alabama ~ 97D Webster St.

Auburn : The student lounge upstairs l\Iichiga.n
in the Foy Union Building. 7 pm An n A:rbor: Sta~buck.s In The
H untsvi lle: Upstairs at Tenders, Galien a on S Un iversity, 7 pm
800 Holmes Ave NE. 6 pm Minnesota

Arizo na Bloomingto n: Mall of America food
Ph oenix: HeatSync Labs, court in front of Burger King. 6 pm
140 \V Main St. 6 pm . Missouri
Pre scott : Method Coffee, 3180 St. LoUIS: Arch Reactor Hacker
Willow Creek Rd. 6 pm Space, 2400 S Jefferson Ave.

Ark an sas Mont ana
Ft . Smith : River City Deli at Helen a: Hall beside OX
7320 Rogers Ave. 6 pm at Lundy Center .

Ca liforn ia Nebraska
Los Angeles: Union Station, inside O mah a: Westroads Mall food court ncar
main entrance (Alameda St side) south entrance, l00t h and Dodge. 7 pm
between Union Bagel and the Traxx Bar. Nevada
Monterey: East Village Elko: Uber Games and Technology,
Coffee Lounge. 5:30 pm 1071 Idaho 51.6 pm
O ra nge: Orange Circ le. 7 pm Las Vegas: SYN Shop,
Sac ra mento: Hacker Lab, 1715 1St. 117 N 4th St. 7 pm
Sa n Diego: Regents Pizza, 4i 50 Reno: Barnes & Noble Starbucks
Regents Park Row #170. 5555 S. Virginia St.
Sa n Fr an cisco: 4 Embarcadero Center New Hampshire
near street level fountains. 6 pm Keene: Local Burger, 82 Main St. 7 pm
San Jo se: Outside the cafe at the MLK New Je rsey
Library at 4th and E San Fernando. 6 pm Mor ri stown : Pancra Bread,

Colorado 66 Morris St. 7 pm
Lovelan d : Starbucks at Centcrra Som erv ille: Dragonfly
(next to BonefishGrill). 1 pm Cafe, 14 E Main SL

Connect icut New York
Newingto n: Panera Bread, Alban )': Starbucks, 1244
3 120 Berlin Tpke. 6 pm we stern Ave. 6 pm

78 a ton
S~..d ·$liI.b e Mrs Ieee
Hotel, 789 George St. 6 pm

AUST RIA
Gr az: Cafe Haltestelle
on Jakominiplatz.

BELGIUM
Antw erp : Central Station, top of
the stairs in the main hali. 7 pm

BRAZIL
Belo Horfzonte: PeIego's Bar at
Assufeng, near the payphone . 6 pm

CANADA
Alberta

Cal gary : Food court of Eau
Claire Market. 6 pm
Edmo nton: Elephant & Castle
Pub, 103 14 Whyte Ave, near
big red telephone box. 6 pm

Bri tish Co lumbi a
Kaml oop s: Student St in Oid Main in
front of o m Horton 's, TRU campus.
Vancouver (Su r rey): Central
City Shopping Centre food
court by Orange Julius.

Manito ba
winnfpeg: St. Vital Shopping
Centre , food court by HMV.

New Brun swkk
Monc ton: Champlain Mali
food court, near KFC. 7 pm

Newfoundland
St. J ohn 's: Memorial University Center
food court (in front of the Dairy Queen).

O ntar io
Ottawa : World Exchan ge Plaza , 111
Albert St. second floor. 6:30 pm
Tor onto: Free Times Cafe,
Co liege and Spadina.
Wind sor : Sandy' s, 7120
Wyandotte·St E. 6 pm

C HINA
Hon g Kong: Pacific Coffee in
Festival Walk, Kowloon Tong. 7 pm

COSTA RI CA
Heredia: Food court, Pasco
de las Flores Mail.

CZ ECH REPUBLI C
Pr ague: Legcnda pub. 6 pm

DENMARK
Aalborg: Fast Eddie's pool hall.
Aarh us: In the far com er of the
DSB cafe in the railway station.
Cope nhage n: Cafe Blasen.
Sender borg: Cafe Omen. 7:30 pm

ENG LAND
Bri ghton : At the phone boxes
by the Sealife Centre (across
the road from the Palace Pier).
Payphone: (0 1273) 606674. 7 pm
Leed s: The Brewery Tap Leeds. 7 pm
Lo ndo n: Trocadero Shopping
Center (near Piccadilly Circus),
lowes t level. 6:30 pm
Man chester : Bulls Head Pub
on London Rd. 7:30 pm
No rw ich; Entrance to Chapelfield
Mall, under the big screenTV. 6 pm

FINLAN D
Helsinki: Fenniakortteli food
court (Vuorikatu 14).

FRANCE
Ca nnes: Patais des Festivals & des
Congres la Croisette on the left side.
G renoble: EVE performance hall on the
campus of Saint Mart in d 'H ercs. 6 pm
Lill e: Grand-Place (Place Charles
de Gaulle) in front of the Furct
du Nord bookstore . 7:30 pm
Pari s: Cafe Monde et Medias,
Place de la Rcpublique. 6 pm
Renn es: Bar Ie Golden Gate, Rue
St Georges a Rennes. 8 pm
Rouen: Place de la Cathedrale,
benches to the righ t. 8 pm
Toulouse: Place du Capitole by
the benches near the fast food and
the Capn ole wall. 7:30 pm
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